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FOREWORD

REC  #1    HATONN

MON., JAN. 20, 1997  7:42 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 157

MON.,  JAN. 20,  1997

WHAT  YOU  DO

I have a little thought-provoker for you who have the writings flowing through each day and enjoy the
sharing of minds as we venture through our collective and singular ad-ventures.  Sometimes it is harsh in
reception when you tarry long enough to listen and misunderstand messages.  For, unless you tune your
“hearing” within, you will always MISUNDERSTAND.

Let us for just a short moment suppose that you are in sickness and something is wrong with you to the
extent that your own body doesn’t, say, know when to go to the bathroom and relieve self or there is
medication that needs moving through the system by allowing flow.  Now, suppose I tell you that you need
to urinate at least 18 times a day to move medication through the system so that it bathes all the inner
surfaces of the urinary tract.  Now, I observe you have missed a couple of hours and I say, “XX, go to the
bathroom now; you have forgotten.”  How does this look in written form in your enemy’s hands and
reprinting?  It will read, “See, they don’t even go to the bathroom unless he tells them.”  DOES ANYONE
GET MY POINT?

I do not “spell” out things because, yes indeed, I expect YOU to get and hold your messages, THINK,
and follow through.  If I appear to complain or am sharp and you feel it personal, and often it is extremely
personal to you who must be depended upon for the best function of the whole, then look within and FIND
my meaning for I will not jeopardize anything for blathering endlessly and telling you exactly what to do.
This is now or ever, unless it is mandatory.  If we give our enemies nothing with which to torment us, we are
less tormented.
You are each given passage through living in the physical to have ability and responsibility to think, reason,
select (choose) and act.  Some of you have such CRITICAL roles of acting that I have to remind you from
time to time to LOOK, LISTEN, SEE AND HEAR!  Especially when my people are tired and hopeless
to point it out and consider the seriousness of circumstances and load.  I can KNOW that each of you have
times of these endless, nagging, and painful decisions, but lashing out at one another when both are weary
is unacceptable.  Each of you think that in some measure YOUR task is less/more, easier/more difficult,
less responsible/more responsible, and so it is.  But let me remind you that all men expect God to make a
show-and-tell while GOD, ON THE OTHER HAND, SENT YOU.  God sent YOU to do that which is
your appointed task and it overlaps and, yet, there has to be a “buck stops here” person in every slot lest
NO ONE TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANYTHING—WHICH IS MAINLY WHAT LIFE IN-
SISTS YOU DO—TAKE NO RESPONSIBILITY.

I choose to nudge each of you into THINKING, not laying forth a plan already written in cement.  All I ask
you to do is think, OR, I will nudge you to act.  I also have to ask you who are very close, to, for goodness
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sakes, ease up on one another, allow breathing, and give us a break already.

Let us consider a short writing which reads:

Like sheaves of corn He gathers you unto Himself.
He threshes you to make you naked.
He sifts you to free you from your husks.
He grinds you to whiteness.
He kneads you until you are pliant;
And then He assigns you to His sacred fire, that you may become sacred bread for God’s sacred

feast.

Sounds good?  No, it is NOT like that even though the parable may wear quite well in the processing of
corn or wheat.

He does NOT thresh you to nakedness.  If you become naked it is of your doing and God wants you NOT
as naked bodies or souls.  You have been graced with that which allows you to clothe selves and never
does he want you naked—only in recognition of an absence of human ego that interferes with your re-
ceiving of NEW CLOTHES.  You must prepare soul and body for receiving and that often requires
removing the old and allowing for the new.

He does NOT sift you to free you from your husks.  HE ALLOWS YOU TO SIFT AND GRIND AND
SIFT AGAIN, YOUR OWN WORTHINESS FROM THE DECLARATIONS OF EGO UPON SELF
THAT BIND YOU LIKE THE GLUTEN IN THE LOAF OR THE LEAVEN IN PUFFED CAKES.
The facts are that most of you are totally EMBARRASSED by God’s presence for mankind has made
God to sound like trash from the lips in the obscene manner of assumption of power through greed.

He does NOT grind you to whiteness.  Suppose you are blue corn or whole grain?  You will NEVER be
“white” but you can be the BEST of that which you ARE.

He does NOT knead you until you are pliant.  He allows you to be that which you will, and do that which
you will, and hopes that some day you measure self against His own image and in that reflection you
BECOME that which is wondrous.  This only comes in the KNOWING of His perfection and your
ABSOLUTE LOVE RECEIVED.

I watch you who claim to love one another, but what you do is focus on self and resent the other for not
also focusing on YOURself.  You blame the other for not expressing, sharing, guiding, whatever.  You want
explicit homage without offering that which is needed in the other to solicit the offering of “self”.

You can NEVER know that which is in the heart of another—even if readers of minds become available—
nor can you demand it change IN THAT OTHER.

If you are not careful IN YOUR EXPECTATION OF LOVE, you will err.  You will reach out unto that
which is within the OTHER to take it unto self and rare is the man or woman who simply accepts the other
for its being.  So, negotiate those things of life which are physical and can be valued but compromise not
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TRUTH or SOUL KNOWING.  For, if this is demanded, Love perishes as ice before the fire.  And taking
that thought a bit further, remember that if the ice exceeds the measure of your “fire”, you shall be swal-
lowed and extinguished by the water from the ice.

RESPECT, ESTEEM, and REVERENCE are the key words properly defined, which God wishes FROM
YOU and FOR YOU.  WORSHIP is a non-word in God’s vocabulary.  For as a REFLECTION of God
you must worship self to worship God, and that is a WRONG concept if you would ever respect, esteem
and/or revere SELF.  You can worship the grain but in so doing you cannot also have the loaf.

And herein lays the secret of LOVE for one another.  You cannot THRESH the other to suit your wishes
or to make you naked, so to speak, and have the Other long respect you.  You cannot sift the other to
achieve that which YOU have decided is perfection of texture.  You must not grind the other until you have
lost all color of expression lest you end up with nothing of value whatsoever and learn to hate the other for
what YOU have done to her/him.

And, no matter how nice it sounds in a book of verses, you cannot knead the other into something pliant in
your hands for all you will have left is a wad of soggy dough and that is what you deserve in its most
expressive form.

You can ONLY LOVE another for what they already express and present and, if you find you must require
them to be something ELSE, you will have lost the very joy you sought in the first place.

When you want to reflect perfection, look unto God in that mirror.  When you want a reflection of self—
look and see what man has done to mankind.  If there is perfection in SELF—then imperfections in another
are unnoticed.
Let me example in relationships with another as in couples: Do you love and adore, cherish and care for the
other WITH all their differences?  If there were no trappings of pleasure save companionship, can you still
“love” and adore?  Friendship MUST COME FIRST, with RESPECT, and then two people can hope to
thrive as TWO—never ONE.  Even God is perfect duality in the WHOLE, not just “one”.  And when
you seek actions from your “other”, be very careful that you seek LOVE from self in behalf of that
other lest you be only seeking your own pleasure and gratification.  And, further, when you are
responded to badly—get thee away for you trod beyond the friendship that binds you and into the USE of
another.  When you pay the light-bill to get electricity, I suggest you take time to turn on the switch.

I will offer you some thoughts now, on BEING that which raises you above and beyond the drudgery of
physical demands and seemingly necessary “things”.

What do you think about these “things”?  Do you deplore the “things” gained through living?  I hope not,
for they are as necessary as the march through living.  But at what level do you serve them versus them
serving you?  Do you get and demand comfort for the body to the exclusion of peace and joy filling the
soul?  In addition to this question, I ask another one: Do you tend those things of physical acquisition that
you be worthy of the tending, by God, of self?

Or in the words of the prophet: “Do you have only comfort, and the lust for comfort, that stealthy thing that
enters the house as guest, and then becomes a host, and then a master?”  Are YOU the master or are
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THINGS the master?  “Verily the lust for comfort and pleasure murders the passion of the soul, and then
walks grinning in the funeral.”  Who will walk in YOUR funeral—laughing at your silliness?

From The Prophet:

[QUOTING:]

And an orator said, Speak to us of Freedom.

And he answered:

At the city gate and by your fireside I have seen you prostrate yourself and worship your own freedom,
even as slaves humble themselves before a tyrant and praise him though he slays them.

Ay, in the grove of the temple and in the shadow of the citadel I have seen the freest among you wear
their freedom as a yoke and a handcuff.

And my heart bled within me; for you can only be free when even the desire of seeking freedom
becomes a harness to you, and when you cease to speak of freedom as a goal and a fulfillment.

You shall be free indeed when your days are not without a care nor your nights without a want and a
grief, but rather when these things girdle your life and yet you rise above them naked and unbound.

And how shall you rise beyond your days and nights unless you break the chains which you at the
dawn of your understanding have fastened around your noon hour?

In truth that which you call freedom is the strongest of these chains, though its links glitter in the Sun and
dazzle your eyes.

And what is it but fragments of your own self you would discard that you may become free?

If it is an unjust law you would abolish, that law was written with your own hand upon your own
forehead.  You cannot erase it by burning your law books nor by washing the foreheads of your judges,
though you pour the sea upon them.  And if it is a despot you would dethrone, see first that his throne
erected within you is destroyed.

For how can a tyrant rule the free and the proud, but for a tyranny in their own freedom and a shame
in their own pride?  And if it is care you would cast off, that care has been chosen BY YOU rather than
imposed upon you.

And if it is a fear you would dispel, the seat of that fear is in your heart and not in the hand of the feared.

Verily all things move within your being in constant half embrace, the desired and the dreaded, the
repugnant and the cherished, the pursued and that which you would escape.  These things move within you
as lights and shadows in pairs that cling.
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And when the shadow fades and is no more, the light that lingers becomes a shadow to another light.

And thus your freedom when it loses its fetters becomes itself the fetter of a greater freedom.

[END OF QUOTING]

The point?  For you to discern THE POINT!  But a good rule of thumb in making passage through this
world of contradictions is to NEVER TURN YOUR BACK TO THE LIGHT OF GOD, lest all you ever
find before you are the shadows in the dark.

We chuckle over cute jokes and cliches such as “Who knows?  The Shadow knows...”  No, the SHADOW
does NOT KNOW.  Only Light and Realization KNOW.  The shadow is but the LIGHT WITH YOU IN
THE WAY.

When we bring Light upon and within the darkness, there can be no evil for there is need for evil to flourish
in dark secret places and thoughts—and actions presented in those dim places wherein ones hide their
nakedness and dark thoughts, only then can a world flourish in goodness with each being equal in RIGHTS
to another.

But as long as you bring things to light, of ill-doing, and then bless the doer, as yes, a Newt Gingrich, you
pay more dearly than you can imagine for the evil which will grow from the evil allowed to continue.  You
will have only given nourishment to the growth of a bigger evil—and this is without exception.

DON’T ANY OF YOU REMEMBER OUR WRITINGS ABOUT THE FACT THAT NEWT
GINGRICH IS THE ONE WHO MANDATED, SOLD AND THRUST UPON YOU UN-
SUSPECTING CITIZENS A BINDING OF THE MOST IMPRISONING LAWS (EXECUTIVE OR-
DERS) OF YOUR HISTORIES?  IN ONE SWOOP ALL THINGS, ACTIONS, POSSESSIONS,
FREEDOM OF TRAVEL, CIRCUMSTANCE AND EVERYTHING YOU CONSIDER FREEDOM
IS TAKEN FROM YOU UNDER THE GUISE OF LAW AND UNDER THE FACADE, NOT USED
MUCH ANY MORE, OF EMERGENCY OR CRISIS.  IT IS A FACT, NOT JUST A POSSIBILITY.
YOU CANNOT TRAVEL FREELY, YOU CAN OWN NOTHING THAT CAN’T BE REMOVED
THROUGH TAXES AND VOTING—YOU HAVE NO FREEDOMS!  Even your THOUGHTS are
now governed and you may NOT THINK THAT WHICH YOU WILL, BUT RATHER, THAT WHICH
IS ORDERED.  THE LIGHTS ARE TURNED OFF, PEOPLE, AND I CAN ONLY TELL YOU HOW
TO TURN THEM ON—I CANNOT TURN ON THE SWITCH AND MAKE MIRACLES.

How long can I stay among you and ask you to “think” and tell you “how it is”?  Until YOU show me that
you will not see and hear and then I will GO, or, I will take you with me on the greater journey.  God does
not come uninvited and He does not make imprint if unasked.  Just because you leave HIM and HE never
leaves you is not the point.  The point is that when asked to leave, when denied, when we are thwarted with
full allowance by our very so-called “friends”, then we GO.  Then, you are left to your consequences of
choices—for always, unto the ENDING of your play, you will be LEFT TO YOUR CHOICES EVEN IF
THOSE CHOICES APPEAR TO SELF TO BE “NO” CHOICE AT ALL.  You either are moving
TOWARD GOD or AWAY FROM GOD—there is no static positioning save in the “voidance” of a split
moment in perception while you change your “charge”.  When and how does a particle called “electric”
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change from a positive into a negative?

Ah, but don’t you see, readers, THESE are the things we are BANNED from sharing with you.  THIS is
the basic information of God and Life in LIGHT, that we cannot write lest my scribe be tossed into the
prison.  There are not other suitable ways to present TRUTH.  There are many ways to arrive AT TRUTH—
but TRUTH is expressed in only those ways understood by ALL.

Could I not give the messages in Arabic or Aramaic or Biblical lingo?  Yes, and have!  But YOU must have
it translated into language you can recognize and understand.  If I am disallowed repeating, paraphrasing,
or diagraming because it happens to match a copyrighted volume by some author who even claims to have
received it from HIGHER sources, we are bound to your imprisonment, for why would I cause my people
to bear a cost so high when the message is not wanted, and THEY ALREADY KNOW?  WHO DO
YOU THINK YOU ARE THAT WE WOULD FORCE TRUTH UPON YOU WHILST WE ROT IN
PRISON FOR THE PRIVILEGE OF SHARING KNOWLEDGE?  We serve GOD, we are NOT
STUPID!

And to such as my dear friend, Bertha L., I suggest you think very, very carefully about your “friends”.
When a person tells you that they are bothered by “plagiarism” or some other thing, but read not any other
than received by selves—BEWARE.  They are uninformed and misinformed and they set themselves
higher than you.  Further, they will speak incorrectly for they have become set in their own limitation and
have fallen into the trap of self-perceived shackles.  God is ALL; God IS freedom, and if your work be
chosen to be spoken as a lesson for all—then your HONOR is beyond measure.  If you be disallowed
from evidence and consideration of information, you CANNOT GROW TO KNOW TRUTH—FOR
TRUTH IS THE KNOWING.  Those who espouse the limited input of “elementals” are using the unin-
formed and most unknowing resources of the Earth.  We can honor those little beings who offer intuition
and service, but THEY are here to LEARN FROM US AS WE OFFER TRUTH AND GREATER
KNOWLEDGE FOR ALL.  YOU MUST JUDGE THE WORD AND NOT THE SPEAKER!  And, if
you continue to attach self to these seemingly harmless but enjoyable messengers—you deserve the lack of
growth which results.  Even the most NEGATIVE aspect has its POSITIVE aspect as well.  And hence
comes the saying: “You have to kiss a lot of frogs to find the prince.”  And, you have to journey wherein
TRUTH ABIDES if you want to find TRUTH.  Not all the transient fortune tellers in the world can give you
truth unless it happenstances its way through the messages and, at that, it is the offerer’s truth, but it rarely
is THE TRUTH.

Today is your U.S. Coronation Day and does anyone see anything wrong with the pictures flowing forth?
How about the starving and sick citizens in a society wherein Welfare is being cut and every service to
citizens is cut—and in Washington, District of Criminals—millions of $$$ were spent on a fireworks show—
not even on the day of the crowning.  It is shown around the world as the biggest and most elaborate
fireworks showing ever in Washington D.C., even bigger than the celebration of FREEDOM on your
200th Birthday.  Is Billy Clintonista and Billiary worthy of such idiocy and YOUR MONEY?  Well, you
put them in there—and now you are stuck with them.  Is this the reward for criminal activities and immoral
actions against you-the-people?  Go back and re-read the first of this writing and answer your own
questions and quit asking me what is YOUR job.  What do YOU think is your job?  I am not going to tell
you when to go to the bathroom and have the ridicule of the enemy around about you for you, in human
form, have to accept the burden, blame and/or reward—I CANNOT.  You have come to REVERSE
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everything beautiful, goodly and precious into foolish folly and I do not intend to participate in such lessen-
ing of self-worth of my precious and wondrous people.  If you do not understand a message, think about
it, ponder it, speak of it with another or others, and it will come clear: The meaning!

Do not, either, put ANOTHER into your failure to understand.  If you do not understand God’s message
then ASK GOD UNTIL YOU UNDERSTAND—NOT SOMEBODY ELSE.  If you are able, share
with others who might discern or differently interpret and come to conclusions of rightness—but do not
dump your load onto the back or soul of ANOTHER.

Everyone, each of you, is a receiver and each of you a farmer: BUT HOW MANY WEEDS AND
THISTLES DO YOU ALLOW TO GROW?  Be very careful as to HOW you respond to this question
for it is very telling indeed, ON SELF.

How can I example so that there is understanding?  Sometimes I am left with nothing which is “generalized”
enough to be a good parable.  But let us consider that you are in this place, this location.  Suppose you do
not like this place and disagree with the people already here and functioning—even if badly.  You made a
choice to come here—so you have to make a choice whether you stay or go.  You can make contribu-
tion—but you are NOT welcome to come forth and demand that you be the new King or Queen.  If you
prefer to build a new “whatever”, then you get your funds, your blueprint, and you can then go into
competition if you have to remain in OUR SPACE, or you can go forth and build elsewhere and perhaps
we will even help you to do so if we find stability and prosperity in our own place.

To stay and assault, denounce and damage will merit you, in the final acts of the play, your downfall.  We
will NOT act without goodness for that is OUR MISSION; therefore, if the adversaries lie, cheat and steal
from us or about us—they are WRONG in concept and TRUTH and they WILL fall.  Even if we are
abolished—THEY SHALL FALL.  Truth stands alone into infinity—evil is only of physical character and
destroys the one it parasitizes and condemns to endless torment.

Is it a “lonely” way for those who simply serve God?  Are you kidding me by asking such a foolish
question?  Of course it is NOT LONELY—there can be NO loneliness in GOD, only the perception of
being away from others of your manifest species and the self-imposed “guilt” of not wishing to abide the
silliness of the masses.  In solitude WITH GOD CREATOR WITHIN THE CREATION is the JOY and
PEACE your SOUL SEEKS EVERY MOMENT OF ITS EXISTENCE—WHICH IS ETERNAL.
Boring?  Come now—what is “boring”?

Boring: One that is dull. And, To tire with dullness.  DO YOU REALLY THINK GOD AND CREATION
TO BE DULL?  If so, then you need that attitude adjustment immediately because you are in really serious
trouble.

Do you really think that a roll in the hay with a prostitute (either sex) to be more exciting than to soar
through the eternal knowingness of cosmos and all that IS?  If you answer “yes” or “maybe” in serious
intent—get thee to a psychiatrist who, you will find, is a half-crazy nut treating a half-sane nut (you).

“Peace” is never birthed from violence.  “Joy” is never brought forth from evil chaos.  LOVE is never
birthed from inborn and inbred HATE.  Pretense is the name of that game which calls hate—”love”, and
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“absolute”, “unconditional”.

Hate is often the parasite eating away at self that presents in the form of endless toutings of “un-
conditional love” while actions speak the TRUTH, and ignorance and refusal to see and hear lead the
blinded being into the trap of “another’s” ignorance or shrewd manipulations.  And again I say to you, THE
CHOICES ARE FREELY GIVEN BY GOD AND WITHIN THE CREATION—TO CHOOSE YOUR
PATH AND YOUR DESTINATION.  JUST DON’T INTERPRET YOUR DESTINATION INCOR-
RECTLY LEST YOUR PATHWAY BE STREWN WITH PAIN AND DISAPPOINTMENTS THAT
NEVER SEEM TO “WORK OUT” WELL.  THOSE ARE OF YOUR DOING—NOT GOD’S.

If you follow the WRONG LEADER, you will follow him right into his own HELL.  Follow the facts and
truth, always available if you seek and look, and you shall prevail without depending on or selling out “self”
to the ingrate usurpers and users.  Choices are never-ending experiences, from the next breath you breathe
to the greatest thing in participation that you can image or vision.  Life is made up of nothing save CHOICES,
for life physical is a schoolroom for that which is soul—through learning in consequential responses FROM
CHOICES.  YOU decide, through choices, your journey, your lessons, your pathway, your perceptions,
your discernment and your destination.  It behooves you, if you really seek Truth and Knowing, to choose
carefully and, as with parents and children, if you want wise and goodly children—YOU MUST BE A
WISE AND GOODLY PARENT.  When the sins of the father are rested upon the son—KNOW THAT
THE SINS SHALL COME BACK TO HAUNT THE FATHER.  Just as your child will reflect that which
is YOU, YOU will reflect that which is YOUR FATHER’s, right on up the line to Father God!

Worse for searching man, he is usually so late, wise.  This causes a most uncomfortable set of new choices
and regrets that old choices were not better made.  This is called “life”, friends, and in actuality it is: THE
WAY IT IS, no more and no less.  Yesterday’s choices are GONE, even if you are experiencing the
residual consequences—your only capability is to NOW make a better choice and better and better
and....

You did what you did—move on!  You may be able to rectify some errors but basically you are right where
you ARE, and you had best consider carefully the lessons, choose better, and MOVE ON.  And it pays to
move into LIGHT lest all you see before you ARE SHADOWS.

Salu and good morning.
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CHAPTER  1

REC  #1    DORIS

THU., DEC. 26, 1996  7:48 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 132

THU.,  DEC. 26,  1996

A  CHRISTMAS  STORY—GET  YOUR  KLEENEX!

Please, a note from Doris:  GOD IS EVERYWHERE AND YOU WILL BE EXACTLY WHERE YOU
NEED TO BE AT ANY TIME IN ANY MOMENT!

Yesterday was Christmas and the hearts here were filled with the loving kindness of our friends upstairs,
our Teachers, our very life-source.

We went with friends out of town to have dinner in a little town called Inyokern, to a little restaurant called
Two Sisters.  There were eight of us who had no “plans” for dinner and it seemed to be a wonderful day for
a little desert drive and it seemed right to quietly GO somewhere for a little respite.  And surely enough it
was a happy dinner and all was well with the world.

Some miles into the trip back, we happened into HELL.  A small car had crashed into a bridge abutment.
There were flames erupting from the motor area which was now crunched into the front seat and God
alone knows where the hood had flown.

We slammed to a stop and ran as fast as we could to the vehicle and I am amazed at how God takes
control if you ask Him in.  I have prayed before but never more sincerely.  A young woman, perhaps thirty,
and a child of about eight years were pinned between the dash and front seats.  She was so pinned into the
car as to be unable to even be shifted.  She was, however, conscious and calling for help.  “Somebody” got
the flames out and by then other cars had begun to stop.  I was holding the woman’s head and actually had
my arm through the shattered windshield, propped for support on the baby car seat which was tipped
forward.  Ah, but when we tipped the car seat back to free the other child wedged in between the Mother
and it, THERE WAS A BABY IN THE CAR SEAT.

Little blue eyes from a round little cherub face smiled up at us and, friends, God smiled too—there was not
a scratch on the baby.  She only cried softly for a few minutes until a lady picked her up and got a blanket
around her.

The story is not meant to be a tear jerker but it became one for all of us witnessing and getting the people
out.  To me it is pretty much of a blur.

One man who had stopped said he worked for the Forest Service and had “some” emergency training.
The men were continuing to TRY to get an opening into the car—and the flames started up again.  We
asked for another fire extinguisher and humor entered the scene.  Whoever put the flames out THIS TIME
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really did a job and the area was a fog-bank for a minute or so, stopping all of us—BUT WE DID NOT
HAVE FURTHER FIRES.

I don’t want to belabor this story but God was there in full form.  I, being a hypnotherapist/nurse of a long
time ago seemed to remember something from the haze of forgotten “things to do” and was able to get that
lady, who was in absolutely excruciating pain from a compound hip fracture, into a relaxed stupor.

I think to shorten the tale I will just say that the NEXT people who stopped, among them, was a PEDIA-
TRICIAN.  It took six or seven men to pry that car apart enough to finally get enough opening to pull that
woman from the mangled mess.

We got her and the children to safety (from the car possibly exploding).  It seemed everybody just knew
what to do and DID IT.  We all knew we were at least a half hour away from help from any direction and
it was, actually, more nearly an hour.

We determined the older child, Susan, was hurt but probably only superficially and the baby seemed to not
even be damaged.  I will interrupt this tale to say that had there been an airbag in that car—that baby
would have been killed by it and this is without doubt.

We worked over the mother who had her teeth broken, abrasions, and visible fractures, for what seemed
an endless time period but, bless her heart, she always responded and, in fact, I was able to keep her in a
drowsy state long enough that that Forest “person” was able to actually reduce THAT MAJOR LEG
FRACTURE, probably saving her months of later misery if not the very loss of the leg.  So, we
worked down the body giving some instructions to her to stop the bleeding and tell us where she was hurt,
etc.  And, God smiled, and the bleeding stopped.

Now for the most remarkable thing: this little mother was clutching my hand and by now Al Overholt was
holding her head steady and she looked right through him, and then me, and said, “I know you.”  Unlikely,
seeing that she had never been anywhere near either of us.

Then she grasped my hand more tightly and asked me: “Are you a Christian?”  When I said, “Boy, am I
ever a Christian!” (and at that moment I really knew it), she just relaxed and whispered, “Don’t leave me.”
Al and I both assured her God AND Christ (and I think the Hosts of Angels) were all there and had
attended just about everyone involved.  She murmured something about “...are you an angel?” and I
muttered something back like, “Well, God and Angels come in all shapes and sizes.”

Later as we started to leave the scene I surveyed the setting and began to shake as the “let-down” from
adrenalin settled in.  I saw the scattered toys and blood and mangled metal and realized I had experienced
a Christmas Miracle beyond description.  We knew that a dying mother would live to attend her babies
and God had somehow spared the children.

I’m sure each person in attendance would have a somewhat DIFFERENT version of everything—but
most all of us would have the same appreciation for God and Angels.  What has happened to me is beyond
“reasonable”—I suddenly KNEW that, yes, I am an Angel.  Al is an Angel; E.J. is an Angel; YOU ARE
AN ANGEL.  And now I realize that God sends help when called upon and this lady was calling—and the
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hands that help are attached to we, the Angels, God sends in our moments of need—when we ask.

When the mother and children were settled into the ambulance (which is another story in itself) the baby
(Annie, I think), smiled and said—”Bye”.  I thought I was back with E.T. at the end of the movie.

We will find this lady in a hospital somewhere, I hope today, for she will need to meet her “angels” and I
need to know she will be alright.  But, it was a Christmas Story I needed to share, friends, for I must always
recognize that what I do DOES affect others as does every effort YOU make, affect me and others.  And,
if God has chosen to use MY HANDS for HIS service—I am ready, willing and able!  If I seem more
blessed than others—forget it.  The only difference in YOU and me is that HE used the “2 x 4” perhaps a
bit harder (or sooner) on my thick head.

I, like you, probably, want somebody ELSE to be what I must be and yet it cannot be.  God provides the
circumstances—we must provide the responsibility and the actions.  And we must take CONTROL of our
SELVES and only then can we control any part of our environment according to responsibility as noted in
any given moment in time.

I feel a bit of shame as I read your cards and letters and lick my wounds over such idiotic things as jail
threats and silly court games.  I watched God at work yesterday, and frankly, EVERY DAY there comes
another confirmation beyond reasonable explanation of HIS PRESENCE all around everything we do—
and I don’t have any real problems!  I repeat: I DO NOT HAVE ANY PROBLEMS that cannot be
solved if we just TAKE CONTROL of the circumstances.
I now know this because I HAVE GOD, and the adversary has NOTHING!  If we take control of our
own destinies NOW, we can end these blasted court attacks from the moronic minds of the few ill-
intended beggars; these greedy, lying, cheating, niggardly people.

I will go on record this day of December 26, 1996 as assuming my status as “an Angel of the messenger
variety” and “I’m mad as Hell and don’t intend to take it any more.”  You help me, friend, and I’ll help you
and WE will get this terrible disease on our place—STOPPED!  I witnessed yesterday, men actually
bending and shattering those car windows without thought to cuts or whatever.  We all stayed at that car
while it threatened to “blow” and never gave more than a thought to get another fire extinguisher.  Heroes?
No, it never entered any of our minds to do otherwise.  We have let a FEW terrible people living in the
spaces of evil gain control of and continue to destroy our moral values, our daring spirits, our very beings,
and we stand around like we have no alternatives.  Yes we do—we can save ourselves or we can give it
up—whichever outbalances the other.  I choose to work on the “salvage” end of this see-saw!

I learned something else yesterday: YOU AND I WILL BE WHEREVER WE ARE SUPPOSED TO
BE—AT THE RIGHT TIME—IF WE SIMPLY “GO WITH GOD”.  You see, the car yesterday did not
blow up, through loving and immediate care, from total strangers going who knows where from who
knows where; a madonna and two babies lived and it’s enough Christ—mas for me!  I shall die with the
picture of that mother’s eyes pleading with me to just stay with her and the incredible smiling eyes of that
baby girl—who barely cried!  Don’t anybody, ever again, try to tell me there are not Angels and there is
NO GOD.  And the next time a Leon Fort or a George Green tries to convince the world or anybody, that
I am evil or bad or crazy—forget it—for yesterday I not only saw God but He held my hands and I don’t
need to die here to KNOW Truth and/or that which HE has given into my care and responsibility in
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purpose.

When such as George Abbott puts in the Associated Press International writings that “Doris claims to be
Jesus Christ” I shall just remember the stupidity of such a foolish thing and realize that silly is as silly does
and his stupidity is not my problem because I KNOW God; I KNOW this very Christ being of which they
taunt, AND I SUDDENLY KNOW MYSELF!—finally.

I am caused to remember a song played during World War II called The White Cliffs of Dover in which
lyrics read, “when the lights go on again all over the world...”  I was just a child but I remember.  Today the
tune keeps running through my mind—”when the LIGHT comes on again, all over this world...”  Well, they
won’t come on again—anywhere, if we don’t turn them on.

We tend to go into our trance state and go with the observers who will say such as “how lucky that a
pediatrician came along” and “how lucky and what a coincidence that an emergency tech happened along”
and “how lucky that someone knew a little hypnosis technique”  and on and on—but readers, there are
NO COINCIDENCES and NO LUCKY ANYTHING!

We got home last night in a somewhat disheveled state (putting it nicely), all of us feeling humble and quiet
in our own thoughts.  We will treasure whatever private thoughts we hold about this incident but we all felt
closer and knew we had witnessed LIFE.  When E.J. and I came in there were some packages yet
unopened, after having been misdelivered, and we opened one from his sister, Evelyn, and found a little
angel figure she had made which had a tinsel halo all askew and her hair was frazzled and her “robe” was
quite untidy and we fell to laughter because this angel will become a most precious possession and I shall
lend her out to anyone who perceives there are problems in their lives.

We tidied up her halo and reglued her robe but her wings are still a bit crumpled.  That seems to fit the
occasion and keeps us all humble in checking our own wings.  It is not our hands that hold miracles but
God holding our hands that creates the miracles.

I wonder if I can bring my angel to jail with me?  Hummnn, doesn’t sound so bad today!  And yes, indeed,
when the LIGHT goes on again, around this world—we shall be there to share, IF WE WANT TO BE.
And I want to be.  I will also try to always determine my actions by my “status as an angel” and check out
my motives and my actions according to my hands, serving as God’s witness, hopefully, BEFORE I act
rashly in reaction to this or that thing, instead of responding in thoughtful and logical expression within
reason and Truth.  BUT, readers, now that I KNOW this Truth I shall warn the adversary that THE DAYS
ARE NUMBERED for their prevalence against Truth and we who hold the LIGHT, because they have not
a prayer of making their lies hold water—anywhere, anymore.  And, we (you and me, us and you’all) will
join hands through those invisible bonds and connections and we will move as a team that we ARE.  And
our TEAM will stretch across the nations and LIGHT will come forth.  We need no groupie, no church, no
bunch of doctrines and dogmas—WE HAVE GOD IN HIS LIGHTED ALL-NESS.  We HAVE the
Christ-Truth which allows us guidelines for our every intent and action and we don’t need a preacher to tell
us WRONG information.  Further, God will GIVE AND REGIVE infinitely for however, and however
long, we call upon HIM, the SOURCE CENTER of energy flow, for the whole of the Universe.  GOD IS
LIGHT in reality and, as the Great Teacher reminded us, “what I can do, ye can do, and more.”
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Thank you for allowing me to share this little story, which is about as big a story as I have experienced, with
you.  I’m sure that if you think upon the matter you will find many such tales scattered amongst your
memories.  But I can’t live YOUR memories, only mine.  Together, they become OURS and I treasure that
thought above others.

I shall never be the SAME, I shall be better!

Doris
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CHAPTER  2

REC  #1    HATONN

FRI., DEC. 27, 1996  7:54 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 133

FRI.,  DEC. 27,  1996

SICKNESS—AND  YOU!

Even the “Big C” (cancer) is a very natural cell mutation gone crazy.

Readers, please understand that when I turn my full attention to things regarding YOUR health, it is SERI-
OUS BUSINESS.  I can offer you help and insightful understanding but neither I, nor mine, can do more.
As you are finding things which assist as tools in healing, or cutting down microbes which attack a body,
it has to be realized that, because the items have been recognized prior to now as being useful, they are
taken from you as to legal acquisition of same.  Even now as the microbes offered for your “personal
buffet” of intake increase in numbers and virility, some of our own offerings will have to be increased in
amounts and you have to “shift” about to determine which substance to intake to effectively blast out the
numbers of invaders to a non-lethal level while the body takes control and negates the remaining buggers.

And furthermore, it is all but impossible to manage the simple shipping restrictions which now apply to
anything, inclusive of literature, crossing borders, even State borders.

A shipment of Spelta was stopped at the California border and held for now over three weeks because of
a possible presence of something called a leaf beetle of some kind.  This is noted here because cleaning the
grain a second time will take out the beetle itself.  So too will winters such as are found in Wisconsin, etc.,
kill both the beetle and the larvae.  However, that means that grain from those areas cannot be “simply”
shipped about the States without special packaging, bagging, cleaning, etc., except February through
April.  This is not to get nasty but it is specifically to keep the infestors out of other growing states.  Since
we want the varmints no more than do the originating farmers, it becomes a real problem at times and a
more expensive problem than the market can bear.  Part of The Plan is to keep such wondrous grain as
Spelta, off the market.

I repeat something here: if you had 4 eight-ounce glasses of hydrated Melloream and two regular-size
slices of Spelta whole grain bread a day, you would produce a perfectly healthy adult body.  That body
would be slim, trim and muscled.  Even though Melloream contains some dairy products, it is totally
digestible to even you more critical cases of refusal of milk as a food.

Some products are not “ours” to either advertise or speak of too abundantly because all sorts of regula-
tions prevent us from saying much more than you “probably won’t perish from use of the product”.  Any
kind of positive “claims” simply are not allowed—period.

I have asked the producer of the product to set up a supply of this product in its original formula (and no,
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substitute products are NOT acceptable in exchange for I know nothing about substitutes and this particu-
lar product is an “original” which has since been changed—for the worse, I hastily add).

Now I am really going out on a limb but I can’t see how it could possibly be unlawful to make some
suggestions to you.

Before I take up Melloream, however, I need to speak about colloidalized vitamins, etc.  Please realize
that we are prevented, again by regulations, from offering MORE than a colloidalized solution of vitamins
and/or minerals greater than an amount to supply a perfectly healthy body in top-level condition.  There-
fore, if you can do so, I suggest you keep up some supplementation of the KNOWN substances which
enhance or ameliorate ailing organs, etc.  Example: You need additional silica if you still have unhealthy
nails.  We are not allowed to add enough silica to the vitamin “base” to do more than allow for 100% cell
take-up.  Also KNOW that a liquid is far superior to use by a body than is a compressed pill-form of
anything.  A chewable form is not as good as a liquid but is superior to a pill.  You have to use your brains
and do what you can for self because regulators will not allow us to do more and they are going to stop
much of what the non-drug health market now produces.

Some of this regulation is not bad, readers, because there are shysters in every field which has proven to be
worthy, and the colloid industry is a prime example.

So, if you want to enhance such as Melloream (which, by the way, substitutes for ALL requirements for
dairy products if you have allergies and digestive problems), you need to know a few things.

1.  Take multivitamin tablets, add minerals and other supplements and crush them.  Dissolve what
will dissolve in a small amount of water so that you now have drops for use.

2.  For a HALF GALLON mix of Melloream in a shaker bottle, blender or whatever you use for
mixing, add 5 to 7 drops of the vit./min. mix as above No. 1.

3.  Add 5 drops of Gaiandriana to that mix.  When well blended—VORTEX for at least eight (8)
times turning of your vortex bottles.  This will remove all negative taste from the vitamin drops and
homogenize the solution.  I still suggest shaking the mixture at use but that is, of course, up to you.
The point, however, is to get the most you can from EACH amount taken in.  Even for a family
with children drinking a lot of milk, this is a “near miracle” substitute and will end up costing you no
more, at worst, than purchased processed milk [approx. 2 cents per ounce].  And, your children
will stop having slimy noses all year.

4.  You will find all sorts of wonderful things “seeming” to happen.  One is an almost immediate
soothing of intestinal inflammations.  Another is a lessening in the pain of such things as arthritis.  If
you add extra ZINC you will find, possibly, a full remission of arthritis.  The point is, readers, you
can evaluate for selves what you ADD to your Melloream.

If you wish to do this with simple powdered milk, you will find an enhancement of flavor if you
simply VORTEX the mixed milk.
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ALWAYS ADD A MINIMUM OF 3 DROPS OF FOOD-GRADE (35%) HYDROGEN PER-
OXIDE PER HALF GALLON TO INSURE WATER THAT HAS NO MICROBIAL INFEC-
TIVE ORGANISMS—or use boiled water for mixing your drinks.  Filtered water may well taste
wonderful but you cannot insure microbe-free water with filtration.

I will also go on record as saying that, if you like milk—you will probably like Melloream, as to
flavor, better.  If you don’t, you can mix it with any number of flavored extracts to make it more
suitable to your particular taste-buds.

THIS IS NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR GAIALYTE.  THERE ARE THINGS IN GAIALYTE
THAT YOU DO NOT GET ANYWHERE ELSE.  HOWEVER, IF YOU MIX YOUR
GAIALYTE AND ADD THESE EXTRA SUPPLEMENTS AS DESCRIBED ABOVE YOU
WILL HAVE A PERFECT HEALTH DRINK.  VORTEXING ANY LIQUID MIX IS A TRE-
MENDOUSLY VALUABLE ENHANCEMENT AND A VERY ACCEPTABLE, EVEN TO
CHILDREN AND THE ELDERLY, WAY TO GET LOTS OF EXTRA VITAMINS AND MIN-
ERALS INTAKEN WITHOUT STRUGGLE, AND, IN A FORM THAT IS PERFECT FOR
BODY USAGE.

[EJ Note: We were first attracted to Melloream because of its nutritional completeness, compat-
ibility with spelt bread, and its long (now known to be longer than ten years) shelf life.  For last
ditch survival, please give that some thought.]

Ah, but to clean the vortex apparatus now “homogenized” with a coating of liquid milky substance?  “Vor-
tex” half a bottle of water with detergent or soap—then rinse in the same manner.  You will not have any
bacteria buildup if you add appropriate Hydrogen Peroxide to the rinse water.  Moreover, you can use
antiseptic grade (3%) hydrogen peroxide for that purpose.  In fact, if you have no food-grade peroxide
available, and that happens from time to time, use an additional three drops of the regular antiseptic
hydrogen peroxide IF YOU ARE GOING TO VORTEX THE SOLUTION.  Add it, of course, before
you vortex so that the action is not lost to the “raw” solution.  Hydrogen Peroxide, immediately upon
vortexing, moves into the CELLS present and is nicely appreciated by the body but is rendered harmless
as an antiseptic quality.  It is THE reason, however, that it also renders whatever is in the product—
HARMLESS for body cells which either accept/reject that which is suitable/unsuitable for particular cell
processes.

I am asked what happened to the baby “Brown” of which we wrote many months ago.  Well, the family
had some extended quality time with the child, but genetically he was unable to reclaim his missing genetic
structure.  He came home a few weeks ago.  Genetic tampering seems to be the thing of the day in the
laboratories but is unavailable to you-the-people in such circumstances.  We could help, but we could not
rebuild or replace something totally MISSING or too damaged to allow for reproduction.

Dr. Wendell Hoffmann followed the baby until his passage.  And, speaking now of Dr. Hoffmann, our
beloved friend, you who keep in touch with him will find him at a new address and perhaps we could run
that address for you friends for he has been so involved with us that we want to give credit and appre-
ciation.  Dr. Hoffmann’s family relationships have been irreversibly damaged by George Green’s antics and
he has had to move to a separate location.  Life is sometimes hard, readers, and often is without resolution
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when greed and avarice take control.  Some of Green’s buddies tampered with products in about 1993
and sent them to laboratories in order to shut down Hatonn—but only damaged “his own friend” Wendell.
Life will be far improved for Wendell.  The price for goodness SEEMS HIGH at times, but it is NOT, for
after all, it is the RESULTS that bring joy or sorrow, not the passing moments of facing life as it comes.
When one partner wants “things” of seeming value and the other wants TRUTH, the twain shall never be
able to resolve differences.  When these things happen—you will be most regretful if you choose “things”
over GOD for there will STILL be no peace or joy in the compromise.

I want now to pour some more data onto you.  It is NECESSARY against the day the colloids are taken
from you.  And, this is obviously a product that can be made and utilized in time, in countries such as Italy,
Greece, etc., where the Olive Tree is the KING of all trees.  So, this is NOT a new product but is one that
in the newly “civilized” countries is all but unknown.  And, as we move along in the information zone,
please know that SELENIUM added to your vortexed liquids will save your neck and assets.  I suggest,
in fact, that you will want to add crushed Selenium tablets to your vit./min. mixture.  Don’t overdo—just
use the tablets already available in a ratio appropriate for your dropper use.

I am going to talk about Olive Leaf Extract as offered but I will assure you that enhancement of that
product is possible and we SHALL do it.  Dharma simply has no time for it now and if she ends up
incarcerated for speaking on LIGHT we have a real problem for I won’t give it through others.  With this
in mind we are going to reprint here a paper by DR. MORTON WALKER, Medical Journalist, Con-
tributing Editor, Alternate Healing Methods.  The paper itself is reprinted with permission of Explore
Publications and appeared in Vol. 7, No. 4, 1996.  This product is coming out from here and there all over
the U.S. map so I will NOT without further permission recommend any particular product—but as our
own people work further with the author and others, we will keep you posted and even make sure that we
can get a product available as quickly as we can do so.  So far this comes in capsule or pill form, neither of
which is optimum value product—so we will wait and see as we unfold our own mode of direct cellular-
use product.  We have the product, we just have to get it in finalized form, integrated with the Drias, and
this in itself is like growing a seasonal crop.  However, not to further detract:

From Dr. Morton Walker:

[QUOTING:]

OLIVE  LEAF  EXTRACT

THE NEW ORAL TREATMENT TO COUNTERACT
MOST TYPES OF PATHOLOGICAL ORGANISMS

[H: We will only utilize the portions of the work that give historical background and general
information.  If you wish further insight and product information you will have to contact Dr.
Walker yourself.  I believe that Mr. James, who can be reached through CONTACT, might very
well have reprints of this article in separate format.  For our purposes this is sufficient.]

You and I—residents of Western Industrialized countries—currently are confronting attacks of patho-
logical “superbug” invaders.  Because of immune system degradation among masses of the populace, our
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countrymen (and women) are suffering from often inexplicable afflictions brought on by certain ubiquitous
disease-producing microorganisms.  The organisms consist of:

1. viruses—most especially the retroviruses—that don’t merely pass through cell membranes but rather
take control of the affected cell’s genetic machinery;

2. antibiotic-resistant bacteria which in some cases actually thrive on the synthetic drugs developed by
pharmaceutical companies supposedly to kill and/or suppress them;

table I
eden extract

3. yeasts and additional opportunistic fungi which produce canditoxin and other microtoxins largely re-
sponsible for those collective symptoms designated as chronic fatigue and immune dysfunction syn-
drome;

4. parasites, both as protozoa and helminth worms, which are the sources of serious diarrheal diseases and
constitute the greatest single cause of sickness (morbidity) and death (mortality) for humankind.

table II
eden extract

Such pathological organisms are associated with (a) an overburden of one’s immune system, (b) the
variable diseases of over-industrialization, (c) a deterioration of Nature’s original ecological setting, and
(d) the inability of most people to adapt when living amidst high technology.

In such situations of manmade artificiality, human immunological defenses become so weakened that
retroviruses often come out of their dormancy where they’ve rested in commensalism.  (Commensalism is
the neutral state in which an organism lives on or in another of a different species without harming or
benefiting the host.)  When retroviruses are awakened to activity by alteration of the human internal terrain,
they may readily take hold of their immediate environment by creating pathology within the host’s cellular
structures.

No single treatment has been known to work against these superbug invaders—until now.  The current
article will discuss a newly discovered antimicrobial agent which actually has been available to mankind
since God created our planet.  This new, orally-administered gelatin capsule containing grayish/brownish/
greenish powder embodies an extract of leaves harvested from “the tree of life”—the olive tree, botanically
classified as Olea europaea L.  [H: Dharma is particularly ticked-off at me for this new batch of
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writings on this topic because she and E.J. and family moved, after two decades of living in a
wonderful sprawling and very huge home nestled among 54 of these ancient old olive friends—
of this variety.  The children considered them the curse of their “chore” lives with their suckers
growing for trimming and the olives dropping all over everything with seemingly no use whatso-
ever except to ruin a child’s life of leisure.  We had to bring ancient OAKS into Dharma’s life to
allow her to give up those old olive friends and now, look, they could have made a fortune from
that wondrous acre of ground.  Oh well....  The facts are that olive trees, underwater, are not
nearly so effective!]

TWO  MILLION  AMERICANS  GET
HOSPITAL-ACQUIRED  INFECTIONS

Over two million Americans enter hospitals each year with one ailment and wind up with another.  The
mere fact of being in a hospital exposes them to “nosocomial” or hospital-acquired infections, which are
fatal to as many as 22,000 Americans a year and untold numbers of other countries.

“The very technology that saves patients’ lives now sets them up for infection,” says Robert Haley,
M.D., head of the Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine Unit at The University of Texas Health Science
Center at Dallas.  “Ten years ago many of these patients would have died, but the techniques that save
them bring a risk of infection.  We have more burn units, more ICUs [intensive care units], more catheters,
more respirators.  Every piece of equipment, every invasive technique provides the opportunity for infec-
tion to develop.”

Worse, antibiotic-resistant organisms are an integral risk of any infection whether they are the original
cause of illness or acquired nosocomially.  “About the time the cost-price of an antibiotic comes down, the
bacterium’s resistance to it goes up,” Dr. Haley said in a University of Texas press conference.

After forty years of their overly aggressive pushing of antibiotics for any little reason, physicians are
now confronting the bacteria that have mutated and built defenses against drugs.  The infectious bacteria
have become types of “super-bugs”, causing the deaths of patients who succumb to once-treatable inva-
sions of these pathological organisms.

HOW  ANTIBIOTICS  HAD  ACTED
AGAINST  BACTERIA

Without question, the reappearance of highly infectious bacteria cloaked in their super-resistant mantles
lies with allopathic medicine’s overuse and misuse of antibiotics.  The bacteria’s return with a vengeance is
attributable in small part as well to the ingenious biochemistry of the microorganisms themselves.

For a bacterium to cause an infection, it must enter the body and find a place to multiply in large
numbers before the body’s natural defenses remove it.  If the bacterial quantities increase beyond the
capability of a person’s immune defense system, dire consequences result.  As their numbers elevate into
the billions, the bacteria bring about illness by churning out toxins or by digesting tissues.

In 1928, however, Dr. Alexander Fleming gave the world penicillin, and a set of new therapeutic
principles was born using antibiotics.  Most antibiotics had worked effectively by killing the growing bac-
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terial colony in one of three ways.

1. A large number of antibiotics, including penicillin, interfered with the microbe’s ability to build its cell
wall.

2. Other antibiotics, such as erythromycin and tetracycline, gummed up the machinery that bacteria use to
assemble vital proteins.

3. A third antibiotic type adhered to the bacterial chromosome, effectively shutting down reproduction.

To accomplish any of these tasks, the antibiotic either penetrated the body of the bacterium or fitted
like a lock-and-key onto a chemical binding site on its outer membrane or cell wall.  Because of the
microorganisms’ mutations in defense, the antibiotics hardly create these therapeutic effects anymore.  The
super-bugs are resistant to almost every type of antibiotic created in the past, and nothing in the future
holds much promise.

Bacterial immunological genes are a factor too.  The bacteria have returned with a vengeance because
they are moving targets.  If just one in a population of a billion develops a random gene mutation that allows
it to survive an antibiotic attack, it can pass this immunity gene along to its offspring.  For example, some of
the microbes that first developed an immunity to penicillin did so by altering the shape of the cell wall target
to which the drug normally attached.  Over the years the pharmaceutical industry responded with more
powerful (and more expensive) antibiotics.  But the bacteria kept upping the ante by altering their own
defenses with immunological genes.

This antibiotic immunity is not entirely the result of chance mutation.  The super-bugs are able to
cooperate with each other to resist the antibiotics by exchanging small, self-copying loops of deoxyribo-
nucleic acid (DNA) called plasmids.  Plasmids contain supplemental genes that may not be present on a
bacterium’s main chromosome.  In addition, these pathological organisms contain “jumping genes”, bits of
DNA that pop from one microbe to another.  “Bacteria are not separate populations but part of a vast,
interactive microbial world,” says Stuart Levy, M.D., of Tufts University.

TYPICAL  ANTIBIOTIC-RESISTANT
SUPER  MICROBES

Bacteria replicate at blinding speed in vivo—sometimes doubling within five minutes.  The reproduc-
tive process can produce genetic mutations that give bacteria defenses against a given drug—making an
enzyme that splits the penicillin molecule, for instance, so it becomes harmless.  The microbes can then
quickly pass on their genetic armor to offspring.

Some of these super microbes mutate into a “multi-drug-resistant” strain as in the case of one type of
tuberculosis which hit major cities and hospitals in 1992.  This strain of Mycobacterium tuberculosis
becomes immune to several medications simultaneously and causes death in 50 percent of its victims.

Then there is the common staphylococcus which may prove deadly when it contaminates a wound,
gets inside the body during surgery, or infects someone in a weakened condition, such as a bedridden
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hospital or nursing home patient.  Although once cured with penicillin usage, the staphylococci that breed
in hospitals now have learned to inactivate almost every antibiotic except vancomycin, an intravenous drug
with serious complicating side effects such as kidney toxicity and hearing loss.  [H: Well, in most in-
stances it no longer is effective anyway.  Moreover, you cannot have access to this therapy
outside a hospital environment as is true with other things which WOULD act to rid the body of
toxic microbes.  For instance, had John Schroepfer been non-hospitalized and we were afforded
ability to use other alternative products—he would still be a physical, living being and regain his
faculties for a productive life.  This is no longer afforded the public as an opportunity and, as
quickly as possible, the alternative substances are being removed from all public acquisition.
However, it gets impossible for the “government” thugs to remove everything from you because
air and water are essential to THEIR lives also.  We just have to be as clever as they and as
harmless as the proverbial Dove.]  And resistance even to this brutal drug has developed in a related
staphylococcus organism—the enterococci—which infect surgical wounds below the waist.

Two common respiratory infectors, Haemophilus influenzae and Streptococcus pneumoniae have
emerged as antibiotic-resistant.  The standard ear and sinus infections often present in children and adults
usually are created by S. Pneumoniae.  Both of these infectors can cause meningitis.

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), cases of food-borne, drug-
resistant salmonella have risen from 16 percent in 1989 and are 44 percent today.

Even with the thirty or so antibiotics the established pharmaceutical industry claims to be working on,
currently there are no more potent antibiotics left to treat these drug-resistant bacteria.  [H: Even Vanco-
mycin!]  Whatever the companies come up with, all of the antibiotics derive from molds and bacteria in the
soil and work through the same narrow mechanisms.  Get infected with one of the super resistant patho-
logical organisms, and the odds are that you or your loved one could become exceedingly ill—perhaps
die!  That’s why we need a natural, safe and nontoxic, food supplement that’s proven itself repeatedly as
the means of counteracting invasions of immune-suppressing pathological organisms.  The required supple-
ment exists as an over-the-counter, non-prescription product.

[END OF QUOTING]

We have offered less than half the article so please stay tuned; however, we need to attend other things
today so we will come back to this for the next session.

I want you to let this digest anyway for you are in seriously troubled times, readers.
Some of you write or complain that you can’t afford, say, GaiaCol or other products.  Can’t you?  If you
are sick to the point of medical care—what does it cost you?  Oh, insurance pays?  Medicare pays?
Really???  What is your deductible?  How much does that insurance COST?  What exactly is covered by
your policy?  How long can you go with only receiving antibiotics THAT DON’T WORK?  You are going
to have to balance $20 to $40 against the hundreds of dollars spent and the possible failure of any re-
sponse to the going antibiotics.  No, I am NOT saying to not go for help where you can get it—but DO
NOT give me the old “I can’t afford it”.  The facts are that our people can’t afford to produce the prod-
ucts!  So, it is up to YOU what you do.  We are not offering you some kind of Nostradamus fortune-telling
about the seriousness of your plight—THIS INFORMATION COMES FROM YOUR OWN SCIEN-
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TIFIC CENTERS.

It reminds me, along the same lines of thought, how careless you are and how you wish to discount what
we bring to your attention.  This is like the earthquake possibilities when I tell you there will be a Big One
on the San Andreas of above 10 on your meters.  That is NOTHING to what your own geologists tell you
DAILY.  Just WHO will you listen to, readers?  Well, God gave me a mission to “tell you”—He didn’t say
I had to also open your ears and eyes!  So be it.

Thank you and good morning.

Salu.
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SAT.,  DEC. 28,  1996

THE  GRASS  IS  ALWAYS  GREENER  ON  THE
OTHER  SIDE  OF  THE  FENCE

No, it usually isn’t but it is always that which you don’t have, can’t reach, appears to be, and is beyond
your knowing and vision that tempts each and all.  When that desire to KNOW AND EXPERIENCE is
gone, you are pretty dead, brother.

When you reach a point in so-called “living” that you desire to remain stagnant rather than continue to
search, choose, and make decisions because you fear responsibility, you are through as a contributing
citizen and a dead-head to self.  It matters not your handicaps because handicaps are those things which
challenge the being and Spirit.  You can choose to become a productive person or a vegetable to be fed
three times a day.  Which are YOU?  But you don’t KNOW HOW?  Remember that all people are born
basically EQUAL and teaching old dogs new tricks is a stupid statement for the “old” have more to draw
FROM than do the youngsters.  When it appears someones succeed against all odds—they probably
have.  But what is success?  Success is that which you achieve—period.  Be it total loss or magnificent
gain—you have succeeded at something.

When it appears, for instance, that Dharma can succeed better than you or E.J. can seem to handle
anything while you can’t, or whatever is your perception of another versus self, you err in choices.  Your
challenge will not be the same but even if it would be, it is simply what you choose to do about circum-
stances and how willing you are to plow the untilled ground, for the weed-filled ground is there for BOTH.

“Ah, but they have you...,” chime the tones.  Oh?  YOU HAVE ME!  For instance, “Margie” doesn’t do
the same thing Dharma does but she spends meditation time EVERY DAY in communication WITH ME.
Blessed are those of you who have Margie on your team for there simply is nothing she “can’t do”.  I
chuckle at the surprise as you move about your worlds and find coincidences and small suggestions of
“miracles”.  I can go right back to the Christmas experience of our friends and the accident of the Mother
and children.  “Oh how fortunate she hit the barricade instead of going another foot and falling into the
gorge.”  “Oh, it is so lucky the car did not explode and burn the people.”  This suggesting goes on and on
but I have news for all of you: THE SPLIT SECOND THAT CAR WENT OUT OF CONTROL THAT
MOTHER CRIED OUT TO GOD TO HELP HER!  You, in turn, who offer services according to the will
of God in such circumstances are “coincidentally” available at the right place at the right time.  Oversimpli-
fication?  No, you just want to complicate everything you touch so that you can either say “look what I did”
or “I simply couldn’t do a thing about it...”  When you cease to focus on SELF at any given time a job is to
be done, you become almost super-human in your capabilities and will use that strength.  And, as long as
you continue to seek healing substances—YOU WILL FIND THEM.  You are simply BLINDED and
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stalled out by the ability of the kingpins in the drug industries to keep you dead.

“I” did not put Dharma at that spot that day any more than any other—but I did see to it that Al was there
because he “believes in Angels” and he can be a wondrously close FRIEND to this young mother and her
children.  There is a whole mystery of loving experiences ahead if he but keeps his contacts going.  Family
contacts are painful for him, as is the fact with all of you who move in the direction of actively trying to offer
Truth.  Nobody WANTS to hear that they have to clean up their act.  Especially YOU!  Reach out your
hand to a stranger and if that person grasps it—hold tightly, for they are precious indeed.  Each of you, all
of you, any of you—go forth and contact that little Mother.  Send a card, send love, send healing and allow
someone in a small town hospital to KNOW YOU LOVE HER FOR THE DAYS OF HEALING WILL
BE LONG AND PAINFUL.  The greatest return on your love input will come from the one YOU DO
NOT KNOW!  Take a chance, reach out and like Cathy O’Brien, Mark, Kelly—you will find a diamond
mine.

I ask Al to not let that lady get away without addresses, phone numbers, visits, flowers, whatever.  Find out
if she needs child-care, help, whatever, please.  See, I just said “Margie can do anything”.  Tell Margie and
EVERYBODY go see little Janet, Susan and Annie.  DARE to find out if THEY NEED YOU because you
might actually enjoy the gifts you can offer unto them.  Perhaps the most nasty of men on Earth could be
changed if they simply were shown love and respect.  Reaching really far-out, perhaps even a Jason Brent
or a George Abbott could and would respond to friendly gestures.  But don’t count on it for if you do
something nice JUST to get rewards of smiles and attention, you will be made the fool.

I watched Diane yesterday, spend hours GIVING AWAY one of Dharma’s little baby birds (cockatiel).  It
was being tamed for Diane’s little girl who is rather a presser than a petter so time can only improve that
instinct.  So, in the pet store a family came from a great distance and Diane being either nosey or friendly,
always visits with anyone happening into her spaces, found out that the people had come a great distance
to REPLACE a child’s pet bird that had just died.

Diane volunteered “her” bird and the fun began in trying to work out the details of simply GETTING the
bird.  A comedy of fun and games ensued but finally the two parties (bird and person) were firmly hooked
up and launched on a new adventure in “birdland”.  Now, however, you have to understand something—
Diane had to go forth and buy more than the people would have paid to the pet store owner for loss of the
sale.  But this is what I mean, chelas, reach OUT and do some random act of stretching your love and the
return will overwhelm you.  Opportunity is everywhere you accept it for it is abundant all around you in
every moment of your experiencing.  If you find a hand reaching out—GRAB IT!  IT JUST MIGHT BE
GOD’S!  Furthermore, a little child may ask you to Christmas dinner NEXT year.  Get YOUR priorities
straight and instant in response to circumstances and you BECOME THE MIRACLES.  There is no Angel
more special than another just as there is no person more special than another but there is a whole big
bunch of special both.

Anamie in South Africa (and a prior visitor here) is very, very ill.  She has young children and is alone much
of the time as the husband has to travel in order to support his family.  Reach out to her, people, for YOU
became her life-ring and there is no time and no space in LOVING.  Your words, a message in a card, is
precious beyond pearls to we who receive them in our moments of conflict.  Those words across the miles
or in the same room keep us afloat and on-going.
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You people had a pep-rally going at one time by claiming that “this or that needs love, too”, i.e., “even dirty
old men need love, too...”  Well, old Angels need LOVE also and, like you, we need to GIVE AND
REGIVE it.  Thank you for the opportunity to serve and simply be recognized.  We don’t need much else
to do our work!

OLIVE  LEAF  EXTRACT

Our friend, Bob James, has researched and met with a Dr. James R. Privitera, M.D. that I feel is THE
expert on the subject of this extract.  I ask that you be informed as to HOW you can get his small booklet
entitled Olive Leaf Extract—a new/old healing bonanza for mankind.

I am not going to continue with the whole of the literature available but will move to excerpting from the
article begun on the yesterday.  I do suggest you get Dr. Privitera’s information to become fully informed.

WHAT  THE  COMPONENTS  OF
OLIVE  LEAF  EXTRACT  CAN  DO

Dr. Privitera described his uses in clinical practice and we’ll offer his listing for you:
* The generalized degradation of pathological microorganisms of all types; viruses, retroviruses, bacteria,

fungi, yeasts, molds, protozoa, helminth worms, and other parasites;
* the relief of arthritic inflammations, especially osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis; [H: Please note

that major improvement is also noted by arthritis sufferers by use of Goat’s milk whey and
users of whey-based Melloream.]

* the reduction of insulin dosages for better control over the risks of symptomatic diabetes;
* the elimination of chronic fatigue and the symptoms associated with its syndrome;
* the creation or restoration of abundant energy with prolonged stamina;
* the normalization of heart beat irregularities (arrhythmias)’
* the improvement of blood flow in cardiovascular and/or peripheral vascular disorders;
* the lessening of pain from hemorrhoids;
* the attenuation of toothaches;
* the antioxidant quenching of free radical pathology;
* the obliteration of fungal infections such as mycotic nails, athletes foot, and jock itch;
* the permanent relief of malaria (from a protozoa), and other more exotic but deadly tropical diseases

which produce fever as a primary symptom;
* the prevention and effective treatment of all types of viral diseases including the Epstein Barr virus,

cytomegalovirus, the herpes viruses, human herpes virus-6, the retroviruses, the influenza viruses,
viruses of the common cold, and the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV);

* the reversal of almost all symptomatology connected with Candida albicans and other organisms caus-
ing the yeast syndrome;

* the death and excretion of a variety of parasites: the microscopic protozoa and the macroscopic helminth
worms.

The applications seem to be unlimited while at the same time the extract shows no signs of toxicity to
either test animals or humans.
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WHAT  IS  OLIVE  LEAF  EXTRACT?

Oleuropein, the bitter glucoside lodged in leaves of the green olive tree, and products of its hydrolysis,
contain certain components which are valuable as newly discovered therapy for both infectious and degen-
erative diseases.  The empirical formula of oleuropein (C

25
H

32
O

13
) makes it a member of the iridoid

group, a uniquely structured chemical class which contains a carbohydrate component appearing as D-
glucose.  The first iridoid found in nature, verbenalin, was isolated as early as 1835, but no investigation
into the group’s structure began until 1963.  That’s because iridoids are extremely unstable and one mem-
ber of the group has the capability to transfer into another.  This is the biogenetic characteristic which
causes the unique therapeutic advantages of components within the iridoid oleuropein.

In checking for oleuropein toxicity, doses as high as one gram per kilogram of body weight for seven
days were used in experiments with test mice.  No death was provoked and the dosage exerted no toxic
effects.  In fact, oleuropein in olive leaf extract is so safe that the investigators failed to determine the lethal
dose or even find a toxic dosage.

***

I toss this in because you will always find the skeptics that say such as “yeah, but...”  And, “yeah, but... it
may become addictive and...”  I certainly hope so!  Well, the “yeah, buts...” can have their sicknesses just
as long as they want to hold them, I always say.

Virgin Olive oil is a FINE product as well.  If you could add a bit of olive oil to your intake of Melloream
you would have a PERFECT food source.  Put all this together and you have a long-time-storage food
supply and products to get you through illnesses and into GOOD health.  Melloream, for instance, has
been now tested in storage of no particular care and has remained relatively unchanged from new prod-
uct—AFTER A PERIOD OF TEN YEARS.  Since “time” is the critical guideline here, it is not known
how long the product will store but obviously, a long, long time if kept dry and sealed.  The same with
OLIVE OIL and these products of Olive Leaf Extract—just keep them sealed!  If rancidity happens to the
oil—use it in your lamps on days the power fails.  You have to realize, readers, that THERE WAS LIFE
BEFORE THE DRUG COMPANIES STARTED KILLING YOU OFF THROUGH THE POISON,
SLASH, CUT AND BURN TECHNIQUES.  And remember that the American Medical Association is a
PRIVATE CLUB just as is the BAR ASSOCIATION.  When you stop to realize that a private club
determines what you can have and what you cannot have—you might just get a bit miffed and do some-
thing about it.  When you can’t chew olive leaves instead of taking the chemical poisons offered, by law,
you are in a very SICK society—and that is exactly where you find yourselves this day.

It used to be in the Mediterranean countries that if a roadway came upon an olive tree—the road was split
or changed and the tree remained unchanged.  This is an excellent idea for the olive tree is truly THE tree
of life.

It truly is, however, a tedious task to pick, dry, and package the leaf extract and keep the product viable
and potent.  I can’t offer you an easy way to do same and I don’t want to even try.  We can easily enhance
the leaves which do lose some of their component parts to changes by simply spraying them with Dria-
based solutions of minerals and vitamins.  Selenium is a critical component of a GOOD extract so to insure
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full value we would have to stabilize the leaves and boost the element.  Then we can colloidalize it, freeze
it, bind it or simply let someone else do this work.  Today Dharma pleads for the latter approach.

If we can ever get the law cases wound down we will free up time for these things which require our own
attention.  Until then we can’t function well because of the constant attacks and manipulations thwarting
our every attempt at producing the wondrous things for you people.  How long can it go on as is?  Until the
lawyers put a stop to it so that they too can do positive and productive WORK toward betterment of the
judicial system as a whole.

We are so honored and humble to have had our own team over in South Africa offer to give us ALL of their
income from any of our projects, if Dharma and E.J. need same for legal defense.  No, they need that for
growth and their own projects in which we can share such as this above product.  The point is to keep
Ekkers from jail for speaking on LIGHT and if that is the only way we can win the round (by consuming
funds for projects) then we will all just go sit in jail.  The offer is, however, what keeps us keeping on in that
there is love and sharing enough to stretch our limits beyond our immediate “having” for selves.  This
assault in the name of US&P needs to be stopped at source—US&P.  ONLY you can arrange that
message getting through to Dr. Okilo.

People who have never heard of Walter Russell, and much the less, US&P, have had access to THE
INFORMATION so what have we?  Well, we’ll see won’t we?  We have far larger interests to pursue so
what will be in that circumstance is simply what will be.  We have little choice other than to allow the play
to unfold as it will.  YOU have to change the play if you wish it to be different.

WHERE  TO  FROM  HERE?

We keep moving as directly as is possible—RIGHT TO GOD.  To keep on keeping on we must never
deviate from the GOAL of achievement necessary to reach that goal and treat all trivial deviations as that
which they are—DISTRACTORS.  So, do we have time?  What else do you have that is so all-fired
important to get done?  The ball game on Sunday or New Year’s?  How about taking down that Christmas
tree?  Is that really important?  Yes it is if it was a living tree for it becomes potentially bomb-material the
more dry it gets in your living room.  You see, LIFE ceases when you remove it from its source—therefore,
you had best not remove yourself FROM YOUR SOURCE lest you holocaust yourself like the fragile
dehydrated Christmas tree somebody killed in order that you can hang baubles on its branches—and run
the risk of burning yourselves alive if the power surges.

I can’t give YOU a “where to” from here because YOU must decide where you go from this point
forward.  I can promise you this much, however, you have to GO FROM WHEREVER YOU HAPPEN
TO BE RIGHT NOW!  Moving somewhere, waiting for money, waiting for whatever, won’t get you
THERE.  LIFE IS WHERE YOU ARE!  GOD IS WHERE YOU ARE!  Your life is not, for instance,
Dharma’s problem.  HER LIFE IS HER PROBLEM!  We SHARE and that is all we CAN do.  When
everyone learns that simple truth, that you cannot force another to do or be anything, you will find yourself
being far more acceptable.  Your own attitude about relationships must be redirected with these facts in
mind.  YOU alienate people as often as they offend you or deny your offerings.  A gift unaccepted is but a
thing to keep or toss and if you offer a gift of your choosing you can’t depend upon it being something the
other wants.  If this is what happens in denial of the gift—be sure you have gotten something YOU WANT
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FOR SELF for after all, you did the purchasing.

I can use the passage of John Schroepfer as an example.  The family wants nothing to do with John’s left-
over body, even to the extent of denying any conversations further than denial.  Should we do what they
should do?  No, but we can easily CARRY John because he is our brother and that makes him never too
heavy.  Let the burden of hate rest on those who have the hate.  Why should we deteriorate our souls by
dropping to such levels of meanness?  You don’t even have to appreciate John—but you CAN hold
compassion and love in your hearts for a lonely man.  Do YOU have to continue to err and err because
someone else made errors in your past relationship?  This is what was meant by “turning the other
cheek”, NOT TO BECOME A SPINNING TOP EVERY TIME SOMEONE WISHES TO STRIKE
YOU.  But, to simply “strike” back is indeed folly for after all, what if the “other” is a 1100-pound gorilla
hoodlum?  You had best, in that instance, consider a better way to respond in wisdom and intelligence.

But how does Dharma get her lessons?  EXACTLY the same way you get yours from me.  And, I can
measure my teaching through her level of understanding.  There is no magic here but, rather, a series of
steps toward knowing.  Through these steps we grow into seeing and hearing the opportunities always
knocking and we learn to miss fewer and fewer such opportunities.  Every day, every day—we take in as
much as we possibly can glean for it is the ONLY way to knowledge.  And no, she doesn’t like the job any
better than you do.  It is not fun to have to write and then go study the lesson, but it is the ONLY way to
learn.  KNOWING does NOT shower down on you like a snow-storm scatters ice crystals.  In the telling
you that it DOES is the first and most deadly lesson, and lie, you will get from your religious preachers!
“Let somebody else do it for you,” is the second.  So be it.

You need to look around and realize that just as Christmas came flying through and went—so too, come
and goe all things—EXCEPT GOD AND THE CREATION.  Circumstances change, perceptions change,
all physical things change—GOD DOES NOT CHANGE ONE IOTA—EVER.

With this in mind perhaps we should just leave you with these things to think upon.

May the Light ever shine around you for without being able to see IN THE LIGHT, you shall continue in
the darkness of ignorance.  Salu
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SUN.,  DEC. 29,  1996

JOHN  SCHROEPFER
REMEMBERING

I ask that this day be dedicated to the memory of our beloved brother, John.  May his name be listed high
on our list of Teachers who gave greatly that all the rest of us might GROW.

How does this happen?  How does anyone make another GROW?  All things are connected and in that
interconnection all things contribute to the whole in production of opportunities, scenarios in which choices
are made and actions are taken, and above all each life offers another the opportunity to GO WITHIN
and CHOOSE attitudes, perceptions and perspectives.  We find that each passage offers us, if they touch
us physically, an opportunity to serve goodness, darkness and/or fence-sit.  Most just continue to fence-sit
while washing hands of any possible involvement which may interrupt an otherwise boring day.

How many of us left it to “others” to see to John’s passage, dignity in the transition process and final
appropriations?  Well, Audrey and Eric have earned stars in their crowns as we sorted through the morass
of uncaring family and indifferent attachments.  Did they mumble about “why me”?  Did they say, “Well, it’s
no longer my problem”?  No, they did what was necessary in the midst of disappointing insults and back-
turning.  They did it in spite of the spiteful and hateful things that even John shouted at them in his final time
among friends.

Ah, but is this a eulogy to Audrey?  No, it is an appreciation for Audrey which each of us should consider
very, very carefully.  Do you have any idea how difficult it is to make arrangements for a final resting place
and circumstance for a human person when the family refuses to participate and makes clear that no
“funds” will be forthcoming to even purchase a flower to rest on the coffin?  And whether or not you ones
like to consider this truth—the SOUL is present for a long time in witnessing that which takes place in the
departure processing.  The departure process is that time period of sequenced events that allow a being to
process and appraise a life journey, discharge that which must be stored as data, evaluate exchange sites
and generally relocate.  Or, did you think it was just wham, bam, thank you, ma’am, and away we go?

***

I am going to do something today that I have never done in this gathering place.  I am going to ask those
who can to advance a few dollars, which are shortfall, to cover the outstanding expenses of John’s funeral
arrangements.  I don’t mean cookies and punch; I mean actual expenses which are outstanding at the
mortuary and for transportation of John’s physical remains, and just as a temporary help to the conserva-
tors who are some dollars short until other funding can either be arranged or forgotten.  John has some
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zillion years of service in high places of employment and should have insurance, etc., but without family
help in next-of-kin relationships, the conservator has to do what he can.  It would help greatly if you
present would just offer a couple of dollars or so to help temporarily.  I will have to ask Audrey what is the
shortfall but I see that it is not a great sum and no more than necessary for immediate use is even desired—
perhaps the sum you would ordinarily offer in flowers which are now unnecessary—after the fact.

Everything is tied up in litigation, bless Green’s heart, and Ekkers simply can’t carry it all from their Social
Security and neither can Audrey and Eric.  In fact, we would prefer to handle this as always, as a tempo-
rary LOAN until John’s own last Social Security and pension funds can be settled.

Readers, this petition is for the ones in this location who might wish to participate but when we print what
we write here it becomes impossible to remove, nor do we wish to, our local conversations.  YOU are as
much a team member as anyone here but the needs are immediate and therefore we have to petition to the
ones present.  Perhaps we can extend the Christmas Spirit of LOVE just a few days more.  Thank you.  I
believe that the Law Center is working with conservators, so perhaps Mr. Dixon or Karen, or even
Audrey, would be happy to handle the IOUs.  And yes, sincerely, we DO believe it will only be for a short
while but we would appreciate no usury, please.

Now, in addition, it is necessary to enter any outstanding costs assumed in John’s care.  By this I mean
such things as the cost of furnishing and providing an apartment, vehicles, etc., while John was getting
settled before moving into care facilities.  In the care facilities there are extra things for repairs, replace-
ments of carpets and such to which John caused personal damages and necessitated replacement.  This is
going to, in some instances, come to several thousands of dollars and, in one instance, some $6,500.  This
NEEDS to be entered to allow the conservator to settle John’s affairs.  THAT is why a court conservator
was appointed and paid for services.  There are large legal fees outstanding, as well, but those will be
handled in a more appropriate manner than today’s “business”.  And we will not overlook the prior loans
made to the “Friends of John” fund when it comes settlement time for the conservator.

***

Dr. Overholt knew John Schroepfer the longest of anyone here and shared much with John prior to ever
hearing about “us”.  My hope is that any discomfort in John’s final days will not distort the original friend-
ship for as LIFE impacts each of us we find conflicts to be ever so much more damaging to fragile “feel-
ings”.  We all, who know John’s story, can recognize that a normal young man would probably have had a
mental breakdown or committed suicide at facing such incredible pressures as were on John in his last five
to ten years.  Most of us don’t do too well at a day of problem-facing, to which Al himself, can attest.  Even
MURDER was attempted on John’s being in order for departed associates to get his assets.  If you all
knew all about this circumstance you would have found John to be incredibly clear and functional.  HOW
WOULD YOU HOLD UP UNDER SUCH PRESSURES?

You look at living and you look at dying and THE GREAT MYSTERY looms ever so large before you.
What is life and what is death?  NOTHING.  LIFE is that which you move INTO, not OUT OF.  YOU are
not the flesh body of self.  However, at transition there IS a period of adjustment of Spirit (soul).  There is
NO adjustment period for body and the soul of that body couldn’t care less what YOU do with it.  YOU
remaining in physical form are the ones that have to face the flesh/physical aspect of “another’s” passage.
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Some people actually deliberately take their physical lives just to cause one of YOU to have to attend the
mess left behind.

At the time of transition, however, the Soul is able to judge intents and witness that which is outstanding in
“debts”, or in actual relationships—without the lies of the parties remaining.  By this I mean that an indi-
vidual witnesses and has to confront all relationships in order to assess status.  Is it not hard, do you
suppose, to have to face REALITY in knowing that you are not worthy of so much as a call-back from a
son, a denial of all connections by a brother, and so on down the line of relatives and even from those who
tried to get your assets?  Ah, but you can KNOW these latter ones will continue to try to strip every last
thing, including the dignity, of the deceased.  When you have those who try to do so in life, just watch what
happens at death.

Why do I speak of these things at a “eulogy”, when everyone is supposed to gush and squeak about “what
a nice Joe this was”?  Because I bring TRUTH and the facts are that a so-called death is only another
BEGINNING for the departing being.  John is much more “around” this place THIS DAY than he ever
was in his physical form.  And he needs to be honored for the great opportunities he gave freely to all of us
who were, yes, privileged to share a bit of his journey.

John had some wondrous tales to share and most ones simply tossed them aside as outrageous and crazy
talk.  No, they were REAL and you were not.  John grew to be confused between the REALITY HE
KNEW and the experience of his imprisoned mind.  He finally could see no hope of ever again merging
fully, the two, and even if he could do so, his physical body could no longer serve him well.  At this point a
decision is made, considered, and honored.

John often demanded of me to tell him exactly “where the tunnels are” for he needed access, storage space
for food and supplies for you, his friends, and he knew they are present.  They are, and now he knows
where, EXACTLY, they are.  Too late to help?  No, just keep listening, you who discount the possibilities.

Anyone moving on with the Angels of LIGHT are in for wondrous new, and remembered experiences.
The ones who move on with the dark imps of the next dimension are going to wish they had NOT.  John
moved with HIS angels so you are still the ones at disadvantage.

Ah yes, BUT, life goes on for the remaining undeparted and responsibilities, love, fun, relationships and
ongoing “living” must be attended and, preferably, in a state of JOY.  Since this is TRUE, why do YOU
push the river’s flow?

I asked some of you to write while Dharma is under fire for serving me and I needed a respite for her to
regroup and be able to confront the next line of attack.  I DID NOT ASK YOU TO BECOME PSYCHICS
AND FORTUNE TELLERS TO OTHERS WHO ATTEND YOUR DIRECTIONS AND SUGGES-
TIONS.  Be careful in either the receiving or the offering of such input and be VERY CAREFUL NOT TO
CALL THE INSTRUCTIONS “HATONN’S” FOR I DO NOT FORTUNE TELL NOR DO I URGE
RELATIONSHIPS IN ONE WAY OR ANOTHER.

You who are freshly involved in relationships—WHAT IS YOUR ALL-FIRED HURRY?  Is it sex; is it a
show of commitment?  What is your problem?  Can you not first find if you are stable and capable of
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standing ALONE before you move into relationships in which you have no knowledge or input on short
term recognition?  Move carefully, slowly, do your individual jobs, live wherever you want to live (together
if possible) and yet live in RESPONSIBLE COMMITMENT, not with some State certificate of contract
waiting to be broken one piece at a time.

Rick isn’t here today so I can share that by this time he was involved and “in love” some four times prior to
now and had he ventured off into that marriage state he would have broken all four contracts.  I repeat the
question: WHAT IS YOUR ALL-FIRED HURRY?

Love is a total commitment without any attachments or conditions as to contractual living.  Can’t you let
that grow prior to doing silly things which are then difficult for responsible parties to UNDO?  Can you not
enjoy the growing together as friends first and then the final arrangements as to attachments CAN BE
FINAL.  What you do about your physical relationships is up to you, always with both parties in front of
mind in responsible actions.  Can you not, publicly if necessary to your inner comfort, make a commitment
without all the trappings?  Or, make the commitment, have the trappings of a SPECIAL DAY, and then let
the river flow on its own?  BE PATIENT for only in unfolding sequence of events can you KNOW how it
will come to pass.

When you become a “team” without the bindings—then, and only then, can you experience freedom in
relationships.  Most people put on the handcuffs and shackles and THEN wonder what the Hell went
wrong.  When you cease to USE one another you can have the freedom of a wondrous team in harness,
for living, not in shackles for contractual foolishness.

Homosexual partners are totally without “reason” for LOVE has naught to do with physical interchange in
a sexual fashion.  Those activities are exactly what they are called, sexuality and sexual intercourse of all
sorts and ridiculous fashion.  LOVE IS THE BOND WHICH IS ABSOLUTE, FILLED WITH RE-
SPECT AND REVERENCE, and NEEDS NO CONTRACT.

Share with your friends the joy of a relationship and be patient in the growing of that relationship and then,
only then, can you at the right sequence of events, realize open freedom of choices.  What, pray tell me, is
wrong with two people, of the same sex or opposing sex, living under one roof with or without chaperone?
What nonsense!  It seems to me quite intelligent to share expenses, work load, cleaning and tidying,
cooking and SHARING COMPANIONSHIP AND CARE.

GOD only requests RESPONSIBILITY in all things.  A contract, from its very nature—is a paper to be
BROKEN apart and ripped asunder.  If a married couple has the right relationship that piece of paper was
and is unimportant except to remember a commemoration day which in itself is usually used to torment the
OTHER HALF—if he/she forgets, God forbid.

If you can’t work out your sharing arrangements without a contract, you DO NOT HAVE READINESS
FOR A BIGGER STATE CONTRACT.  If you find it necessary for your arrangements to suit self, chil-
dren or anyone, based on anything but LOVE, RESPONSIBILITY, AND MUTUAL AGREEMENT,
then DON’T put on the cuffs linking you together for there will only be heck to pay at some time, such as
death separation.
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John Schroepfer had to leave the physical plane with his own bondage unresolved.  Is that what you seek?
Of course not, so again, what is your all-fired hurry in binding up one another into captivity?  Do you fear
another will come and you will lose your “chosen or accepted” mate to another?  Well, let me warn you
that a marriage certificate does not hamper that reality one iota.  You may have the other party bound—but
you will NOT bind the love.

Why take this day of all days, while honoring John, to speak of these things?  Because of the circumstances
at departure of one JOHN SCHROEPFER.  There are thousands of you out there working through
relationships, either out of them, into them, through them, hating them, loving them, arguing over them,
being hurt this day or that, for this or that attitude of the other—and generally ignoring the fact that LOVE
and MAGNETISM TOWARD ANOTHER are NOT IDENTICAL, but only a perception usually based
on pretty blind hearts.  If it is LOVE IN TRUTH, it WILL ALWAYS BE LOVE.  If it is not, it needs to be
known and that takes experience through myriads of events.  Some of you think you need approval of ones
you respect, such, frankly, as myself.  I approve.  I can see pitfalls in personal relationships but even if I
point them out—you will not wish to accept them from me, at any rate.  Most will tell me right up front what
they have done or plan to do and thus and so.  That is to prevent me from entering objective input.

This, unfortunately, comes not just with relationships but with dimensional change as well.  John, for in-
stance, says to me, “I’m going to leave this defective place and what do you think of that, Sir?”  What can
I think about that?  In John’s instance it seemed like probably a good idea and, after all, IT IS HIS
DECISION!  He suggested that if he waited for the law to settle his affairs he would undoubtedly be into
his post-century years and his legs already wouldn’t hold him erect.

By the way, I do not like the term “Angel of Death”.  There are Angels of LIFE and Angels of Transition,
as well as Angels or Energies of incarceration.  There is not even death of the flesh body!  There is ONLY
CHANGE.

I am told by the experts that death is that which happens when the brain dies and energy departs.  Ah, but
energy NEVER DEPARTS.  The cells change after they first become static and then a reversal of structur-
ing takes place and the process is ongoing until once again the elemental status of the physical is exchanged
into elements and energy of a different variety and then it really reactivates itself.  Even during the brief
periods of rest (voidance) there is activity even if it be in microscopic change as things move into either
release or dormancy or whatever.  THAT, however, is no longer any CONCERN to the departed SOUL
MIND.
“Well,” I often hear, “you don’t know how these things touch us as ongoing humans.”  Don’t I?  What is it
that YOU know that is so much more valid than my own experience?  What do you know about anything
beyond that veil?  Is not your opinion simply THAT—your opinion?  How many of you see John sitting in
that chair usually reserved for him?  Well, HE IS THERE—WHERE ARE YOU?

A most funny thing happens to you physical beings as you move on toward living and pass through these
experiences and I can share some as examples.

Dharma and E.J., in planning for this day—REMEMBER BACK to what John used to like most.  He liked
coming from his prior residence to spend time at their house.  E.J. even made a road in back so that John
could park on the living-room level so that Eleanor would not have to go up and down the stairs.  John
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liked nothing better than the evenings with pizza, wine or coffee, and cookies.  He was a “cookie monster”
and he would always bring cookies from his treks back and forth—from his favorite bakery.  I’m glad that
Dharma has insisted on having cakes and a bit of social interchange for these months for it allows you to
enjoy one another briefly while you are living in the ability to partake physically and not just witness.  John
will be just as happy to witness now for he enjoyed, more than most of you, the treats.  We honor where
and when we can and then, friends, we RELEASE unto GOD that which GOD has reclaimed for a new
adventure.  Only GOD and JOHN can review and judge, discern, and evaluate service, so how nice that
all we have to do is offer respect and RELEASE a friend, be it relative by blood or simply attachment
through the chance encounters of evolvement.  The term “chance” is ill-chosen but it presents the “idea” I
hope to offer.  There are only “choosings”, not “chances”.

My hope is that in having opportunity to speak more of LIVING IN PHYSICAL ATTACHMENTS is not
embarrassing to anyone reading or listening for, after all, YOU are stuck with living in this environment and
the ones already departed do not NEED the lessons.  The better you live and the more responsibly you
experience—the fewer “changes” are required of you in passage.  John, of all people present, knew as
much and found it to be “too late smart” and had to make passage in loneliness and with a heavy heart.
Perhaps that with which I might end this appropriately is to ask all of you—again—WHAT IS YOUR
ALL-FIRED HURRY?  And KNOW something: John doesn’t have “time” to hang around and dally with
you longer.

In love and appreciation I share that which we can share, cherish the things we can share and, always, in
infinite LOVE as with the LOVE OF GOD, I salute you and I offer humble respect, appreciation, and
graduation to a humble STUDENT.  Because JOHN WAS, he shall exist for all time.  And someday, in the
long ahead events, shall come some readings and someone will ask, as with John of Revelation, JOHN
WHO?  Ah, is not life a passing and interesting thing?

Good morning and may the life you SAVE, be your own, for it cannot be otherwise.  Salu.
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CHAPTER  5

REC  #1    HATONN

TUE., DEC. 31, 1996  7:56 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 137

TUE.,  DEC. 31,  1996

WHAT  IS  “NEW  YEAR’S...”?

Ah, and this is New Year’s Eve and what exactly does that mean to YOU?  Does it mean one more day of
merriment before the doom and gloom day hits—you know, that day when your favorite gladiators go for
a bowl win or loss?  What exactly does a “New Year’s Day” mean to YOU?  You all have a nice way of
asking me what everything “means” so, what do these things mean to YOU?

I find that a “holiday” really means, to most of you, a day of postponement—of “King’s X” of sorts, a day
to just be, withdraw from clear and present danger and pretend that there is nothing to be done save enjoy
selves for a few brief hours of non-thought processing.  Well, the adversary works twice as hard on your
holidays while you least expect it.  Millions of people will crowd into, for instance, New York Times
Square to do what?  Drink and watch a lighted ball mark off your hours unto what?  Am I just a wet blanket
of sorts who comes to spoil your fun and games?  Perhaps!  Mostly I am disliked because I remind you of
responsibility, good behavior suggestions, love thy neighbor, and whatever else seems to be appropriate.
What you don’t realize, however, is that I am not too unpopular even with what you would consider “my
worst enemies”.  They are quite confident that goodness shall not simply walk in and have you listen and
then you will just awaken in a wondrously purely cleansed world.  If you did so you would NOT sustain it
in that manner of purification.

How would I be foolish enough to expect many to listen?  Much the less, how would I expect such a
miracle on New Year’s Day that anyone would toss off Satan in preference of God?  After all, New Year’s
Eve brings the hour of the Grim Reaper, and therefore, the representative symbol of the New Year, and a
newborn babe, just as miserable, for how many newborn babes have YOU seen who stand forth in
miracle/magician fashion and wield a wand and make the world a better place?  At best you have a new
idea for moving forward, and at worst you ABORT the new babe trying to establish a better world.  Either
way you do it with great celebration and champagne and brain-dumbing antics.  So be it.  We are left to
deal with that which remains and must do so under the most challenging of circumstances of “show me”,
“prove it”, and/or simply “get out of my face and my space”.

I can PROMISE you this day that with a storm readied to hit the West Coast of the U.S., and several
having already done so this month—the topic for today in that area of Los Angeles is, ah indeed, “Will it
rain on the Rose Parade???”  “God, please don’t let it rain on the Rose Parade!” is the hew and cry.  Why?
What if there is to be a 10.4 earthquake tomorrow morning at 6:32 (or so) a.m. in Los Angeles, with an
epicenter at Pasadena?  Would you not THEN be glad you stayed home because it rained on the parade?
EVERYTHING IS PERCEPTION AND PERSPECTIVE!
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FLOODS

Along those lines I can only point out that in Europe there are storms and cold so intense as to overshadow
anything in the U.S., and you don’t even give more than a few seconds attention, or none at all.  You who
expect rain right here—what have you done about shoring up and preparation—IN ADVANCE?  Oh,
you’ll do that right after the Parade and Ball game?  Are you prepared for a flood?

Oh I see, YOU live on a hill and don’t need to worry?  What about the earthquake that may well come
WITH the flood?  Houses wash off in mudslides as mountains come down and so too do they shake, rattle
and roll OFF HILLOCKS.  Ah so, but you live in somebody else’s condo?  So be it—go forth and eat,
drink and make Merry or Mary or whatever it is you are set about doing—the world will go on without
you.

To the rest of you, let us remind you of the winter months and perhaps you might take a “rain-check”
around your personal setting.

Flooding can occur within mere minutes, or certainly within hours of excessive rainfall, a dam or levee
failure, or a sudden release of water held by an ice jam (as in the more northern areas as is happening
TODAY).  If your home and family are at risk of flooding, here is a little checklist to help prepare—just in
case.

* Do you know the evacuation routes in your area?  Remember, for instance, that in Pasadena, California,
there are several main throughways CLOSED for your parade.

* Are your roofs, gutters and downspouts cleared?  Or, did you leave that for the first of the year while you
put up Christmas lights and trees and set forth your parties?

* Have you checked trap valves to prevent flood water backing up into your drains?

* Can you secure outdoor furniture and other items that can float away or get in the way of emergency
personnel?

* Do you have floodfighting tools such as sandbags and pails ready?  Do you have available some lighting
equipment so you can “see” if the power goes down and/or it is nighttime and you have to work outside?

* Do you have a sump pump?

* Do you have a BACKUP power supply?  In the Northwest as we write—hundreds of thousands of
people are without power and this renders forced-air furnaces useless, electric devices useless, and you
can check out the other inconveniences abounding—in subfreezing temperatures.
* Do you have good pictures to document any losses after the flood?  This is a good idea even if there is
no flood because robberies will increase with the increasing unrest and poverty upcoming in your lives.

* Does your family know “What to do in case of a flood”.  Most will just run to Mommy and Daddy
(YOU) and expect you to produce all these security things at the blink of their eyes.  They will expect
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YOU to feed them, clothe them, and WARM their little bodies—in comfort, when there is nowhere to run
and no place to hide.

Ah, but YOU are waiting for the summer floods?  I see.  Unfortunately however, flooding is so much the
more prevalent in wintertime.

Do YOU even know what to do AFTER a flood?  Just in case you do not, let us cover just a handful of
good ideas:

* Inspect that home or building CAREFULLY before you re-enter it.  Foundations can be wiped out,
snakes may well become live-in guests and thus and so.

* Take photos or make videotapes of damaged property and collect inventory records.  Therefore, you
need to have remembered to take your cameras and made an inventory.

* Do not use gas or electrical utilities until they have been carefully checked out.

* Do what you can to make temporary repairs and avoid further damages and above all, check for mud-
slide possibilities as runoff above you may well be giving way.

* Review your insurance coverage and notify your insurance agent promptly.  If you have no insurance and
a lot of damage, pray for another holiday or save some of your drugs, alcohol or whatever to ease your
pain and misery!

* Air the dwelling thoroughly to remove foul odors or escaped gas and do this BEFORE lighting matches
or using electric utilities.

* Get the bucket or pump and bail out flooded areas or you can lose your entire building foundation and
have to replace walls.  Also, diseases and mold flourish in wet basements or carpets—even in cold weather.
Worse yet, to survive—these nasties will literally JUMP onto your nice warm body.  These are just a few
things which will be ever so much more annoying in the subfreezing temperatures and lack of evaporation
qualities of a desert.

* Let us assume the flood is over and the Sun is once again in the heavens doing its “nice” thing.  Scrub off
all that woodwork ASAP and get those walls drying.  Certainly get anything out of standing water.  Use a
stiff brush on that woodwork even it takes off the paint because the effort you take early on will save you
years of mold damage.

* Get those nice luxury carpets UP and off the floor—immediately.  Let air circulate AROUND the items,
especially rugs and carpets to salvage, perhaps, the carpets AND THE FLOORING.

* Dry metal objects including guns and electric motors in home appliances carefully and rub with oil of
some kind to prevent corrosion and rusting.  Furthermore, YOU DO NOT WANT TO USE WET ELEC-
TRIC ANYTHING(S).  This is ESPECIALLY TRUE if your floors are WET!
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* Review your family disaster PLAN.  Oops??  What plan??  Oops doubled!

And now for you in earthquake land.

ARE  YOU  PREPARED  FOR  AN  EARTHQUAKE?

Don’t say that one disaster at a time is enough to think about because the old New World Order is not
going to just dump ONE little thing on your little bodies—you are set for MANY things at one time to keep
you busy not noticing what they are doing otherwise!  These disasters get you moving and dancing to their
drummers.  The biggie will be DISEASES and FAMINE accompanying any “disasters”.

But for the fun of it this New Year’s Eve, let us look at a bit of a checklist for Earthquake preparations:

* Is your house frame securely bolted to the foundation?  Do you even know that this statement MEANS?
And, oh, again, “that’s the problem of the landlord”—??—.  YOU are the one IN THE HOUSE!

* Do you have chimneys, roofs, walls all checked out for stability?  Have you made sure things are well
latched and stable?

* Are cabinets, bookcases and mirrors secured to wall STUDS?  Are they attached to walls so they don’t
topple on your sleeping bodies?

* Do your cabinets all have secure locks and closures?  In the vibrations accompanying even small shak-
ers, the cabinets and locked doors WILL OPEN.

* Is your gas, or electric, water heater strapped securely to the wall(s)?

*Are your hazardous or flammable materials stored safely?  Remember that in the vibrations things MOVE
AROUND and oily rags can move right up to the flame of a water heater.

* Are you prepared to be self-sufficient (food, water, survival kit) for at least a MINIMUM of
three days?  This is truly not enough time if the shaker hits with any other type of problem and/or is a
LARGER WIDESPREAD DISRUPTION IN NORMAL ACTIVITIES.  So please, make that TEN
DAYS of rations and water—and get some GOOD hiking shoes out and available along with warm cloths
and coats at the front area to be grabbed in a time of necessity.  Sleeping bags for each family member will
be THE blessing of your days to come in any type of trouble.  Extra ones with some free tarps will be even
more beneficial in so many WAYS you can’t perceive them now.

* Biggy: Does your family know what to do in an earthquake?  What about an earthquake and flood at that
same time—in winter?  DO YOU KNOW WHAT TO TELL THEM TO DO?  So be it.

AFTERMATH—IF  THERE  IS
ANYTHING  STILL  STANDING

Let us suppose you are LUCKY and there is still a standing building which houses you and your family:
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* After tremors stop, vacate premises immediately until it is safe to return.  This means to stay clear of
possible falling debris or walls and pray for no tornados or flooding which pushes mud slides or flying
debris onto you.

* Immediately as possible look for and eliminate fire hazards which can certainly cause massive damage if
not large explosions which are destructive to body and building.

* Again, take pictures to record damage BEFORE you clean up or make repairs.

* Check CAREFULLY your building for cracks and structural damage, INCLUDING THE ROOF,
chimney and foundation.

* Move valuables to a safe location if you have one remaining and try to get what is most valuable into a
weatherproof area.  You will have to take note that almost always following major earth shifts there will be,
shortly following, some kind of inclement and pitiless weather.

* If you have been good little boys and girls you will have your valuable papers, including insurance
records, where you can get at them with copies in at least one separate location.  Review the coverage and
be prepared to report damages as quickly as is possible—insurance companies go out of business in major
disasters.

* Collect inventory records, appraisals and photographic records to help document losses.

* Use licensed professionals to conduct inspections and repair your home or you may find no insurance
coverage available and, worse, no assistance forthcoming.

* Check out what failed, and if everything failed, then you have one problem, but if only a few failures or
losses are present—check them out and make sure in repairing them that you FIX THEM SECURELY.  If
you have one flood in an area or one earthquake—it is POSSIBLE TO HAVE MANY, MANY MORE.

* Review your family disaster plan (Oops again?) and see how you can help to improve disaster planning
in your community.  AND WHAT ABOUT THOSE DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES?  DO YOU HAVE
SOME STASHED EMERGENCY SUPPLIES TO GET YOU THROUGH A FEW DAYS OF TER-
ROR AND DISPLACEMENT?

OTHER  FACES  IN  OTHER  PLACES

I know that you in Kansas would certainly rather have me talk about bad weather and tornados wherein
you KNOW you are in storm settings.  However, don’t you see that it matters not WHAT the disaster—
YOU HAVE TO BE PREPARED?

What is there about disasters that causes people to pay attention and remember?  Simply THAT, they are
memorable for one reason or another—NOBODY remembers that which had no meaning.  A two-point
shaker in earthquake country is usually of no note at all.  But a ten-point rock-and-roller in a flood is going
to be long remembered—check out Pompeii after the “big one” volcanic explosion.  Also ponder a minute
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the possibility of rising water in such as Hawaii where you only have possibility of a few feet of water
inundating everything in living areas.  So what?  Well if the high ground is in shaking, rattling and rolling in
active volcanic eruption or earthquaking—you got problems, local residents.

Is this my annual and miserable doom and gloom lecture?  I wish it would be worthy of my time—and
yours, but alas, I expect little, for you will attend little—until after the holidays, of course.  Then you will go
forth and announce that if you make it through, “God is good,” and if you receive great damages through
your own carelessness, it will be blamed on God for “being bad” to you.  It has ever been thus.  Unless, of
course, NO ONE REMAINS TO TELL ON GOD!

I can example even more clearly: If no one remained alive to tattle on the Nazis, would you know about the
Holocausting?  How interesting a concept?  How did those survivors survive to now number more in
taking reparations than were incarcerated?  And, were they ALL Jews?  Couldn’t have been—there were
not that many Jewish people in Europe at the time.  Does this lessen the terror and horror?  No, it simply
means things could NOT have happened as is now, by law in many countries, demanded that you accept
without questioning fact or Truth.

But what of holocausting—or “destruction” by fire?  Well, that is a whole OTHER lesson in, especially,
areas where fires are the prevailing disaster bearer.  But I believe you get my point—if you are prepared
for ANY contingency, you stand a lot better chance of surviving.

By the way, it is FAR BETTER to live modestly in all instances because looters choose better theft items if
you have egotistically advertised your big deal possessions.   Who is going to steal an old Plymouth if there
is a new Lexus with keys right next to it—and it has a full gas tank to make a sure exit?  The most
MASSIVE KILLER OF MANKIND, BAR NONE, IS EGO!

BANKING

God’s Hosts are going to again speak of things worldly such as banking and banks, banksters and safe-
deposit boxes?  Yes indeed.  In earthquake country, just where do you keep your assets?  Handy?  Good?
Not so good!  You need emergency funds and liquid assets BUT you need to store your assets long-term
in another area NOT prone to dumping your things into the sea, under the mud, underwater and/or burned
up.

If you purchase gold, even, put it in Iron Mountain and not long in Southern California on the beautiful sea-
shore.  Does this guarantee security?  No, but it is reasonable that it might be MORE secure.  Further, if
you are able to have someone hold assets and borrow against them, you have even more ideal circumstances
of avoiding confiscation of precious things by a government in worse financial shape than are you.  They
just TAKE, citizens.  And, they TAKE FROM YOU.  They are LASTLY going to TAKE from their own
selves, i.e., the banks using that resource you stored, for collateral for loans and other goodies.  That is
THEIR collateral and your security.

“But they have to leave us something!” go the blind mice in their chanting.  NO THEY DO NOT AND
THEY DO NOT PLAN TO LEAVE YOU ANYTHING!
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It is going to be so in the day after tomorrow that many of YOU READERS will be wishing you had helped
US with those funds you are now going to give the Master-whip wielder in the form of taxes, while you
could have served that which is your own security and assistance.  Do you really think that government
slave-master is going to give a damn about you when the full intent is to strip you of EVERYTHING?
There is not enough money in the world to pay off those blackmailers!  Day after tomorrow you will shake
your head and wonder at your “ill-advice” receivings.  You COULD HAVE offered it (those tax liabilities
and funds) to a church or something, and even borrowed it back if needed along the way—and you would
have put it to work instead of feeding the dragons.  Oh well...too late smart?  Oh I see, you aren’t sure you
can trust your brother?  Good thought!  But when you refuse to trust God, you err!  But how can you know
God?  EASY!  [Editor’s note: For information or answers to questions about the Phoenix Institute
for Research & Education, Ltd., call 805-822-0601 during normal West Coast business hours.]

NWO  AND  1997

This is the BIG year for the New World Order transitioning.  The Plan 2000 is to be a WORKING reality
BY YEAR 2000.  That means there is only a short while to gain CONTROL over EVERYTHING AND
EVERYONE.  This long arm is going to reach around your GLOBE in every direction.  It becomes more
and more inevitable and “total enforcement” has to be BEGUN “now” so that the wars which are brought
forth because of the massive “power plays” must be moved THROUGH and order restored to some level
of global control.  You have AT BEST 1997, 1998 and 1999 to GET TO day 2000!  A pre-school child
can COUNT on three fingers your time remaining for fruition of the PLAN as laid forth by these power-
mongers.  Go back and read the PROTOCOLS—of any of the adversarial (to God) PLANNERS.  This
includes every GODLESS faction for they always lay forth their manifestos, protocols, and enforcement
laws.  Some nations and peoples will not sit still for this destruction to come upon them as will you who
have become servants to the liars, cheats and enforcers.

Do you have to give up life and limb?  No, you can utilize that which is offered by these very adversaries as
to being under their own LAWS which will even offer you their support.  If you are NOT trying to rule the
world, but rather, survive intact through troubled times of great tribulations and restrictions, you can do
nicely within laws of the land AND NEVER SO MUCH AS BEND A LAW OF GOD AND UNI-
VERSE.

But will it be better than now?  Say what?  However, the answer is “YES”.  Why?  Because you are not
being a THREAT to the Big Boys but rather an island of stability in a land of their own chaos.

People, however, even those exposed just to me and us, are making their FINAL choices NOW.  I am not
going to help those who have actively worked to destroy everything that we work for and stand for—even
if they be simply ignorant.  No one who knows or has been exposed to us and these writings has
REASON to be ignorant.  Let us see if the mistress, or the corrupt lawyer’s messages, will suffice when
the going gets REALLY rough!  YOU WHO BELIEVE THE LIES WILL GO DOWN WITH THE
LIARS.  The losses will be YOURS, squarely earned and squarely judged.  YOU will not be longer
welcomed among us—period.  If you clear your soul with God—you shall simply do so without us or our
involvement.  You who deliberately have served our adversaries will reap NO REWARDS from our labors
and our withstanding the assaults of those YOU HAVE CHOSEN to destroy us along with Truth.
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Life is fragile at best and some of the elderly people YOU HAVE USED to further and feather your
nests—will take departure soon.  How long will a Sharri live in frail health in an area destined for natural
disasters?  What about beautiful Esther whose very self has been so used by the ones who would lie, cheat
and steal?  She is in her 90s (years).  Do YOU believe that GOD DOES NOT KNOW WHAT IS SO?
DO YOU THINK GOD IS BLIND?  How many of YOU will make wrong choices because of your
faulty (yes, faulty) opinions and ego-strokings?  Fine, these are your choices—BUT KEEP THEE AWAY
FROM ME, PLEASE.  You who SERVE the dark brotherhood shall be stuck within the darkness, for
LIGHT shall be shown upon your lies and incorrect perceptions.  HOW MANY WILL YOU TAKE
WITH YOU?  How many SOULS will you drag within the walls of hell, with you?  How many witches will
drag their victims into the traps with them?  How many false preachers and teachers will pull their unsus-
pecting prey into the traps as well?  How many Emissaries and agents who serve our own adversaries, will
rejoice when the big bang comes down?  So be it—again, YOUR CHOICE.  When it takes a CORRUPT
court to back corrupt people—YOU HAVE SERIOUS PROBLEMS IN SOCIETY, FRIENDS.  Trick-
ery and lies may well be ruled by a corrupt judge in a corrupted courtroom, to prevail—BUT IT DOES
NOT MAKE JUSTICE SO—IT DESTROYS JUSTICE FOR ALL WHO COME AFTERWARD, and
YOU AND YOUR CHILDREN are that which comes “after”.  Your own dark associates will come
against YOU and you will fall, for the very society protecting those ill-intended attorneys will HELP THEM
GET YOU!  Some of you literally SOLD your SOUL and ASSETS to these “devil lawyers” when you
signed Powers of Attorney for you don’t even KNOW what is taking place while you sleep on and on and
on.  You either LIE TO US—or YOU DON’T KNOW!  It CANNOT be BOTH ways.  It simply cannot
be BOTH WAYS!

You on “that side” might well be considering what you will do when you no longer have these unethical men
to serve as YOUR attorneys.  Who with integrity will defend your unlawful actions?  Oh yes indeed, these
men are vulnerable and are aging and are in ill-health—both Horton and Abbott, if we get specifically
focused on just these.  Oh, Horn will defend your causes?  Forget it, for if you don’t have major “war
chests”, those attached to Steven Horn will NOT EVEN SNEEZE ON YOUR BEHALF.  Remember
Jason Brent, good buddies?  Start with a 10% retainer of all claimed funds and he would devote the rest of
his life to “getting the Ekkers”!  Why didn’t you nice and quarrelsome buddies go for that one?  He also
stated that one of YOU had something like $2 million stated—and that is a lot of “war chest” at 10%
down.  Now add all the amounts falsely reported for all the rest—i.e., you know, Fort, Tuten, et al., where
you claim more millions?  Boy, is this an expensive substitute lawyer or what?  WHO IS GOING TO
TAKE THE ILL-BEGOTTEN TRIBE’S CAUSE?  Oh, you say, “God is on our side”!  NO HE IS NOT
ON YOUR SIDE!  HOLD IT IN YOUR HEART—HE IS NOT ON YOUR SIDE, NOT NOW OR
EVER, FOR YOUR CAUSE IS UNJUST AND WRONG.  Happy New Year!

WHO  IS  OF  GOD?

EVERYTHING AND EVERY ONE!  Therefore, just because you announce you opinionated some-
thing—does not make it so.  Just because you trusted someone who taught and told you false things does
not excuse your ignorance!  Righteousness does not NEED EXCUSES—it stands on Truth and truth is
sufficient.  Sometimes, however, the lies have to be peeled away before the seed of truth is visible.  GOD
HAS TIME—you may well NOT have such a luxury.  How nice for our lawyers that they only have
TRUTH from which to pull and the opposition is only based on LIES.  Given long enough, my friends, the
TRUTH will be the beacon left shining like the lighthouse in the fog sends forth both bell and glow.
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What about US&P who has served up new lawsuits and demands incarceration of Dharma for writing on
these subjects of LIGHT?  What about it?  Do you actually think that a judge tossing Doris Ekker into
prison for TRUTH will ultimately prevail?  Of course not, but Truth will shine ever the more brightly
because of the shroud of evil intent thrust upon the hapless child at the hands of inforcers simply more
armed with weapons of force than she.  Force and power are NOT the same thing.  Power through
FORCE is a sick thing.  It is ALSO UNGODLY.

Now for one last lesson this day on US&P and the cause of Walter Russell: IF US&P ACTUALLY BE
GODLY IN INTENT AS PROJECTED BY PRESIDENT AND C.E.O. MELFORD OKILO—DO
YOU ACTUALLY THINK THEY WILL STAND BY WHILE THEIR OWN GREEDY TEAMMATES
INCARCERATE A CHILD OF LIGHT?  We shall see, won’t we?  In the “seeing” comes more of the
“sorting”.  Can one Doris Ekker stand the trauma?  Of course, for she KNOWS what other wondrous
things are at work being molded by the HANDS OF GOD while she sustains through the hazards of the
course.  There is no real separation between the physical and the invisible WHEN YOU KNOW TRUTH.
The physical things become a simple inconvenience through which you accomplish, no more and no less.
The inconvenience, itself, becomes THE best tool for accomplishment of the goal intended.  No body and
no thing can STOP the Dharma of Doris and when you understand that FACT you will have become quite
enlightened about SELF.

Why do “I” focus on one Dharma/Doris?  Because she personally SERVES ME as secretary and yes,
unfortunately, as the whipping boy of the day!  The enemy really wants to GET ME but they cannot, can
they?  Now, however, the major BIG BOY players are ready to trash the trashers for they know better
than to even wish to Get Hatonn.  The George Greens of the world are NOTHING and I repeat it: THEY
ARE NOTHING!  They are not even worthy of the attention given them and the BIG PLAYERS give
them no attention at all in most instances.  Why?  Because they are just a botheration as is rust within a
mechanism needing to be rustless.

In your PHYSICAL world of lists, etc., I am listed, very physically, at level A-6.  That makes me a player
of pretty high-level consequence.  Denying that by some George Green is not only silly but stupid.  If even
the U.S. President or Head of the U.N. cannot access my security file—who do you think is the bigger
bugger to the Big Boys, myself or George Green nothingness?  Is this some EGO trip for me to have such
a high level of respectful management?  NOPE—who needs EGO when TRUTH suffices?  I have no
reason to interfere with the bad boys playing with your minds and souls—that is your problem as individu-
als playing at living while gambling away your very futures.  Not “fair”?  GOD IS JUST; “fair” has
nothing to do with it.  YOU decide what you consider fair—GOD IS UNCOMPROMISING ON
WHAT IS JUST AND WHAT IS UNJUST!

I believe I have spoiled your New Year’s Eve sufficiently to move on, and may your time spent in some
preparations for the days ahead help YOU, for it makes no difference, at all, to me.

May you walk ever with God so that you have stability, whatever comes to cross your pathway.

Salu.

Do ANY think it bothers departed John Schroepfer, this day, who denied him or who cared enough to
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honor him and his journey here?  Well, think again, for you who serve the negative aspect of anything will
be trapped in that negative environment—sometimes forever.  John does not have to JUDGE—GOD
AND YOU JUDGE—YOU!
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WED.,  JAN. 1,  1997

AND  A  HAPPY  NEW  YEAR!

And Dharma sits in dread of the moving hand that writes and then moves on to other things of which she
would “prefer to not...”

I have set four books on her desk of which she always knew we would one day take up and ruin her
month—but precious, today is not for those books IF we can get someone else to have interest enough in
teaching you-the-people the lessons.  Will that happen?  Not likely.  The titles read The Genetics of
Bacteria and Their Viruses; Molecular Genetics; Sexuality and the Genetics of Bacteria; and Gen-
eral Virology.  But HOW do you expect to obliterate that of which you cannot even identify and, much the
less, understand its construction?

And WHY do I speak of this on this New Year’s Day HOLIDAYS?  We too enjoy parades and games
and being allowed the time to partake of something that at the least can give one a hangover or headache.
Ah, but she will thank me by morning tomorrow!

Counteracting the viral assaults is easy if you know what is happening.  YOU, for instance, can know right
off the proverbial bat that a cold virus which is controlled by zinc lozenges has a simple explanation: The
zinc in construction with “binders” has a higher frequency, or at the very least a toxic bullet, of and for the
“neck”-attaching molecule of zinc which holds the “cap” to the body of the crystalline virus.  Burst the
molecule and the virus bursts apart.  Simple?  Yes indeed.

ZITA

And no, I am not going to speak about Zita I and Zita II, Reticulum.  I am speaking of Rick Martin’s
mother, Zita, although I could lump them all into one and have some measure of accuracy about each.

Zita is healing and the doctors now treating her are fully respectful of “whatever” is happening.  She is
receiving IV injections of colloids and other supportive system enhancers.

With only a couple of days of IM small injections prior to going to the clinic, she dropped her “cancer
markers” abundantly.  We are grateful for the opportunity to serve and honor those with the integrity and
tenacity to simply TRY IT.  We could even do better and have quicker response if we had personalized the
counterattack team and, oh yes, we can do so.

Zita got to the end of her proverbial rope.  Pain and deterioration of body functions along with inability to
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consume and digest food had brought her to the lowest level yet of her disease course.  Sometimes the
“miracle” has to be impressive to get attention.  Not only is the treatment regimen working but the physi-
cians have especially opened the clinic over the “holidays” to accommodate the program.  They have
asked Rick to stay on with Zita for an additional time period to finalize the formal program.  HAPPY NEW
YEAR, ZITA, and welcome, dear, back among the living in this dead world you have going on Shan.  You
are loved; you are NEEDED, and you are welcome.  I know that when you volunteered for this particular
job you had no idea it would be so difficult.  We are greatly indebted to you and to the Brettons back at
Day Star.  We either help one another or we don’t make it, purely simple.

Next, Rick needs to bring back some type of program regimen and we need to get whatever is applicable
to Anamie—IMMEDIATELY.  In fact, please get the products on their way now and let a program begin
for her ASAP.  I don’t care if they have to find the Zulu or Tutu medicine man to get it into her blood
stream.  It will be South Africa which will benefit the MOST from this mode of attack against such as
Ebola, et al., for that country is where the World Health Organization introduces its trial-run viruses.  They
are up to the titanium molecule connector at that neck so you need a consistently HIGHER frequency
element to blow apart the viruses—hopefully prior to their mutating.  All of you will find the cute little
copper molecules we colloidalize will be best for knocking the arthritis factors to smithereens.  Then we
would like to get the Rife-type apparatus into a reliable form so we can utilize simple frequencies to
accomplish bullet ammunition according to the bugger involved.

Can we do this in the U.S.?  Probably not, so we will have to simply upgrade crop products to do the same
job.  And, we have to become a world community if we are to survive as a planetary population, so many
things will have to be accomplished on site—elsewhere.

We now have people ready, willing and able to handle these tasks in Australia, New Zealand, South Africa,
Greece, Canada and Mexico without even considering the shipping problems of products.  All we need is
funding to establish producing project facilities.  And the lovely thing: the market is wide open in those
places and the people are allowed to have and use the products in their most effective form of administra-
tion—whatever that might be.

I love the way you people allow the governments to give out “clean needles” for IV drug users—but
nobody can give an IV injection of anything like a colloid or a Dria or medical HEALING products.  You
can only further destroy your bodies and minds—not heal them.  SICK!  REALLY SICK!!

JOHN  SCHROEPFER  &  JASON  BRENT,
SHARK  AT  LAW

I ask that many additional copies of the Tehachapi News be obtained and held.  The family members need
a copy of what I am going to write here and an original copy of the obituary of John.  Perhaps they can be
brought to realize the picture is relatively NEW and current and John certainly does not appear to be an
addled idiot ready for the insane asylum where he was placed.  Perhaps his son can have and hold a better
picture of his father and his father’s accomplishments.  What is past flow of the river cannot be brought
back but feelings can be modified into positive appreciation.

OBITUARY
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john schroepfer
obituary

What I want the world to see, however, is the advertising piece adjacent to the obituary which advertises
the services of Jason Brent, attorney at law, and Buddy Clark, attorney at law.  And their logo?  Can you
believe it?  “SHARKS?  YOU BET!”  I think our own attorneys who have wondered how to reenter some
of the mischief of this ex-judge into some of the cases may have just been offered the ammunition for their
criminal attitudes about justice.  I believe a jury will understand the probabilities and possibilities of other
incredibly outrageous actions and intents when they understand what is really said in that one-liner adver-
tisement!  And, further, to realize that this man is a part of the very destructive TEAM USING Schroepfers
is too much to have ever hoped for that the ad would run attached TO: John’s obituary!  NEVER under-
estimate GOD, people.  NEVER!!  Make sure this is also run in this paper so that all of you can copy it and
send it to everyone you know, including the BAR ASSOCIATION.  Is THIS that which you as members
of the Association of Attorneys want your profession to have become?  This is the SAME Jason Brent who
advocates the “killing off of the old, the infirm, and the stupid...” according to his own policy statements in
Mensa, the Elite society of brained wonders of the world.  This is the SAME Jason Brent who will charge
only both arms and both legs and retire to devote his full life to nothing else except “getting the Ekkers!”
Do you readers, any of you, still have doubts as to the validity of the Ekkers story of abuse by the judicial
system—which began on Day One with Jason Brent on the bench and Steven Horn manipulating the entire
court?  Perhaps it required a decade to let the delightful citizens of injustice corner themselves.  But the cost
has been massive and the job still is not done.  They have, however, all teamed up together in their wicked
circle of lies, cheating, absolute perjury, and public display and misuse of clients in several states.  This is
not good, readers, IF WE CAN KEEP ON KEEPING ON.  A miracle unnoticed is not nearly as worthy
as WORK ACCOMPLISHED BY YOU and noted!  And is it not wonderful that now that Mr. Tips is
under fire from these misfits of character and justice that he is finding all sorts of beneficial, to Ekkers,
information in his computer files?  Good!  It is when we are personally involved and degraded that we
become interested in another’s plight.  So be it, late is better than never.  And “too late” is most unwise.  It
is amazing, not to be intentional of complaint, but note the fact that in a species of anything, lawyers to
leeches, the baby leech is still a blood-sucker protecting his food source—usually to his own demise if
necessary.  And no, it is NOT alright!  It simply IS the way it is.  Parasites will be parasites in whatever form
they take to fool you who still might have a drop of blood which they can take.

Mr. Tips said it best, in fact.  He gave Doris a bit of a magnet sign for the refrigerator which reads:
“LAWYER: A PERSON HIRED TO PROTECT HIS CLIENTS FROM OTHER MEMBERS OF HIS
PROFESSION.”  Well, the lawyers have been paid handsomely, so is it not now time to start protecting
SOMEONE, even if be yourself?  Screws, by the way, screw in or out, applying all manner of pressures
or relief according to the apparatus utilizing the screws.  It is a mechanical lesson in physics, and in obtain-
ing help from otherwise disinterested (except in every last cent of their billings) lawyers!  Is it fair to group
all lawyers into one assumption of intent?  Yes.  Why?  Because there are no courses in JUSTICE, only
legal trickery and bill collecting.

Note that Fred Goldman (of the Simpson debacle) can afford to retire forever on the support funds
gathered by all the Jewish leagues and clubs.  Ah, but Mr. Simpson has been sucked dry of everything he
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ever had or hoped to have.  Well, forget that, too, for I know where Mr. Simpson can get almost UNLIM-
ITED funds and help his brethren as well.  Will he listen?  Who knows?  You see, there are so many who
sell out to the Devil that you can’t consider that you are not being sucked dry by ones who claim to be your
own brother.  The point, therefore, is to never do anything which can be construed as unlawful or unsocial.

It is claimed that we write anti-Semitic material?  Well, we write whatever is written or known.  Since I am
Semitic and the Jews are NOT, I wonder at their approach to our material.  I also marvel at their ability to
construe my definition out of the dictionary for “holocaust” as being anti-Semitic and/or racist as claimed.
The facts are that if you work in dark and secret places you simply do not want LIGHT shown upon your
“doings”.  It has ever been thus.

GOOD  OLD  TIMES

I find it interesting that you don’t seem to understand that as far back as can be accounted, in history, Earth
has always had essentially the same kinds of tyranny and wars.  Anyone see a movie called Braveheart?
That was supposedly in the end of the 13th century and the clans were at it then and are still at it TO-
DAY—same clans AND against the same enemies.  Not a hopeful legacy, is it?

In all “TIMES” however, there have always been the strong, the ones who build, invent, improve, and
create.  Even in the worst of times the good have also been able to create better ways of living while the evil
pretenders to the thrones of the world have been able to usurp the good for the cause of evil.  Perfection
of goodness does not come in a world of freedom of choices for there will always be the ones who choose
greed and power through force.  This is the very foundation of the necessity of the classrooms called third-
dimensional physical expression.  And WE are no more welcome to interfere with this process than should
YOU be in any manner other than building and creating better ways of living in Truth rather than further
deteriorating the species and civilization.  In most instances, readers, you can’t digress much further down
the ladder of insidious corruption than you have plunged.

NEWS  OF  THE  YEAR  PAST

Most of you are simply bored with the infernal and eternal reruns of the past year’s experiences globally.
Note that STILL there is a high level thrust regarding all news or non-news regarding Simpson’s circum-
stance.  Did nothing else happen in the past few years?  Why do you think you are refocused onto chosen
topics when you get too interested in “other things”?  Of course, to distract you from what is REALLY
taking place in your world.  Your free world has fallen to the New World Order while you didn’t care
enough to notice.  “Oh well,” you will probably say.  It isn’t so bad.  No, and you may never ever perceive
it to be “so bad”.  The gradual heating of the water in the sauna is not particularly uncomfortable until it
bakes you, broils you or fries you.  It is like a gentle overcast on parade day when you get the first sprinkles
of the storm and the temperature is warm—it doesn’t matter much.  When the winds are blowing at gale
force and the temperatures are freezing or below—the nasty inconvenience becomes a real pain in the
you-know-where.  This is especially true if your annual income revolves around that parade and purchas-
ers of your products come only on parade day.

By the way, was the last outbreak of Ebola last year or the year before—or just when was that last big
outbreak?  Ah, but is it not a major topic these days of reruns?  And how long can the Scotland (airline)
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crash be top news while the WRONG people are blamed for the incident?  They have to keep these
terrors alive, don’t they?  How else can you control?  How else can the insipid insiders keep Quadafi
isolated?  How else can you keep the Arabs “down” while the “others” grow?  Well, a day of reckoning is
nigh at hand, pilgrims.  Man will only live in his put-down condition so long without fighting back in the only
way available, even if it be stones at his disposal for weapons.  And aren’t you just really proud of your
species when you see one army in uniforms with machine guns and rockets and the other a scattering of
children with stones?  Well, soon you will not even have use of stones for their assaults upon you will be
ever so much more insidious and insane in methodology and technique.  The United States of America will
go down as having the SHORTEST period of a nation, on top, in HISTORY.  The U.S. effectively fell to
the Israelites in 1948 and you didn’t even notice.  It was subtle, wasn’t it?  You didn’t realize that the world
manipulators were of British Israel, et al.  You didn’t realize that the Communist Soviets were simply
Zionists having changed their names to protect the guilty, did you?  Well, you had best go back and
consider most carefully the “Judeo-Christian” Protocols of Zion and you will note they are identical,
except in original language and script, to those of the Manifestos of the most heinous destroyers on Earth,
right down the line to this day.  If to tell you this information makes me somehow “anti-Semitic” or anti-
Jewish, then you had better look at that circumstance VERY, VERY CAREFULLY!  The wolf in the
sheep’s suit really has done a number on you more deeply damaging than fleecing you of possessions.  He
has made mutton-chops of you for the feasting tables while he calls it “sacrificing”.  But not to worry or
concern about self because you can be “saved” and “raptured” to heavenly pastures by simply believing on
MURDER some 2000 years ago, pretending like a child would at a tea party, on the blood and gore of the
picture presented—and wow, off we go to milk and honey!  IT WILL NOT BE THAT WAY!!  You have
been duped, lied to and enslaved to that lie.  So be it for This is Your Life, Johnny Doe and Mary Dee.

To rise up as on wings of Eagles is going to come through TRUTH and not from such garbage tossed out
of the mouths of liars and cheats.  Most of mankind sits with the intelligence and logical reasoning of turnips
ready for the frying pan.

Is God compassionate?  God is EVERYTHING and God is JUST.  You determine your circumstance
while God allows you the experience.  We tell you how it IS and you deny us?  Fine, if you deny me before
my Father, then I shall deny you before that same Father.  It simply IS the way it IS and it shall continue to
be EXACTLY AS IT WILL BE.  All your “opinions” will not alter, one iota, the Truth.

Will we find anyone who will serve with us in this outrageous Truth?  Of course.  Some people do not like
to be stupid and ridiculous in magical imaginings.

The new “up in arms” topic is that some cities are banning businesses of psychics, astrologers, palm
readers, card readers and such, and the next question is always: “Hatonn, what do you think about this?”
Bully for intelligence.  For every insightful person there are zillions of nitty nit-wits preying on your childish
desires for magic fortunes.  But what do I think about it?  I don’t!

The one I really like, though, is: “What will that do to your writing and Dharma’s work?”  Say what?
Nobody here even suggests such a thing as psychic phenomenon or fortune telling.  And, further, Doris
doesn’t even know the signs of the Zodiac, so is not likely to “read the stars” for you.  And remember
something important: the placement of the stars from my vantage is a mirror image of your own.  And no,
I am not saying that it is unworthy of attention.  I believe, like everything in life, that it CAN be a wonder-
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fully useful TOOL.  And yes indeed, there are people who SEE and KNOW!  But know that as these
people come into realization of their gift—they stop giving personal readings and take up a healthy respect
for the whole picture and usage of their wonderful gift for humanity’s journey.  So, what about prophets?
So, what about them?  If they are 100% correct in all things projected and prophesied—then they are
valid.  If not, they are mystics, no more and no less.  To call self a prophet does not MAKE self a prophet.
You don’t need prophets to see that you are in trouble as a species and as a civilization.  You do NOT need
a prophet to suggest that you know right from wrong and are mostly choosing “wrong” as your modus
operandi.  All you need to be a perfect prophet for the future is to KNOW WHAT WAS IN THE PAST!
And does it really matter whether or not Madonna wears pink or blue?  And here I speak of “your”
Madonna, not mine.  Furthermore, “Will Tom Cruise stay married?”  WHO CARES?  Why?  If you
cannot reach beyond such trivial garbage and vicarious experiencing of life flow—you are in worse trouble
than you can possibly realize and are already controlled by the mind-control experts who present the
“prophets” in the first place, to fool you.  You are continually fooled by your WORST ENEMIES and
don’t even seem to notice same.  Well, my job is not to snatch you from the path of the bearing-down truck
or train—only to tell you “it’s coming”.  You move out of the way or stay and get hit—it is your choice.
By the way, do not expect me to bury your cute little bodies, either.  You can perhaps make the newscast
for one hearing locally and be forevermore forgotten as the dead continue to note the dead—if the death
be tragic and bloody enough.  A truck or a train against a body might well be gory enough to feed the
momentary notice of the violent society but I doubt it.

I suggest that, as you ponder upon the new year ahead, you also consider the changes planned and made
known to you by your great leaders and insider misfits because it is going to be a big takeover to end them
all—and again, some of you will not even notice the change.  What ARE you going to do in the midst of
collapsed welfare and social security systems?  This is just for STARTERS!  And people, when corpora-
tions fail—so too do their pension plans!  And where will be the jobs?  Mexico?  What an interesting
concept that you won’t be able to get into Mexico from the U.S. to take their jobs.  Sucking sounds?
Indeed—of your blood being sucked out of you.  And, then, can’t you see that this will not “look” good?
You will have to be annihilated through other higher forms of killing, such as disease, etc.  This will make it
appear to be all God’s fault and none of your own.

A “happy” New Year?  No, I don’t think so.  May the disease you get be swift and gentle and, especially,
quickly finished.  Designer illnesses such as AIDS are not pleasant, are lingering, and painful—and yet, so
too is the flesh-eating variety of bug which simply devours you alive.  Go ahead, public citizens, and allow
them to ban your colloids, your supplements, and your very chance at survival for if you allow it, your
SOUL will be the cherry in the pie for them to pluck from your very being.  Thirty-six months is all you have
to stop the locomotive bearing down on you—just thirty-six months.

Nasty old “Doom and Gloom” himself?  Whatever you wish.  After the train has slain you and scattered
your parts about the landscape is TOO LATE TO CHANGE YOUR MIND.  Change of mind is like
insurance—you have to get it before you need it.

Again, may the life you save be your own.  Good morning.
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OLD  TOPICS,  NEW  VIRUSES—
AND  HENRY  KISSINGER

Why do I start out a nice Saturday morning on the subject of such as Henry Kissinger?  Dharma also
wonders about that because she has about had enough of viruses AND Henry Kissinger.  Well, EVERY-
WHERE you find dirty dealing—YOU FIND HENRY KISSINGER AND HIS CRONIES.  YOU FIND
LIES UPON LIES AND DEATH OOZING OUT OF YOUR VERY OWN INFECTED SORES GIVEN
YOU BY THE LITTLE SATANS OF UNJUST CAUSES.  YES INDEED, HENRY KISSINGER
WAS THE ONE WHO GAVE ORDERS TO DEVELOP SUCH AS HIV, EBOLA, ETC.

I need to write on this now, again, because there are so many court appearances for Dharma in the weeks
ahead that I need to leave you with some homework in case we can’t get at the keyboard every day.  We
will see how things work out but as an update—the only thing changed thus far in the “Contempt case”
from US&P IS THE DATE OF COURT.  It was changed from January to February because US&P failed
to make good service of the documents.  Scattering them around everywhere doesn’t seem to make
“good service”, whatever that may mean.  Now prison looms over the head for an additional month.  Oh
well..., so the saying goes.  And a Happy New Year to you.

In the long-running property case in which ALL attorneys involved in ANY case are now involved—we
have a reconsideration hearing on Tuesday the seventh of January.  We can’t even keep up with the other
cases in which Abbott is now demanding a Nevada “administrator” for the Dave Overton estate in Texas.
This is filed by one Leon Fort—goes the headings.  The gold was and is not a part of any estate.  But that
doesn’t seem to make them hesitate even a minute.  And, in getting certified copies of the estate file, it is
found that no claim has been lodged against the estate.  So, what gives?  More of the same allowances for
terrible attorneys to continue to control the courts and judicial system.

Now, in going through the Schroepfer files, we find that John’s brother Jim claims that John had given
Green at least $150,000 that was unknown to anyone else here.  Jim stated that in an affidavit under oath
of truth.  He also refers to something unknown called the Phoenix Society and if anyone knows about that
one, let us know, please.  And no, no family member has called about anything regarding this man’s
disposition.  It has been clear all along that Green gave outrageously HIGH numbers in every instance and
with every party he has publicly used in his mailings but it begins to appear he must have been getting a big
whack off EVERYTHING and the overstatements must indicate discrepancy in what is known here and
what the total figures might have been.

These continue to be called investments—but there are no “investments” here—unless Green had his own
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game going which appears more and more likely in matching his stories and amounts of input with facts.
We KNOW that Sharri Yount, Wendell Hoffmann, John & Eleanor Schroepfer PERSONALLY handed
over money to Green and LOTS OF IT.  We find that checks that even made it to the Institute were
MADE OUT PERSONALLY TO GEORGE GREEN—so how much would it take to be snatched away
to make up the outrageous amounts George claimed Schroepfers put into the Institute?  George also
signed personally as Trustee (and then the documents were stolen, claimed Schroepfer)—there are now
TWO sets of originals FLOATING AROUND, ONE SET OF SEVEN IN GREEN’S
ATTORNEY’S FILE AND A SET OF FIVE AT C.L.C., WHICH PATRICIA YOUNG TURNED
IN, amounting to hundreds of thousands of dollars.  Into the Institute?  How do you track such things when
checks are PERSONAL?  Why the discrepancy?  No, NOT into the Institute!  Green, remember, claims
the Overton gold was a PERSONAL gift to him and Desireé to pay her bills, etc.  Does it sound reason-
able in ANY way whatsoever that a gift would be given to Greens to pay Desireé’s Neiman-Marcus
BILL?  George, after all, constantly did and continues to advertise himself around the world as a millionaire
businessman and developer.  He claims to own a bank, a Beverly Hills shopping mall, and two coffee
plantations in Costa Rica—by his own recent radio advertisements.  Why would ANYONE give him
$400,000 in gold coins to further do corrupt work for personal gain for two high-living elite pretenders.
We even have a video tape of George in Hawaii at a SEMINAR speaking of his expertise in “creating the
illusion of money”.  Perhaps “illusion” in this instance is called “theft”?  Therefore, if you judge known
actions you can probably discern that the man has not limited his sticky fingers to filching ONLY some gold
coins from one Dave Overton.  Is it any wonder that Green so happily had you send any donations or
support for CLC—TO AND THROUGH HIM?  A LOT OF IT ended up in a Colorado bank account
with the pass-through of one Gary Anderson!  Anderson himself still owes the Institute a couple of hundred
thousand dollars on his own project borrowings.  One Ruby Pimental sent about $2,700 in check form and
it was deposited in Colorado by Gary Anderson in Sacramento, to We The People account in a Colorado
bank used by him and Green.

People in the UFO circuit of liars and misfits claimed that Green had gotten off with over $10 million from
the Institute.  Perhaps that is so, but ones here thought it surely an exaggeration because everything else
those spewers of garbage tout is wrong.

But, is Desireé involved or just rather blind to it all?  Well, she has done the most elaborate and creative
bookkeeping I have ever witnessed, with her own two little hands with ten fingers.

This is EXACTLY WHY honest people finally just say they have had enough and go away—and YOU are
the losers, readers, for with them goes the fuel that has kept the fires burning.

Isn’t there something more the legal team can do?  I suppose not or they would surely do it—wouldn’t
they?
How many of YOU who wrote to the Bar Association, etc., got a response, in-depth response, action, or
whatever, from the mailing?  None of us here got anything and, as of YESTERDAY, a new document was
filed with Judge Gamble by George Abbott/Leon Fort.  Leon must be in debt to George Abbott by double
whatever he thought he had already “lost”.  Eleanor Schroepfer simply signed a Power of Attorney with
Abbott, AS DID LEON, and they are not even worthy of getting notices from this attorney in point.
According to THEIR OWN EXCUSES about Eleanor, she is now tucked away in a “rest home”, some-
thing like her son did to John, and incapable of participating in anything, mentally or physically.  Ann Beam,
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“emissary” (her term, not ours) to George Green, takes care of all Leon’s business in the legal arena.  This
lady was a participating member of a witch’s coven in Tucson, Arizona, we are informed by many people
from that area.  She was just “passing through town”, camping in a tent with a girlfriend, when she latched
onto Leon in the campground.  Within mere days she dumped the friend who was, by the way, paying all
the expenses of the vacation trip, and moved into Leon’s abode and bedroom.  This was as painful a thing
for that little elderly mother of Leon’s, about which Abbott continually squeaks and drags into court to
show the Judge, as anything that could have been done to her.  Well, readers, so be it for reason and logic
has never seemingly been part of any reference in that muddle of antics.  If that is “unconditional” love,
then no thank you, I want none of it.

Any interchange with one Leon Fort and the Institute was done openly and lawfully with a corporation
called Infinite Balance—which by the way, Ann Beam now controls.

We are accused of “bashing people”?  My, my, if this is bashing then it is worthy of notice BECAUSE IT
IS TRUTHFUL FACT.  And further, at the time Leon wanted his funds back in gold coins as suggested
by Green, Green had them buried right in his back yard and nobody here at the Institute knew about it.  Ah,
but Schroepfers TOLD IT ALL and therefore I guess “they” had to get rid of John because he was “mad
as hell and wasn’t going to take it any longer”.  He told on George and how George wanted the funds
to do his own development and give each of the “withdraw-ers” a “WHOLE LOT OF STOCK” IN THE
OPERATION.  Green is at it again, this time with Tuten, et al., in LAS VEGAS, Nevada.  It is also
obvious that Green is NOT PAYING HIS ATTORNEYS—at least those in Nevada, because they are
going to outrageous measures which will cost them their Bar Association licenses one of these days—to
gather in a bit of blood-crumbs.  Now they even suck harder on the dead bodies as well.  And nobody
stops it!  John and Eleanor started a house and got the foundation of massive size in the ground.  The
Institute got stuck with a mighty eye-sore and eventually were ordered by the Township to clean it up—at
our expense.  Why?  Because they were told it was Institute funds from Schroepfers that did it in the first
place.  By the time that was over, readers, it had cost, from beginning to end, several hundred thousands
of dollars because plans were changed so often as to be unable to keep up architectural drawings, much
the less integrate these changes into the building structure.  The lot finally reverted to the original owner,
and a rather outraged owner at that.  The entire thing was simply abandoned to be dumped back on the
Institute for handling.

But are we learning anything?  Oh, my goodness—YES INDEED!

The same thing with corporations, good friends.  “They” thought they would just get Sharri to dump all
responsibility to some three corporations and, surely enough, the Directors and Officers got tagged with
the tax liabilities, legal responsibilities, and fiduciary responsibilities of corporations which then WERE
TAKEN BY BETTY TUTEN IN THEIR ACTUAL BOOK FORM.  No, thank you, it is NOT “OK”.
Ence told Mr. Christie that he was going to “dump” HIS CORPORATION as well—after using it for
multiple thousands of dollars in business.  Sorry, it doesn’t work that way and the IRS comes to the
AGENT to collect.  Again, no thank you.  The agent then has no alternative other than to legally turn over
the corporation, in this instance, Challenge Met, with stock ledgers, assigned stock, etc.  You can’t aban-
don your corporations, readers, without proper legal paperwork (any more than you can abandon a young
child) just because you want to hide the taxes and facts of operations from the IRS.  People, further input
would be by now, it would seem to me, that it is UNWISE to screw around with me with lies and thefts
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and direct assaults against that which is RIGHT and GOOD.  It simply is not wise.  People come here
claiming “undying” offers of service and eternal love, both unconditional and infinite.  B.S.  The facts are
that if you are a FAILURE and THIEF/LIAR anytime before you come to my spaces—you will revert to
kind much sooner than a simple person who “thought” they could keep their promises.

I have spent more time this morning, on this above topic than I had hoped to utilize so we must move on,
please.

EMERGING  VIRUSES

Since we have written so much on this topic (but one of the books banned by US&P was the initial offering
and was the most important) I ask that you go a different routing.  We made the terrible blunder of giving
Walter Russell full credit for any input into AIDS, THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE, treatment possibilities
with LIGHT, frequency, etc., and you know the rest.  Therefore, we are taking a different type of focus, for
now there are several authors who have lumped into their research books the causes of HIV creation as
ordered by Henry Kissinger WITH PROOF OF THE DOCUMENTS—NOW, OF COURSE, PULLED
FROM THE SHELVES OF ALL PUBLIC LIBRARIES.  BUT, a lot of these documents now missing
were, prior to pulling them, photographed and are available.  You don’t have to even believe the author’s
input—but it would behoove you to get the information directly if you can do so.

We will only utilize, herein at this time, a Seminar lecture by the author, Leonard G. Horowitz, M.M.D.,
M.A., M.P.H., and ask you to get your own copy of his most recent book, and Rick Martin will make
connections with this man next week.  Ah, but can we trust his information?  You can TRUST TRUTH!  He
doesn’t claim to know it all and that is the first measure of a true researcher.  He deals with the political
connections and, unlike we who thought the world should also know some treatment programs, he doesn’t
deal with treatment as much as with what IS.

Let us share with you about Rick Martin’s mother, Zita.  I don’t wish to belabor that subject, either, at this
time, other than to update conditions.  Rick went with Zita, the day after Christmas, to Mexico whereat
Zita could be given colloids IV (ours).  She has been on a program of heavy supportive nutrients, as well,
to hopefully speed the healing process of deteriorated bone and, basically, malnutrition.

When Zita left the clinic the last time a few months ago her “markers” for cancer-cell presence (and
instrumentation doesn’t matter except as to differences in the counts on the same laboratory equipment)
was at 37.  Zita was getting, in the last three days prior to this “final” trip to try one more thing, some
colloids IM but only small amounts because she was doing it herself to protect everyone else.  The count
for “markers” had dropped from that 37 to 31 just from those tiny amount injections.  Yesterday, after
some IV use, starting at tiny dosages in order to study results appropriately and increasing the amount
daily, the count is down to 16.  The medical staff is flying out of their trees with excitement—because
cancer is only a SIDE-EVENT OF MAN-MADE VIRUSES.  The potential is, of course, so massively
positive as to give you certain input as to just why the colloids will be taken away from you.  If, readers, the
cancer markers are being lowered, it means the causative organism, which in this case is a target-specific
“breast cancer” microbe, is basically wiped out except for the flushing out of the mutated cells.  And, yes
indeed, there are specifically-targeting “breast” and “prostate” viruses which result in carcinomas.
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I don’t want you to rush out and get all the silver colloid you can garner.  It will be effective in some
instances, but in the newer viral crosses it won’t be and you will be disappointed.  I remind you, LOUDLY:
We not only colloidalize the silver but boost its frequency with addition of selenium and GOLD finishing
electrolysis.  (This can be a tedious operation for if you do not have accurate allowances you will “dis-
charge” the particles.)  I can now add here that if there was sufficient OxySol given to Zita, the count would
be ZERO.  But we deal with what IS and OxySol is a “new” element established through alchemy and only
three people even know how to do it.  We can supply all you need, so it has not been important for I
haven’t had any inclination to share, any more than the Drias, into unholy hands.

If they had the Drias in hand for Zita they could have started IV introduction of the Gaiandriana and
cleaned up that immune system overnight, as well.  In addition, they could have also introduced AquaGaia
and cleaned out all the plaques from the blood system.  Oh well, Rome was not built in a day either.  I can’t
even convince our OWN IMMEDIATE team members that WE HAVE IT, much the less expect medical
doctors to consider such inclusive value.

The clinic is going to immediately change to a full regimen of this kind of treatment, so would I suggest
anyone with dis-ease, cancer, HIV, etc., go there?  Just as rapidly as your little feet will get you there.
Everything about the process is totally LEGAL and approved in Mexico, and no, your governments won’t
like this, especially as they are trying to get those colloids OFF THE MARKET and away from you—even
the less effective quack-stuff of greedy men.

AND BY THE WAY: FULL ORGAN TESTS WERE PERFORMED TO CHECK THE LIVER, KID-
NEYS AND BOTH TRACTS IN TOTAL TO SEE IF THERE IS PARTICLE SPILLAGE.  NO—
100% OF THE “PRODUCT” IS UTILIZED PROPERLY WITHOUT ANY PARTICULATE SPILL-
AGE AT ALL.  THIS MEANS, READERS, THIS IS TOTALLY HARMLESS TO NORMAL CELLS—
IN ANY AMOUNT GIVEN BY ANY METHOD.  IT IS A GOOD DAY AND I WISH ALL OF
YOU COULD REALIZE IT.

Now, I want to start on Dr. Horowitz’s lecture and I ask that you NOT MISS A WORD OF IT.  Yes, you
WILL have heard it before and from RIGHT HERE, but study it AGAIN, please.  This information covers
virus mutations and evolution and the siege against you is heating up by its own ability to continue to mutate
and annihilate—you the people.  Depopulation is fully planned by the Rockefeller-funded programs under
way, to depopulate the global societies.  In the U.S. alone it is demanded to lower population to no more
remaining people than 50-55% of the current total number of persons.  The method?  DISEASE.  This will
be handled initially by introduction into the major population through immunizations.  Read on and weep
now because if YOU don’t do something about this—YOU WILL BE AMONG THE STATISTICS of
fallen persons.  Every tiny wound will become an invasion site.

So, thanking Dr. Horowitz in advance, we offer a recent lecture given by him on the subject of these
diseases and their tampered organisms.  This will have to be in segments because Dharma can’t sit here
without interruptions for the time necessary to transcribe the information.

If we have to stretch it over several editions of the paper, so be it.  You can obtain the book Emerging
Viruses: AIDS and Ebola, Nature, Accident or Intentional?, Leonard G. Horowitz, Tetrahedron, Inc.
Rockport, MA. Copyright Leonard G. Horowitz, 1996, 1997.  ISBN: 0-923550-12-7.  [Tetrahedron,
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Inc., 20 Drumlin Rd., Rockport, Massachusetts 01966.  1-800-336-9266, Fax: 508-546-9226, e-mail:
tetraétetrahedron.org, URL web site: http://www.tetrahedron.org.]  The retail price is $29.95 plus ship-
ping & handling; there is a 2% discount for email orders.  [Editor’s note: Dr. Horowitz was the featured
guest on Art Bell’s late-night radio talk-show program for the evening of Friday 11/22/96.  His
comments and spoken Truth were among the most shocking and scary I (E.Y.) have ever heard on
radio.  Call 1-800-917-4278 to order an audio tape set of that remarkable program.  And by the
way, this is one of those weeks when we really needed two Front Pages, as this subject continues
last week’s Front Page topic—again!]

[QUOTING, PART 1; TRANSCRIPTION OF A LECTURE, DEC. 1996:]

Host:  Welcome to the Fantasy Club where we study and research Bible Prophecy.  Our topic tonight is:
“Emerging Viruses, Aids and Ebola”.
We know that Revelation talks about a time when a fourth of the world’s population will be killed by
plagues, by beasts, by famine—so we know that plagues is a big part of it.  We don’t know how, exactly,
it all fits together but we do see, for the first time, in all of mankind’s existence that now there exists the
possibility to eliminate the human race by viruses, AIDS and Ebola.

Now listeners, Jesus spoke and said that “unless he returned, no flesh would be saved”.  So we truly know
that we are getting very close to the end.

Our speaker tonight is well qualified to speak on the subject.  He is the investigator that exposed, re-
searched and brought public the “Dental AIDS Tragedy”, the dentist that was infecting his patients with
AIDS.  As a result of that, exposing that truth, God has now called him to expose other truths.  He has
since written 80 articles, 10 books, his most recent of which is Emerging Viruses, AIDS and Ebola.  Will
you help me welcome:

LEONARD  HOROWITZ

Horowitz:  Thank you very much.  Good evening and how are you doing tonight?  Good.  I hope you will
be doing this well when we are done tonight.  Unfortunately, this is a very solemn and very disturbing
presentation that I have to give you here, but I want to tell you that the context of tonight, if you hold it in the
context in which Revelation is written, you will find it talks very clearly about how the Lord is setting up the
powers that be to really finally fall.  Despite, then, the horror and the very unfortunate facts that I will be
sharing with you tonight, please hold this in a greater context and know that we as human beings are
created as magnificent beings composed of body, mind, emotions, imaginations, intuition and will, hope-
fully, as connected to God’s will, and that through the balance of who we are and our love for God and our
Spiritual devotion and through God’s Grace, we will find we are empowered to develop even our immune
systems despite the horrors I will be sharing with you tonight.  The take-home message is to be aware.  I
am going to offer you tonight a flashlight that will help you and your families in guiding you through the
darkness that will befall pretty much all of us, pretty soon.  The writing is on the wall.  In general, however,
please feel that this is not a horrible thing to which we should necessarily look at so dreadfully that we miss
the opportunity presented.  When we turn all crises into opportunities, such as seeing a glass as half full
rather than half empty, we will find what God truly wants for us.  I believe this to be so.
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I first want you to know how I began investigating the origin of the AIDS and Ebola viruses.  I spent the last
three years, full time, doing that research.  I began from that case in Florida—perhaps you remember the
dentist in Florida who infected his patients with the AIDS virus, and you remember what a terrible mystery
that was?  Well, the government covered up the evidence and that is why it was a mystery.  There is no
mystery when you put all the pieces of the puzzle together.

At the time in 1989-90 when that case broke I was the Chief Professional Adviser for the world’s largest
Dental-Medical catalog supply company.  At the time you will remember how afraid everyone was of
going to their dentist and probably many of you still hold that fear.

Well, I was assigned to develop Patient educational literature for the purpose of allaying people’s fear of
going into dental and medical offices.  I began, like you would probably begin, on an assignment like that.
Having had a Masters in Public Health degree from Harvard in Behavioral Science and a Dental degree (I
practiced dentistry for 16 years), and another Masters degree in Health Education and Health and Human
Development, I began doing a lot of researching.  I had, in other words, the education allowing me to know
how to go into libraries and dig up such as the Centers for Disease Control special and official investigative
reports.

I found them to be scientifically bogus.  About a year later I found that they were actually fraudulent.  The
authorities had literally deleted, covered up the critical evidence necessary to solving the mysteries of the
cases involved.  What I found after going then to the FBI and using the FBI’s official methods and materi-
als, and investigating these types of unsolvable mysteries, these serial killings, I found that in the dental
case the dentist, Dr. David Acer, had done what every serial killer love to do; they all kill, says the FBI, for
the sake of power, control and revenge.  And so the number one “Deadly Innocence” (the name of the
project) investigation question became “against whom did he hold a vendetta?”  It became very very clear
that there was legal testimony to the effect that his principle vendetta was against the United States Public
Health Service and the Centers for Disease Control—and, the World Health Organization who, he be-
lieved, had created and purposely deployed the AIDS virus.  He was, in fact, dying of the very disease in
point.  In essence he did what all organized serial killers love to do.  You know how the one such as the mail
bomber loves to publish manifestos and manipulate—well, that is exactly what Dr. Acer did.  In essence,
he created a crime, a mystery, that could NOT be solved without implicating the government.  If they told
the truth in the case the whole world would want to know motive and the motive was screaming loud and
clear in the legal testimonies; it was called the World Health Organization theory of AIDS.

This theory was promoted in 1986 by Dr. Strecker, an M.D., PhD who was asked by a very large
insurance company to develop actuarial tables to alert the insurance companies as to what they would be
spending on AIDS patient care.  Therefore, Dr. Strecker started researching AIDS and he and his brother,
who was an attorney, began to gather some information which led Dr. Strecker to believe that the AIDS
virus was manmade.  This information came from a very interesting document his brother had obtained
through the Freedom of Information Act.

Dr. Strecker then produced a two-hour videotape called The Strecker Memorandum, which laid out his
thesis based upon the document which his brother, Ted, had obtained.  This was a horrifying document; a
Department of Defense request in 1970 for $10 million dollars for the development of Immune System-
Ravaging Viruses for Germ Warfare.  [H: We have presented that document prior to now but it is
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printed in the book in point as well.]  In fact, if you read that document carefully it says that “The
National Academy of Sciences National Research Council informed the Department of Defense (around
1968-69) that for two million dollars a year for five years they could develop a new infective micro-
organism which could ‘differ in certain important aspects’ from any known disease-causing micro-organ-
isms”.  Most importantly, it could be “refractory to the immunological and therapeutic processes upon
which we depend to maintain our relative freedom from infectious diseases”.  In others words, to create a
germ that you could not treat and which would also knock out the host’s whole immune system.  In
essence, if the assignment was to write a definition of the AIDS virus in 1969, you would be hard-pressed
to write it any better.

So, with that document staring me in the face, I was horrified.  Once I had finished the Deadly Innocence
investigation I looked at that document and said to myself, “No, this couldn’t be,” because I, like most of
you, could never imagine this could be true.  I thought that this guy Strecker had to be a fraud.  At that time,
however, I had not seen the Memorandum.  I thought this guy Strecker had simply “got to be crazy”.  But
you know something, curiosity got the better of me and I started to investigate.

I went directly back into Harvard’s medical library and just for the sake of my own satisfaction for curiosity
I began to pull out the World Health Organization Chronicles because this was actually being called The
World Health Organization Theory.  So I went back, thinking 1970 funding, go back five years and
forward five years from there and so between 1965 and 1975 was my study period.

I pulled the World Health Organization Chronicles and began to read them and I learned some very
interesting things, that you would think, that somebody with a Masters in Public Health from Harvard,
having professional school training, involved in Dental public health, that I would have already learned
about the World Health Organization.  Well no, I hadn’t learned much of anything about it.  But what I
learned from reading these Chronicles is that this was actually pretty much the “Godfather” to the Pharma-
ceutical industry.

In essence, anything that the Pharmaceutical companies needed to use to develop new drugs, including
reagents and all of the standards required, were being set by the World Health Organization and that they
would even determine as to which drugs would remain legal and which ones would be illegal.  I also
learned that during the 1960s they were developing what was called the Viral Research Network.

By 1970 they proudly published that they had “isolated well over 70,000 viruses” and, come to find out a
little while later, most of those viruses isolated were actually viral recombinants (GENETIC MUTANTS).
They referred to them as Hybrids.  They were genetic recombinants.  By 1970 they had distributed these
to well over 500 different research laboratories throughout the world.  I also learned that they had used
four principle agencies to distribute these and the two major distributors of the viruses were the Centers for
Disease Control in Atlanta and the National Cancer Institute in Bethesda.

[END QUOTING OF PART 1]

We need to take a break here and to make this more easily used in layout format, we will simply begin later
as Part 2.  Thank you.  Please, don’t go away for THIS IS YOUR LIFE, WORLD!  Salu.
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EMERGING  VIRUSES
by Dr. Leonard G. Horowitz

[QUOTING, PART 2; TRANSCRIPTION OF A LECTURE, DEC. 1996:]

I don’t know how many of you have read the book THE BAND PLAYED ON by Randy Shilts, or
watched the HBO channel Special based on the book, wherein Dr. Robert Gallo is played by Alan Alda.
You might recall that Dr. Gallo got involved in what’s called the French-American AIDS Fracas.  Dr. Gallo
is the guy who allegedly discovered the AIDS virus in 1984 and, come to find out, he actually cloned Luc
Montagnier’s virus and then took credit for the discovery.  France then began a suit against the United
States and that litigation only ended about a year-and-a-half ago.  About a year ago then, President Clinton
pardoned Dr. Gallo on charges of scientific fraud and misconduct.

Now since when does a President of the United States ever pardon a scientist?  This is just a little bizarre,
isn’t it?  Anyway, Dr. Gallo is notorious.  He is hated by some; he is loved by some, but when I learned that
the National Cancer Institute is one of the principle viral distributors for the World Health Organization it
occurred to me that the world’s most preeminent retrovirologist, Dr. Robert Gallo, who hails from the
National Cancer Institute, might very well be the subject for an inquiry.  So, again I did what you would
probably do: I went into Harvard’s Countway Medical Library; I pulled Index Medicus; I pulled forty-
some-odd papers that had been listed in Index Medicus that Dr. Gallo had published between 1967 and
1974, and I buried myself in a room for three weeks, came out looking pale from having read every paper
at least three times and, in essence, came out with six pages of notes, study titles, year, study conclusions
and the possible relationship of HIV synthesis.  Now, of course, most dentists don’t get a lot of virology
training and I don’t claim to be a viral expert.  However, we get the basic knowledge and all it really took
was a lot of cross referencing in medical texts to be able to figure out the jargon.  This program was a
largely funded and highly secret program predating Nixon’s War on Cancer.  Dr. Robert Gallo was inti-
mately involved, along with Litton Bionetics Research Laboratories.  Most of you will have heard of Litton
Industries and they are well known as a major military weapons contractor.  They had a subsidiary called
Litton Bionetics Research Labs.  I noticed that 20 to 30% of what Dr. Gallo published was published with
co-authors from Litton Bionetics Research Labs.

I didn’t know about the military connections of Litton Bionetics but here you have, for example, a paper
that comes out of NATURE in 1970 and you see the name Dr. Robert Gallo and you see Robert Ting and
Stringer Yang from Bionetics Research Labs.  You can see that what they were studying here was RNA-
dependent DNA-polymerase associated with human acute leukemic cells.
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Anyone who knows anything about the AIDS virus knows there is a very bizarre enzyme called reverse
transcriptase.  The reverse transcriptase enzyme literally demands life operates in reverse.

Typically, God created all of us with an incredible blueprint of life called DNA which all of our cells use to
make additional proteins, etc., and, typically, in health and life the way God planned it was that the DNA
code is read to produce RNA, messenger RNA and transfer RNA which interact with the cells’ ribosomes
which is the protein manufacturing mechanism of the cell which causes the production of new cell proteins,
cell structures, so that new healthy cells get created and that is what causes life.

With the AIDS virus is this thing called reverse transcriptase which is also present in the leukemia virus
(HTLV 1).  This enzyme calls for the production of DNA from RNA.  It literally goes to the ribosome and
tells the ribosome to produce from this strand of RNA—that the virus is going to provide—produce a new
strand of DNA called a provirus.  There is another unique substance called an endonuclease in the virus
that has something like scissors and cuts open the DNA, the host’s DNA, and allows this new DNA strand
to be inserted so that now when God’s creation, this normal healthy cell, reads this new genetic blueprint
for life, it produces MORE VIRUSES than normal healthy cells.  So that is the unique enzyme that Dr.
Robert Gallo was studying in 1970.  The problem is this: this is fourteen years before this man allegedly
discovered the AIDS virus.  This is nine years before this man allegedly discovered the first leukemia virus,
HTLV-1.  So, when I had the great fortune of being the first investigator in the history of the esteemed
International AIDS Conference in Vancouver on July 10, 1996 and I presented the first paper that said that
these viruses are undoubtedly manmade, they are laboratory creations, some of my international col-
leagues said, “So what, Dr. Horowitz?  So what?  So they are studying RNA-dependent DNA-poly-
merase reverse transcriptase fourteen years... that’s just an enzyme, no problem...”  I said, “Well, here’s
the problem: His co-authors are sixth on the list of major ARMY biological weapons contractors for that
period of time.”  This is out of the Congressional Record.

Also highlighted you will see New York University Medical Center and, in fact, as you review Dr. Gallo’s
early work you will see that he received reagents and/or worked with at least a half dozen of the Army’s
top biological weapons contractors in 1969, 1970, 1971.  Moreover, I told them, “When you read the
papers and you realize what they did, it’s pretty extraordinary.”  In essence, what they published was
taking monkey viruses and a variety of animal viruses that cause cancer in animals—but remember that you
have to go back to 1970 predating Nixon’s War on Cancer, and at that time it had never been proven that
a virus caused cancers in humans.  It was known for sure that they caused them in animals.  What they did
under the shelter of research contracts, not only from the Department of Defense but also under research
contracts for the National Cancer Institute for Humanitarian Methods and Desires, they had tried to study
whether or not viruses cause cancer in humans.  They also wanted to develop vaccines, if they could, and
they also wanted to develop diagnostic tests to help screen patients who have cancer viruses or the early
subclinical signs of cancer for early detection.

They took monkey viruses that were humanly benign, could barely even hurt monkeys, and they recom-
bined them with virtually every animal cancer virus under the sun.  For example, they took feline leukemia
virus RNA and chicken virus sarcoma RNA and they added that to the mix in some experiments with
monkey viruses, such as SV 40, such as Wooly Monkey viruses and others as well, and were also in the
presence of monkey viruses that contained that bizarre enzyme called Simian Foamy Retrovirus, and at
this point—now this RNA caused immune suppression, wasting and death and the RNA from the cat, for
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example, caused a whole laundry list of symptoms virtually identical to that from which AIDS patients
suffer—and then at this point this virus could not infect humans.  It needed another major mutation.

So, in order to get it to jump species, and now you will see why Dr. Robert Gallo’s claim in 1983 in Cold
Springs Harbor, that it was an African Green monkey that bit a man or was eaten by a man, that some five
hundred years ago was then carried by Portuguese seamen to Japan—why that is such hogwash!  This is
scientifically bogus and now you are going to see why.  Because to get this to jump species they cultured it,
as shown in some studies, in human white blood cells, and in other studies in human fetal cells and culture.
This was in order to get it to adapt.  This was in order to get it to develop the protease, the external
membrane characteristics, the gp 120-like proteins.  This was to allow it to attach to the human cells, be
carried across the cell membranes and to the gene of the cell and then do essentially everything that the
AIDS virus does in humans.

They not only published that, they published where they presented some of this work.  You can see, if you
refer to the document, that it was presented in Belgium in 1970 in front of NATO military scientists at a
symposium entitled “The Uptake of Informative Molecules by Living Cells”.

Then on the evening of July 10th Dr. Robert Gallo gave an open forum presentation in Vancouver at the
11th International Conference on AIDS.  That day I had given a radio interview in Vancouver.  There was
also a documentary film crew present to film a vaccine documentary and they informed me that Dr. Gallo
was going to be giving a presentation in that public forum and they asked me if I would join them and would
I care to ask Dr. Gallo a question regarding his research?  So, I said that I would and I stood up in the
question-answer session and I said, “Dr. Gallo, are you at all concerned that your early research, taking
monkey viruses and recombining them with things like feline leuukaemia virus, RNA in chicken leukemia
sarcoma viruses, might have given rise to the AIDS or its progenitors which, through contamination of
monkeys supplied by your colleagues from Litton Bionetics Research Laboratories to the vaccine manu-
facturers at Merc, Sharp and Dome, might have caused the contamination of vaccines simultaneously
administered to gay men, Willowbrook State School for mentally retarded children on Staten Island, both
in New York, and to the Blacks in Central Africa?  That was in 1974.”

Well, Dr. Gallo got very angry.  He got very, very angry.  In essence he said that I should go back and get
a grade 101 level of biological science training (high school level).  He then denied that there was any
relevance of this work to NATO military scientists and he said that he was there “but at these meetings they
just talk about motherhood and fatherhood and sisterhood and brotherhood...” and that clearly I was in the
wrong.  Well, at the end of that meeting many of the press people came up to me to talk while Dr. Gallo left
very hastily.  Somebody handed him a flyer on the way out that contained information about the book
Emerging Viruses.

He happened to see that there was a Foreword by Dr. W. John Martin who is one of the world’s leading
vaccine contamination analysts who worked as the FDA Bureau’s Biological Director between 1976 and
1980, in charge of testing human vaccines for contamination and who had happened to rent a room in Dr.
Gallo’s house for some time and was personal friends with Gallo.  And there on the back of the flyer he
noticed that there was a testimonial rating the book by the hero to those Gulf War veterans who are coming
down with Chronic Fatigue Gulf War Syndrome, Dr. Garth Nicolson.  Dr. Garth Nicolson was Dr. Gallo’s
counterpart at M.D. Anderson Research Center and the two had been involved together in that special
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virus cancer program and both had worked, at least with people who worked, at Fort Detrick, Maryland.
This is America’s and the world’s leading biological weapons testing center.

Next, Gallo called Garth Nicolson and asked “...what the heck are you doin’ giving this fellow, who is
obviously crazy, a testimonial like this?”  In no uncertain terms Dr. Nicolson said, “Bob, he is not crazy.  He
is a Harvard graduate and have you read his book?”  Gallo said, “No.”  Nicolson said, “Bob, you had
better read his book... so here is his number.”  On July 30th, in the morning, my phone rings and I
answer—”This is Gallo.”  He begins to tell me, after he first apologizes for saying what he said about me,
that he is not a bad man, that he is a humanitarian like myself and that he had only minimal association with
Litton Bionetics Research Laboratories and that he had only minor connections to people who worked at
Fort Detrick, Maryland in biological weapons and that he raised five specific objections to my thesis.

When I went to check out those objections in the weeks ahead I found them to be scientifically bogus.  I’ll
tell you quickly so you will know what disinformation is going to be spread when and if this information
ever comes out.

These viruses which I just showed you, he said, could never have combined as they did not have the
“homology” (the likeness, similarities) needed to combine.  That is absolute hogwash.  All of Dr. Gallo’s
mentors said that they could combine them and did in fact, combine them.  Dr. Gallo and his own research
teams at Bionetics Research combined them.

Secondly, he said that there is not enough similarity between the viruses, that I just showed you, and HIV-
1, the human AIDS virus.  It is bizarre in that it seems to have no family tree at all and seems to be a branch
just sticking out there all by itself, if you would believe Gallo.  He insisted that there was not enough of
anything like feline leukemia or chicken sarcoma or these other monkey viruses in HIV-1 so it couldn’t
have been.  Well, unfortunately that is false and misleading too because it was shown that when you
recombine these things in labs the amount of the mother viruses that remained in the children was often-
times only 5%, or even less, and that would not eliminate the possibility that this could have occurred.

Here’s what he said when I pressed him on it: “I will not argue with you.  I cannot argue with your general
thesis.  And I could tell you even more plausibly, how it could have happened—by accident.”  He empha-
sized “accident”.  So last week I sent Dr. Robert Gallo a letter refuting or at least objecting to his objec-
tions, and I said that “If you can tell me how it could have happened, more plausibly at the time, please do
so because I am very interested in solving the origin of AIDS mystery.”  So, I await Dr. Gallo’s response.

[END QUOTING OF PART 2]

It is quite late, Dharma, so allow us to leave this and hopefully we can pick it up in the early morning.  I
really would like this lecture in the paper on Tuesday.

I believe you can now see why I dumped the virus books on your desk and I hope you also realize that you
aren’t going to have to do the original research work.  I also HOPE that you regular readers are into getting
out your lessons on these topics from this past year because you have to know something about which we
write or it will fly right past your ears and eyes.  I don’t give you lessons in such as microbiology without
cause.  THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT INFORMATION TO YOUR EXISTENCE OF ANY
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KNOWN SUBJECT.  YOU ARE UP AGAINST THE TOOLS TO BE UTILIZED TO DEPOPULATE
THE GLOBE TO NEW WORLD ORDER NUMBERS—AND YOU HAVE NO KNOWN TREAT-
MENT FOR THESE DISEASES.  IT IS “GET SERIOUS” TIME IN WONDERLAND, ALICE.

Good evening and, Dharma, that vacation I promised you—well, give us another week or so, please, and
no, I don’t mean the vacation of being in jail.  No wonder Hank Kissinger listed you first on his “get him/
her” out list of dangerous people to his career.  We have fouled up about everything he ever tried to
accomplish and it couldn’t happen to a better rat-fink.  And dear, may the wonderment in your mind never
cease as we unfold these great and mysterious things.  So be it.
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CHAPTER  9

REC  #1    HATONN

SUN., JAN. 5, 1997  7:37 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 142

SUN.,  JAN. 5,  1997

We are continually ripped asunder by ones who move into fits of laughter at the “strange” names we
choose for our “idiotic writings”, Hatonn not being the least.  What mean you?  That is my name and I am
a journalist.  Then there comes under fire, Soltec and Lady Nada, etc.

Are you telling me that names such as Brzezinski, Zbigniew and Morganthau, not to mention Gandi or
Lady Diana, are easier?  How about Bihar,  Bilderberger, Bullock, Bacchus or Quadafi?  Then there is
Rimmer de Vries, Sir Philip de Zuleta and Thyraud de Vosjoli, Giscard D’Estang and Etienne D’Avignon.
What about Chou-En-lai?  Then there is Kettering, Codman, Quigley and, yes, Horowitz.  And YOU
can’t believe us because our names are “so stupid”!?  You have “Courtney” but Korton sounds flaky?
You have Lady Sarah Ferguson but Lady Nada sounds flaky?  You have Hannenberger but Hatonn
sounds stupid and silly?  You use Messrs. Spring, Summer, Fall and Winter and Solton but Soltec sounds
flaky and stupid?  Upon what else do you base your displeasure at our STAFF?  Oh I see—we tell you
truth when nobody else, and certainly not the media, tells you anything—or, worse, LIES.  Fine, BUT
THE BUGS WE TELL YOU ABOUT ARE THE ONES THAT ARE GOING TO KILL YOU-
THE-PEOPLE!  It is also the PRODUCTS from our little hands which can keep those bugs FROM
killing you!  So the day Dr. Zimmerman doesn’t sound more silly than Dr. Marta we might have something
going for civilization.

You also have Dr. Young, Mr. Nori, Mr. Courtwright, Mr. Martin, and Eckert and on and on but you
consider this: to us you all look alike, except some are far more bright than others in aspect.  By names here
you would assume you have a Young Nori Martin bird aviary and Mr. Eckert simply is Ekker with hiccups!
Then you have Redman, Goldman, Brown, Green, White, Black and on through the colors—how original!
You have a Schoenberg, Fillmore (as reverse of Fill-less) and still somehow Scheibner sounds more
reasonable than Dr. Kalyn or Omegon?  You have Mr. Ting and Ling and Yang and that is more serious
than Dr. Soltec?  Dr. Ting is a biophysicist and Dr. Soltec is a Geophysicist of highest rank.  Dr. Ting just
works for your Cancer Center and Bionetics Inc.

Do we now understand one another a bit better?  It makes little difference to me, ladies and gentlemen.
Childhood’s End has actually come and gone—AND ONLY THE “END” REMAINS.  Think it over.

EMERGING  VIRUSES
by Dr. Leonard G. Horowitz

[QUOTING, PART 3; TRANSCRIPTION OF A LECTURE, DEC. 1996:]

As I again present this work I want you to know that I am going to call on your common sense.
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As I presented this work to my colleagues at the International Conference on Aids, to virologists and
epidemiologists, I was calling on their common sense as well.  For example, I was showing them that one
of the thousands of studies that “they” did at the National Cancer Institute with Litton Bionetics Re-
searchers and Dr. Gallo, here they are looking for “an alternative approach” for the detection of pos-
sible human leukemia viruses and I suppose that is fine and noble and perhaps is even humanitarian.  I have
to assume that at least 99% of the researchers involved, and giving Dr. Gallo the benefit of the doubt, I
have to tell you that there is only one thing that gets Dr. Gallo off the hook and that is that he published.  He
left a paper trail.  If he had, in his wildest imagination, ever really thought or believed that it would acciden-
tally get out, or intentionally, he wouldn’t have made it so easy for someone like myself.  However, the
motives of his superiors are in full question!

Here is a study where our humanitarians were looking to detect cancer viruses early.  Specifically here, in
human leukemia.  So here is what they do: They take mouse sarcoma viruses, they combine it with mouse
leukemia viruses so they can get a hybrid mutant called a mouse leukemia-sarcoma virus which they then
inoculate into healthy cats, again, to get it to jump species.  Then they use this virus and inoculate it into a
cat with feline leukemia and wow, success.  They were then able to identify feline leukemia viruses in this
leukemic cat.  The next step was to take this virus, culture it through human embryonic cells in culture and
did the same thing for diagnosis in humans suffering from leukemia.

Did any of you notice that there is a little risk in that?  When I shared this information with my colleagues,
the virologists in the world, they shook their heads and said, “I can’t believe they did this.  This is so risky.”

Many of you here probably have cats, right?  Well, this feline leukemia thing is pretty “hot”.  If you go back
into the recent literature there are many of the experts saying that the feline leukemia virus, itself, was a
man-made virus.  You can then see how easy it would have been to create those viruses using this same
type of technology as I just described above.  This is outright cruelty.

Dr. Gallo said they could not have designed this HIV-1 as a biological weapon “because we did not have
the genetics engineering capacity until 1975.”  This is the same silly argument that Laurie Garrett, the famed
reporter who just won the Pulitzer Prize for her coverage of Ebola Kikwit outbreak and wrote the book
The Coming Plagues.  She conveniently misses the entire period between 1965 and 1975 where they
were conducting a sort of crude genetic engineering research and she says, “They couldn’t have because
all the people who came before me, Strecker and everyone else, are false and lost because they not did
have the molecular genetic engineering capabilities until 1975.”  This may well be true but you know
what?—Alexander G. Bell, however, did not need fiberoptics to make his first telephone call.  The bottom
line was that they did this and if you read the definitive text in the field of biological weapons, published by
Oxford University Press with contribution by David Baltimore who was among the members of the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences National Research Council, that informed the Department of Defense that
they could do this research for $2 million a year, they tell you that this is EXACTLY what was being done.

I then came out with a theory and basically you are now looking at my theory.  Here is my atrogenic theory
on the origin of AIDS.  This is what I have just previously shared with you.  This is taking monkey viruses
and going from there through a series of mutations and culturing through human white blood cells to HIV-
1 or progenitor.  This is what has been published in the American Scientific literature and you can see that
this is a very similar type of process.  Researchers have actually gone on from SIV (simian immune defi-
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ciency) virus in the African Green monkey and the Chimpanzee (and for your knowledge, all AIDS experts
know that the closest thing to the human AIDS virus is the simian immune deficiency virus from the
Chimpanzee and, by the way, all these SIVs are, also, most plausibly, man-made viruses and were only
beginning to be identified in the 1980s).  This is where researchers have gone and they have also gone
backwards from HIV-1 to produce monkey viruses.

[H: Not to distract from the thesis herein described, I just don’t want you readers to consider
leaving out other steps in this chain of events that created other viruses, including but not exclu-
sively related to HIV viruses, the cross of some of these, tampered genetically, strains of addi-
tional sheep visna viruses and bovine leukemia viruses.  The latter can take many mutational
directions and one moves on into a type of “Smallpox”-like virus which has NO KNOWN TREAT-
MENT or VACCINE and is totally capable of being “stored” on the hoof and is being stored in
a whole herd of altered cattle awaiting the next siege of smallpox vaccinations world-wide.  Fright-
ening?  Yes indeed, almost as frightening as meeting someone with a name like Hatonn.]

Now, you are all told that the AIDS doesn’t discriminate, aren’t you?  Hogwash!  The AIDS virus discrimi-
nates!  It even discriminates in IV drug users and gay men.  This is taken from the American Journal of
Public Health in 1988 and is just one little piece but there are lots of other examples I could give you right
now but in this short time we have today I will only give you a couple:

This is Lifetime Needle Sharing Experience in HIV Serial Prevalence.  That is, this is the behavior that
allegedly causes the transmission of the AIDS virus.  That is, needle sharing where bloody, contaminated
needles are shared among IV drug users.  And, we are told that is probably not a great risk.  And then you
have in this article a percentage of these HIV drug users that are positive at testing.  Now, you can see, for
example, that in San Antonio, Texas, 99% of the IV drug users share their needles.  In other words, they
are the dumbest IV drug users in the country, versus the smartest IV drug users in the country who are in
New York.  So, look here at the difference where you have 2% serial prevalence in San Antonio, in New
York you have 61%.  You don’t have to be a rocket scientist to conclude that something bizarre hap-
pened in New York.  Likewise, consider Tampa where there is a 0% prevalence rate and 72% share
needles.

If you look at AIDS by health-year, San Francisco, Los Angeles and New York City, again you compare
San Francisco to the others you will see that it is far and beyond showing that the prevalence is in New
York.  It should have leveled off a little bit.  Something bizarre happened in New York.  Well, what could
that be?

So what happened?  Let us look at a monograph from 1972 where they show you what they were doing
and where they were doing it.  You see here very clearly what they are studying; liver cancer viruses,
Hepatitis B viruses that they believed to cause liver cancer in New York and in Central Africa in fact,
Northwest Uganda.  The story goes that in 1965 at the New York University medical center, the Biological
Weapons contractor I pointed out earlier, a fellow by the name of Saul Krugman began studying the
Australian antigen, Hepatitis B virus.  They suspected it caused cancer in human beings.  And Saul
Krugman began inoculating Willowbrook State School mentally retarded children with this virus.  Many
died, informed consents were not gained at that particular time but would never stand today, for that
particular work.
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What they found out was that by 1970 they were close to developing a vaccine.  So at that point in time
Saul Krugman turned the project over to Maurice Helliman at Merck, Sharp & Dohme.  Maurice Helliman
is the world’s leading vaccine developer for both the military as well as the pharmaceutical industries.  He
worked with Robert Purcell at the National Institute for Allergies and Infectious Diseases and he worked
also with Dr. Baker at the Centers for Disease Control.  They also worked with that wonderful agency,
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

They had trouble getting enough viruses, you know, it was hard to grow viruses, especially in the children
for they kept dying.  So they tried to culture it in tissue-cultures and it simply wouldn’t grow.  They ended
up growing it successfully in Rhesus monkeys and chimpanzees.  Those chimpanzees, as I told you, were
supplied to Litton Bionetics.  Again, I told you that SIV from the chimpanzee is the closest thing to human
AIDS.  Please remember that.  So, they grew those Hepatitis viruses in the chimps, Rhesus monkeys.
Those animals were totally contaminated with all sorts of viruses, herpes, Epstein-Barr, simian cytome-
galoviruses—all sorts of things.  They then took the LIVE viruses out of the chimps and they inoculated it
into the Willowbrook State School children in Staten Island, the gays in New York City and the Blacks in
Central Africa.  This was to develop the four different sub-types of the vaccine which was required for the
world’s population.  Next they took, out of those people that they inoculated with that virus, the serum
from which they then made the vaccine.  Now, that serum that they took was obviously contaminated with
everything that had been introduced before.  But, if you don’t think THAT is bad enough, the fact is that
those individuals had, about a decade earlier, received the Salk and Sabin polio vaccines which were
littered with simian virus contaminants and monkey viruses.

Then in 1972 the FDA could have shut down the manufacturer of that virus of the oral polio vaccine, the
Sabin’s live viral vaccine, because they knew that there was full contamination, in fact, to this day it is
STILL FULLY CONTAMINATED.  THE ORAL POLIO VACCINE THAT YOU, BY LAW, ARE
REQUIRED TO GIVE YOUR CHILDREN, IS STILL, TODAY, FULLY CONTAMINATED WITH
LIVE MONKEY VIRUSES.  In fact, the FDA to this day turns a blind eye to as many as 100 simian virus
contaminants PER DOSE OF THE ORAL POLIO VACCINE.  The reason why they don’t tell us this is
because their hands are tied, allegedly by non-disclosure and proprietary laws placed upon them by the
pharmaceutical companies.  They are muzzled.  NOT EVEN HEALTH SCIENTISTS ARE AL-
LOWED TO KNOW THE TRUTH.  So, you-the-public never even get close to the truth.

The first Phase 1, Phase 2 studies were for lots of experimental Hepatitis B vaccine containing 200,000
human doses that they used in 1974 simultaneously in New York City and Central Africa.  That explains,
really, almost everything, although you might question, “Weren’t there any AIDS cases prior to 1968?”
NO!  There were NOT.  Despite the disinformation that you have heard, all of the cases prior to 1976
have been refuted in the scientific literature.  The problem is that it never made it to the front page of the
newspapers as was the initial finding which was, in fact, disinformation.  Facts are that the world’s leading
molecular epidemiologist and genetic evolutionist, Gerald Myers at Los Alamos laboratories, published in
Jay Levy’s book which is the definitive text in retrovirology, and says that the only isolate, the earliest
isolate that we have of HIV-1 is a 1976 strain.  Nothing earlier has been found.

The issue is that we have not just had AIDS outbreaks or Ebola outbreaks.  In my opinion we have had
everything that with which they were working as outbreaks.  Their science was so sloppy back then, and
still is today, that—for you see that here they are working in Central Africa and in Bethesda, with herpes-
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type viruses.  You need to know that this thing called Chronic Fatigue is represented here but we will talk
about it a bit later.  That is most plausibly caused by simian cytomegaloviruses, Epstein-Barr viruses,
etc., and then of course Dr. Gallo’s new discovery, herpes-B virus.  That is exactly WHERE they were
working with it at that time.  The Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, ALSO AN INFECTIOUS DISEASE, has
followed the AIDS epidemic almost identically.

Also what you can see from this literature easily gathered is that they are working on “prostate cancer
viruses”.  They were/are also working on “breast cancer viruses”.  In fact they took mouse mammary
tissue of cancer viruses, which specifically cause breast cancer in mice, and they mutated and manipulated
them and then they started being found in cattle.  What next?  Well a couple of years later those breast
cancer viruses began to be found in cow’s milk.  Then they started finding them in female human breast
milk.

You might say that it is possible, and as a scientist I can certainly say that it now within reason to speculate
and suggest/theorize that between 1902, when the cancer registries began, and 1970 where prostate
cancer and breast cancer was flatlined and all of a sudden in the 70s you had a bit of increase and in the 80s
a larger increase and in the 90s, now, you have it going through the roof.  Again, you don’t have to be a
rocket scientist to conclude that maybe we should consider this to be a source of our current cancer
epidemics!  [H: I suggest you re-read this paragraph because if you have viral causes for cancer
here, you have viral causes everywhere in every type of cancer and it CAN BE STOPPED BY
SUCH AS OUR COLLOIDS IF AT A FREQUENCY OF TITANIUM.  CONTAGIOUS?  OH
MY GOODNESS, YES IT IS CONTAGIOUS!  IT IS EASILY PASSED, AS YOU CAN SEE,
RIGHT THROUGH THE MILK YOU FEED YOUR BABIES.  VIRUSES CAN BE SPECIFI-
CALLY STRUCTURED TO UTILIZE SPECIFIC SITES AND TISSUES OF THE BODY AND
ITS ORGANS.]
I now refer to a chart by Gerald Myers that says, note he calls his theory The Big Bang, the Big Bang
happened in the early 1970s where SIV from the African Green monkey or the chimpanzee all of a sudden
sprouted roots and grew into the different types of HIV viruses, all around the planet, by 1975.  The theory
that I just suggest to you makes total sense because they developed different sub-types from those viruses,
and of course in developing the sub-types in the different individuals you would have slightly differing
strains.

Along about the end of my investigation I lucked out.  In fact, because you are a Christian audience, and
most of our viewers will be Christians in the real sense of the term, meaning Christ oriented, I will share
with you the miracle of my finding this information.  I hesitate sharing this with most people, particularly
non-Christians because, you know, you are looked at as if you’re crazy, and quite honestly, as a scientist
with an important story to tell, I try not to let people know how crazy I am so I keep pretty quiet about
some things.

However, what happened was that I was at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, and by God’s
Grace I was there, because I wasn’t supposed to be there.  I had gotten a phone call that the seminar I was
supposed to be attending had been cancelled at the last minute because the hall had been too freshly
painted, and no substitute hall could be acquired.  I was coming north from Florida and I said to my wife,
“Let’s stop at the Chapel Hill so I can go to the School of Public Health library,” and that’s what we did.
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I had a couple of Congressional Records which I had not yet found, so I went to the Government Docu-
ments office there at the library and asked for help.  The gentleman to whom I inquired said he would help
and asked me to follow him.  I was following this fellow to the section on Congressional Records but was
about ten yards behind, as he was moving fast.  All of a sudden I hear an extremely strong inner voice.
You can call it whatever you want but it was emphatically strong, angels or whatever.  I heard this voice say
“Stop”.  It was so strong that I stopped.  It said, turn right so I turned right.  It said “Walk”.  So I walked.

Now however, I have a problem because I am supposed to be following this librarian and now I’m going
off in another direction.  The librarian calls back to me and asks where I think I’m going?  I said “Oh, don’t
mind me!  I’m just going over here.”  He says “No, there’s nothing over there that you’re looking for...”  I
repeated, “Don’t mind me, I’m just going on over here...”  He says again, “No, no, no, what you want is
over here...”  Then he starts to be irritated and tells me “That is not how you do research!  You’re not going
to find anything.  You have to first get your references and then you look them up.”  But I was being driven.
Again I said, “Don’t mind me...”  He got frustrated and went on to find the Congressional Records I had
given him.

I start walking again and I hear this voice saying, “Ok, now slow... now turn left... walk slow.”  I am now
walking down an aisle of literally hundreds of thousands of volumes on both sides of this long football field-
sized aisle.  I’m walking on and the voice says: “Stop—look down to your left”.  I looked down, left, and
there I see the title: SPECIAL VIRUS CANCER PROGRAM.  I was blown away and when I pulled it off
the shelf and I yelled out, “I found what I’m looking for.”  But, you know... I was struck dumb.  What this
was was the CONTRACTS FOR THE PROGRAMS.

What I have to show you here are the CONTRACTS through which the AIDS-like and the Ebola-like
Viruses were developed.  If you look, there is the name Dr. Robert Gallo, Project Officer for the National
Cancer Institute.  See the name Robert Ting, Bionetics etc.?  See this title: “Investigation of Viral Carcino-
gens in Primates and Monkeys”.  Contract date initiated, February 12, 1962.  The annual funding level,
$2.15 million dollars.  And that is why the National Academy of Sciences National Research Council was
able to inform the Department of Defense in 1969 that for $2 million dollars a year for five years they could
develop these viruses.  They knew because they had just done it.  Hear me: They had just done it!
So another $10 million of your tax-payer money went to fund the development of the current plague—but
not to concern, for the use is intended for you same tax-payers.

This was the contract used for the spreading of the virus.  This is Merck, Sharp, and Dohme’s contract,
NIH 712059, and an adjacent contract, Study of Viruses in Human and Animal Neoplasmia, and then
there is a next one that referred to development of vaccines.  All of the contracts were published in the
book, Emerging Viruses: AIDS & Ebola.  In fact, what was extraordinary was that once I had these
documents and I photocopied them I wondered to myself if the documents still exist in the libraries.  And
lo and behold I searched and couldn’t find them in any other libraries so I went right into Fort Detrick, right
to the National Cancer Institute’s Library where I thought for sure it would have to be there, but NO it was
even pulled off the library’s catalogue.  I then went back to Harvard and found the same thing—no refer-
ence.  What I have now done is to publish the “call” numbers for these things so that librarians throughout
the country can protect those documents because they are the most incriminating documents you could
ever imagine.  [H: Well, they are gone and refusal of that information, just as the Phoenix journals
are deliberately KEPT OUT OF LIBRARIES, to be available for public reference is part of the
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major PLAN for depopulation and you will NOT be intentionally given such information.]

I would like to turn now to the issue of “Ebola”.  How many of you read the book, THE HOT ZONE?
Lots of you... very nice.  It was the number one New York Times non-fiction book for over two-and-a-
half years.  THE HOT ZONE by Richard Preston.  The thesis was that as man infringes upon the tropical
rain forest and as we cut down the rain forests, these viruses are under lumber, in grass and they are
JUMPING OUT AND ENTERING INTO US...  Well, Richard Preston wrote about, and the book
starts, at Kitum Caves.  This is a couple of hundred miles from northwest Uganda, this very dark cave, in
the darkest of Central Africa where there are “Black people and they are DARK there and they get
disease,” but there is nothing like racist literature, is there?
There was this Kitum Cave where there was a pumping station sugar factory operator who was taking a
hike one day and ran into some bat-guano at the bottom of Kitum Cave where this Ebola virus was
mutating and it jumped out and entered into this fellow and he then came out and he spread it around.  This
was a “terrifying true story” at/from RANDOM HOUSE, that glorious publisher in New York city, as
NON-fiction.  If you go into the scientific literature, not only did Richard Preston change the names but the
character never existed.  In fact, the scientific literature tells you that is was two women working in a textile
mill that were the first to develop the Ebola.  Not this fellow from the book!  More incredibly, however,
Kitum Cave is a metaphor for LITTON BIONETICS RESEARCH LABORATORIES!!!

In fact, Preston went on to talk about how the Reston virus, from right outside of Washington D.C., you
will remember the Hazelton Research Labs that Preston said supplied monkeys to U.S. Army Research
and Infectious Diseases Institute.  He never said a word about Hazelton supplying the military with VI-
RUSES.  BUT, THAT IS WHAT THEY WERE ALSO DOING.  In fact, I have also published THEIR
contracts.  You can see for yourselves that they were doing the exact same work that Gallo was doing on
monkeys—they were doing it in dogs, and Preston said that they got their Reston Virus Outbreak mon-
keys from the Philippines—but when you trace down where the African Green monkeys come from, it is
northwest Uganda in Central Africa.  When you look at all the other monkeys involved you can find in their
own documents it shows that Hazelton IMPORTED their monkeys.  Davis lab on the California West
Coast which had several of the Ebola-like virus outbreaks, along with a couple in Philadelphia, they also
imported their monkeys and only Litton Bionetics Labs had colony-born, colony-born, colony-born mon-
keys.  Their colonies were in northwest Uganda and then they also developed some over here in the U.S.

They worked intimately with the International Association for Research in Cancer and they had set up their
labs and used the colonies over there.  Preston’s thesis is that they used unreliable monkey traders.  Unre-
liable monkey traders?  That is, they got contaminated monkeys and that must be what caused the out-
breaks.  Now think about that a minute, please.  You are National Cancer Institute, these monkeys are
expensive as the chimps alone cost thousands of dollars EACH and they used hundreds, if not thousands,
of these a year, and the other monkeys go for $300 to $500 each.  Now, let’s say you are in business—are
you going to rely, first of all, on UNreliable monkey traders to supply your monkeys?  Or, are you going to
set up shop with reputable suppliers?  By the way, all the discoveries, made at TAX-PAYER expense,
after discovered and patented, they spun it off to for-profit entities leaving the tax-payer OUT.  I think that
is disgusting.

[H: By the way, readers, if a book is published by RANDOM HOUSE—be very, very suspi-
cious!  This is the source of ghost writer heaven wherein such as Darden’s book, all the politician
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books, etc., are published and there is no truth among the whole lot of them.  It is a Pay-Off
publisher for paying otherwise unpayable people, off.  If Random House publishes a book—
KNOW THAT IT IS FILLED WITH MISINFORMATION AND DISINFORMATION.]

Richard Preston’s thesis is bogus.  In fact, Richard Preston was paid $20,000 by the Sloan Foundation to
produce that piece of garbage.  It was total disinformation meant to scare you and let you know that these
viruses are coming—and boy are they coming...!  What is the Sloan Foundation?  Well, they just happen
to be very well connected with the Ford Foundation and the Rockefeller Foundation.  They just happen to
send about $200,000 per year to MIT under the umbrella of “Neurosciences”.  How noble!  For “Public
Management, Mass Persuasion Technologies Research”, that is, BRAINWASHING.  [H: Sounds a bit
like the Brookings Institute/US&P connection??]

Do you still wonder why Richard Preston would publish this book?  Or do you wonder at why Random
House would print it?  All paid off by the same criminals!  [H: Or is there any wonder that Binder
would try to get Dharma jailed?]

Who else is Sloan?  Well, interestingly enough, on the Board of Directors was Laurance Rockefeller.  And
what they were also funding was, heavily, THE POPULATION CONTROL COUNCILS and POPU-
LATION CONTROL.  Laurance Rockefeller not only sat on the Board but was the Director and Presi-
dent of The Sloan Kettering Cancer Memorial Research Center, which was literally and intimately in-
volved in the development of these types of cancers.  In fact, they supplied Dr. Gallo with some of
his reagents for his research.  Moreover, Laurance Rockefeller put together the New York City Blood
Council.  This was the council of doctors that started the New York City blood bank.  This was the
International Blood Bankers.  Which, if you saw 60 MINUTES a few weeks ago, they had a segment
saying that “the government knew... that blood was tainted and allowed the over 10,000 hemophiliacs in
the U.S. to get tainted blood”, as well as tainted blood clotting factor-8, and that it was the government
who knew this... and countless others throughout who received similar materials.  And they didn’t do
anything!  See, but the government is an easy scapegoat—it is a nameless thing, being, conglomerate of
bureaucratic no-names.  There are people, listeners, in the government who make these decisions.  In fact
these decisions were made by the New York City Blood Council, blood bank, Laurance Rockefeller, et
al.

[END QUOTING OF PART 3]

Have to have a break here so we will just run on into Part 4 when we sit again to transcribe.

I hope you readers are stopping along the way to realize and refresh your minds as to what we have
offered you prior to now.  If you do so and confirm your own beliefs, you are going to be A LONG WAY
AHEAD in ability to defend yourselves, at least for a while, with what we have to offer.  I cannot warn you
strongly enough how serious this information is to your very existence as a species.  The Pandora’s box is
opened and it might as well be the proverbial ARK.  Viruses, like any other hybrid thing, will simply mutate,
re-mutate, recombine and endlessly be able to multiply in every chaotic fashion you can imagine.  Man
created this bastard microbe species and you will die by it, millions upon millions of you.  Once your
blueprint in DNA is irreversibly reversed, you will not survive for the RNA factors will reprogram you for
deterioration and malfunction.  Reprogramming is NOT simple and, once the original DNA blueprint is
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completely changed, there is nothing left from which to reprogram.  Moreover, by the time you become
fully aware of this little glitch, it is too late to revamp—”time” will have lapsed beyond the point of no
return.  So doom and gloom?  Well, it is all in perception and perspective, isn’t it?  Salu.
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EMERGING  VIRUSES
by Leonard G. Horowitz

[QUOTING, PART 4; TRANSCRIPTION OF A LECTURE, DEC. 1996:]

AND  RIGHT  AROUND  AGAIN—
TO  HENRY  KISSINGER

This in essence is a summary report on Emerging Viruses: AIDS & Ebola.  And, the horrifying reality is
that it was HENRY KISSINGER, in 1968, THAT ORDERED THE DEVELOPMENT OF THESE
TYPES OF VIRUSES!

The story goes something like the following and I should touch upon the center third of my book which
goes over the social-political background:

In 1968 KISSINGER became NSC (National Security Council) advisor under Richard Nixon.  How he
got to that position can be found in the history books where you find that Nelson Rockefeller made Henry
Kissinger the Nuclear Weapons Study Group Director of the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR).  This is
how he became the nuclear weapons guru and that, as you can probably remember the days of alarms and
fallout shelters, well, a fallout shelter in every home was America’s price for freedom, was directly from
Henry Kissinger.  [H: Now you are some kind of a kinky cultist if you even think about a security
shelter and much the more so if you happen to think there might just be a nuclear problem some
day.]  So, this became the man behind the deployment of strategic nuclear missiles in Europe and in 1968
he was looking for alternatives and the word passed on by him was that the Russians were far ahead of us
in the biological race, in itself false and misleading.

The U.S., embarrassingly, was and is the world’s leading expert in the field of Biological Weapons.  The
other fellow that Nixon was considering as well as Kissinger for the NSC in Foreign Policy Intelligence,
was Roy L. Ash, the PRESIDENT OF LITTON INDUSTRIES.  So it is really, as usual, the “good old
boy” network.  This is just a small group of people, listeners.  This is not a makeup of bunches and bunches
of people at the top—there are only a tiny handful who run everything.

Kissinger ordered Laird to immediately do a reassessment of America’s biological weapons capabilities.
The reassessment came back and the option of developing these types of viruses WAS SELECTED.  The
money then went to Litton Bionetics, which owned and operated the entire National Cancer Institute’s
Fort Detrick, Maryland facilities.  They held the contract to RUN IT ALL.  They administered, as well,
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ALL of the money passing through it.  So, we can KNOW that the money went through there.  And I
know where the $2 million per year went!

But how did Henry Kissinger get to that point?  And how does this relate to America’s Biological Weapons
Industry?  Well, interestingly enough, I told you that it was Merck, Sharp and Dohme’s Hepatitis B
vaccine that most plausibly brought AIDS to the world.  American Biological Weapons Industries DIREC-
TOR was none other than George W. Merck, the president of Merck, Sharp & Dohme.  This was a fact
during most of the “Cold War”.  He was personally appointed by President Roosevelt to direct America’s
Biological Weapons Industries.  Then, at the end of WW-II there were a lot of very devious things on-
going.

You had Allen Dulles, and you have a wonderful airport outside Washington D.C. named after Dulles, who
for the sake of Rockefeller and Standard Oil, negotiated partnership agreements with I.G. Farben in pre-
Nazi GERMANY.  That is the company, by the way, that used all the concentration camp slave-labor
for their operations.  They are also the company that held the patent on the “gas” that was allegedly used
in the gas chambers—also partners with the John D. Rockefeller and all the Rockefeller folks.  They were
doing some extremely devious things back then as they were also simultaneously CREATING THE COLD
WAR.  They were going behind President Roosevelt’s, and Truman’s, backs and had a Central Intelli-
gence Agency (CIA) within the Central Intelligence Agency [H: You know, sort of like today.] about
which very few people knew.

What happened was that they had an idea to get all their colleagues out of Nazi Germany.  And they did it.
All of the Nazis that you thought JUST DISAPPEARED or died—guess what?  They didn’t die!  They all
came under what was called [H: Hold your breath, readers.] PROJECT PAPERCLIP.

In fact, HENRY KISSINGER, in 1948, was the Chief Nazi Hunter for American Intelligence.  They
started the Central Intelligence Agency as a cover organization for what was called the GALEN ORG.
That was the German Intelligence PRE-Hitler, superseding the Nazi S.S.  This was funded by Europe’s
and Germany’s biggest industrialists.  And they desired to get all of their partners, all the Nazis, out, along
with all the money, prior to the fall of Hitler.

[H: Do you suppose all this discussion makes Leonard Horowitz (a good Jewish name) anti-
Semitic?  Wow, the sham charade begins to fall apart, does it not?]

Among the people who were brought over there were over 2,000 Nazis who escaped through the “rat”line.
They went from underground trains from Germany to Rome where the Vatican laundered half of the Nazi
warchest of personnel and the Chase Manhattan BANK, which was in Paris, France and stayed open
during the entire Nazi occupation of France, laundered the other half—including the millions of dollars
which remained—while most of the funds had already been moved out.  This was done through the same
train setup.  In addition, the Vatican supplied many of the false identifications that were needed to get the
Nazis out and which ones they did not supply, Allen Dulles supplied and they formed the Central Intelli-
gence Agency in order to get them out, to act as a cover.

Some of the people included the horrifying names of Joseph Mengele (the Angel of Death), the “Butcher of
Lyon”, Klaus Barbie and Erich Traub and his associate, Hitler’s top biological weapon’s contractor/devel-
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oper—the world’s LEADING virologist.  They brought him over and he immediately went to work for the
Naval Biological Research Laboratories in association with the University of California.  This is, by the
way, from where Dr. Peter Deusberg hails.  Many of you in the audience may well remember the name, Dr.
Peter Deusberg.  He is making the headlines right now.  HE IS THE ONE WHO SAYS HIV DOES NOT
CAUSE AIDS.  “I’ll inject myself with it,” he says.  You know, I found records of discussions between him
and Dr. Robert Gallo and, in fact, I publish his CONTRACT, his special virus program contract, in EMERG-
ING VIRUSES.  And you can see that when Gallo asks, “Hey Peter, do you think if we combine chicken
leukemia,” and this is the chicken leukemia sarcoma expert, “with this type-C virus that we can get this to
cause cancer in humans?”  Deusberg says: “That is absolutely right!”  Now he is all of a sudden saying that
he has a “change of heart” and that “these things don’t cause cancer.”

I do agree with him, however, that 80% of what he puts out is TRUE.  It is the 20% that he is not telling us
that I believe to be more important that you know.  What he does tell you is important for many of you who
are suffering from HIV-AIDS, that AZT, DDI, 3-tc, the protease inhibitors, all of the drugs, all the bad life-
styles—they are probably killing faster than the viruses.  [H: You have to hold it in mind that the HIV
virus is pretty lazy and if that was ALL that is introduced, it would never KILL anyone—just
compromise the immune system a bit.  However, what happens is that all opportunistic buggers
can move in and they in turn now have capability of mutation and you have a fine kettle of
chaotic fish to get you from one direction or another.  Worse, there is no real negotiation in the
matter.  If one virus doesn’t get you, then another will.]

But guess what?  IF there actually would be a Population Control Agenda, hey, knock off some people
in the process when, after all, the drug treatment program only costs you incapacitated people some
$20,000 a year.  Cheap?  Well, “they” can make an awful lot of money as they “go out”.  And, they will
certainly “go out”.

So, the Nazis came over here to the U.S.  And, I would like to point out some books recently published.
One is The Nazi Connection, The Human Genome Project.  To those of you who haven’t heard the
term eugenics, you should read it carefully.  It is from Oxford University Press, and the author is German.

The horrifying reality is that Hitler’s racial hygienic agenda was OUR CREATION HERE IN THE UNITED
STATES.  And, in addition, IT WAS FUNDED BY ROCKEFELLER THROUGH THE ROCKEFELLER
UNIVERSITY AND ROCKEFELLER RESEARCHERS WHO BEGAN TO DO THE FIRST RE-
SEARCH IN HUMAN GENOMES, HUMAN GENES, IN THE LATE 1920s AND EARLY 30s.

You from the South will remember the days when it was unlawful to intermix races.  This was simply a part
of the “Rockefeller Racial Hygienic Program”.  This showed, as you would suspect, that Blacks are
genetically inferior to Whites.  So in 1932 when Hitler started his rise, he is out of jail, he publishes his
famous book, Mein Kamph, he turns and shows the world that “I’m not such a bad man; I’m just follow-
ing THE LEAD OF THE AMERICANS!  Look at what THEY are doing here.”  Worse, he was correct.
But Hitler said, “We will refine it and say that these Jews are also inferior.”  Of course you will now
recognize the separation of the Jewish people as simply called Jews who were NOT THE SAME AS
THOSE WHO WERE PERPETRATING THE OFFENSES, THE “NEW” JEWS.  Confused?  How
else could you be than confused?
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Allen Dulles and brothers agreed, “Right on!  Do it—let’s go for it...”  And therefore now the Jews become
the scapegoats of the persecution of the gays, the Blacks and the Gypsies and of course, the Christians.
In 1938, almost to the beginning of the war, you had all the brilliant Jewish researchers being purged from
the European Universities and where did they go?  THEY CAME HERE TO AMERICA!  Some went to
Argentina but many of them came right here to the U.S. of A.  The work, then, was continued here as well
as over there.  In the concentration camps they continued to refine the genetic predispositions for all sorts
of things from eye color to diseases.  After the war they continued to research over here in the United
States.  At Cold Springs Harbor, ladies and gentlemen, they have just completed THE HUMAN GE-
NOME PROJECT.  All of it, for nearly a century, led up to this just completed THE HUMAN GENOME
PROJECT, wherein researchers announce being able to map out the entire human genome, all of the DNA
sequences, all of the amino sequence in the genes and they now know the SPECIFIC GENES SE-
QUENCES ASSOCIATED WITH EVERY PREDISPOSITION OF DISEASE IN VIRTUALLY EV-
ERY RACE.  THEY HAVE MAPPED IT ALL OUT NEATLY AS PRESENTED.

[H: Still think you don’t have CLONES and DUPLICATES in high places?]

Is it any wonder that two Thursdays ago the Pope, for the first time in history, came out and said
“IT’S NOT CREATIONISM, IT’S NOT GOD—IT’S GENES!  IT’S EVOLUTION OF THE
SPECIES.  IT IS SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST!”

Did any one of you think that was a little bit odd?  But now, you can see the connection.  The fact is that
now they have designer viruses.  They DO have the capacity, now, to create a virus which literally COULD
SEEK OUT AND FIND the specific gene sequence that causes, for instance, Jewish women to develop
breast cancer and you read that at least two months ago in Associated Press releases.  Or, a couple of
weeks ago you read that in Blacks they had found the gene sequence that causes Blacks to be more
susceptible to Ebola virus infections.  And then, you have the gene sequence associated with Blacks’
Sickle Cell Anemia.  And, in addition, you have the gene sequence associated with Jewish men of Euro-
pean descent developing sarcomas.  And then, you know what causes problems in American Indians and
you know what causes problems in Japanese and in Chinese and so on.  I really don’t need to tell you any
more, do I?

A year ago in July in the Council on Foreign Relations Magazine what I saw was a full-page spread paid
for by the Population Council in New Jersey, another Rockefeller-funded agency, and what does it say?
“Immediate attention to Council members, to recognize the URGENT need to REDUCE the United States’
population by 55 PERCENT!  Down to 1947 levels.”  That is not Third World countries, people, that is
the UNITED STATES—that is HERE!

You could say, “But why?  There is no population problem here.”  I don’t have an answer.  Why don’t you
ask the Rockefellers?  Why don’t you ask Mr. Kissinger?

But now, let me ask you this: Let’s say you had all the money and all the power and you had THAT as a
goal in life.  How would you accomplish that today?  Well, you might use bullets.  You might be able to
drum up enough racial tension and hate between Blacks and Whites so that the poor unbelievably ignorant
Black people in the urban ghetto, who have been brainwashed by the media, believe that Whitie is out to
“get’em” and they start rioting and guess who gets called in but the military people who HAVE NOW
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BEEN ASKED, “WOULD YOU SHOOT AMERICAN CITIZENS IF YOU HAD TO?”  So, yes, you
might be able to go in and kill off a million or two Black people in urban America, couldn’t you?  BUT, that
is NOT 55 PERCENT of the United States’ population, is it?  You need to kill off a lot more, don’t you?
Well, what else are you going to do?  How about gas?  Nah!  Remember, there is still a stigma against gas
from the last war!  So, how would you do it?

How about VACCINES?  How about CONTAMINATED VACCINES?  How about contaminated
vaccines contaminated with DESIGNER VIRUSES?  You know, given the fact that my mother died of
Guillain-Barre syndrome.  She initially got this Guillain-Barre syndrome from the Swine Flu vaccine, just
like thousands of other people, which causes an immune system dysfunction wherein a person’s own white
blood cells start eating away at the myelin sheaths surrounding the nerves.  Shortly after these symptoms
become recognized cancer follows along with death.

There are numerous other researchers that will tell you that what inspires their research is just like me,
wherein family members have died because of the vaccines.  It therefore becomes no mystery, or is highly
plausible to consider, this probability of sequence.  When Dr. John Martin testified at the Subcommittee
investigation into Gulf War Syndrome, that the government had been covering up and if you read the New
York Times just today, you’ll find a whole article about how the CIA and Pentagon has been covering up
the truth about Gulf War Syndrome.

Along with this American hero comes Garth Nicolson who went with him to Congress and said the most
plausible explanation for the Gulf War Syndrome is that it was INITIATED BY CONTAMINATED
VACCINES.  They explained that the troops had gotten vaccines containing 17 DIFFERENT compo-
nents.  Some of the lots (batches) were contaminated and some were not.  The company that produced the
vaccines down in Texas had used the vaccine for experimenting on a population of prisoners and those
people developed Gulf War Syndrome before the Gulf War!  It followed that Americans who didn’t go
over to the Gulf War area ALSO GOT GULF WAR SYNDROME AS WELL.  Some who went “over
there” didn’t get it despite being “exposed”.  How is this explained?  Well, it’s very clear that the only
plausible explanation is that some of the vaccine lots were contaminated and the ones with contamination
caused immune system suppression and then, in an immune-suppressed human being, when exposed to
multiple drug interactions, you get symptoms such as Chronic Fatigue and Gulf War Syndrome.  Also, the
ones who went over to that Gulf War arena were also exposed to the chemical weapons dump explosions.
They then developed multiple chemical sensitivities.  It is, therefore, most plausible from a scientific per-
spective to speculate and theorize that it was the contaminated vaccines that caused this atrocity.

It finally made it into the press about a month ago.  And yet, what did you read the next day?  The next day
you read “The Pentagon announced a major change of plans and they were now going to inoculate 1.5
million military personnel with ANTHRAX vaccine.”

I am going to leave you with this thought: If there is an agenda called the New World Order, and there IS,
and if there is a plan to knock out the United States military in order to achieve the NATO and United
Nations armed services being the world’s providers of the military, then you would have to most plausibly
knock out the U.S. military to accomplish that feat.  I guarantee you that the most inexpensive and least
traceable way to do it would be to contaminate the vaccines.
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Thank you very much.

[END OF QUOTING]

And so, how do you like these apples?  Disturbing?  What DO you think about this material, readers?  It
is YOUR life, you know!  You as a species are on the brink of being exterminated.  This goes beyond any
type of genocide ever brought to your shores prior to now in all of history.  You have had some BAD things
come along, but this potentially is the annihilation of a species of Earth humans.

So, Mr. Kissinger doesn’t like me and he doesn’t like Dharma?  Well, people, I don’t like Mr. Kissinger
either.  And then, which Mr. Kissinger would I choose to dislike?  There are so many hand-me-downs by
this time that it is hard to find the REAL Mr. Kissinger to stand up, please.  This in itself should scare the
living daylights out of you because SOMEONE is even higher and beyond the duplicates—isn’t there?
Ah, and you had best begin to consider just who and what that might be!  Aliens from out of space?  DO
NOT INSULT SPACE ALIENS WITH SUCH ASSUMPTIONS!  YOUR PLIGHT IS STEMMING
RIGHT FROM YOUR EARTH—NOT THE COSMOS!

So what do you have to have to beat the odds in this game?  Well, you have to have GOD because “we”
are the only ones who can offer what you need.  You have to have, first of all, something in a form
absolutely viable of such frequencies as to knock out the attaching molecule in a virus (the neck that holds
the cap to the crystalline body).  Since the early viruses utilized zinc for that molecule, then you know you
have to have something up the scale in frequency from zinc or, at the least, zinc.  Then you have to have
something that knocks out the carrier if it be viable parasitic or bacterial microbes.  Now you have to
reach beyond anything you have on Earth so there has to be a “new” element.  We can offer that in OxySol,
ladies and gentlemen.  This is a production of the finest liquid diamond chips for programming of anything
known to mankind except the Drias which house the original life DNA cellular structure of LIFE with
ability to absolutely blueprint original RNA without the scissors.  Fountain of youth?  God forbid the
silliness of mankind’s focus.  We speak here of survival of a SPECIES.  YOU HUMANS are the endan-
gered species of the Universe!  What are we supposed to do, colonize a few of you in our survival zoos?
Are we supposed to argue with you over your own demise?  No thank you, we prefer to stay out of your
business and isolate you from contaminating any part of the Cosmos.  Goodness, we can’t even get more
subscriptions to the paper than around 1,300 tops.  So, 144,000 survivors looks pretty good, doesn’t it?

And for you who look at titanium “stuff” and wonder where we can go from there?  Well, iridium for one,
and then move right on up the spectrum of octaves.  Can you do this?  No, but WE CAN.  And I think it
is about time you really started taking better care of my hands because so far Dharma is the only one able
to produce these THINGS for you.

You people have just witnessed a complete kill-off of Zita’s cancer-causing buggers when EVERYTHING
else known to man to use was exhausted.  This ain’t just “accidental miracles”, good friends!  This is
deliberate PROOF!  Zita was dying, terminal, kaput, zapped out and then some!  Moreover, the treatment
didn’t even spill one particulate into any organ-cleansing mechanism.  In fact, ten times the amount used
could have been used safely and still not spill over.  You could use a hundred times the amount and the
body would only use what it needs to attend itself.  Then, you have available a whole renewal of cellular
structure from DNA-RNA rehabilitation through the carbon of life, OxySol in Dria integration.  But this will
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only come in sequence slow enough to satisfy the physicians already “blown out” over what has happened
here.  And you think you are NOT special?  Come now, little friends.  But isn’t it time we give Dharma a
break already?  I find it that even Einstein gets some respect while Dharma just gets to go back and back
and back again to court to try and save her own life and property from the thugs and criminals.  Is there not
something wrong with this picture?  So be it for we never know what masterpieces God will paint with HIS
brushes.

Dharma, in honor of a good day’s work, go forth and eat junk food.  We have done a good day’s work this
day!  May we walk ever with GOD that our days each be so filled with good tidings and new frontiers.
The negative things that confront you only allow you to more clearly recognize the WONDERFUL GIFTS
GOD OFFERS!

May you think hard upon these things and again: may the life you save be your own, for it can be no other
way.  Salu.
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In the beauty of a morning like today it is hard to have other than joy in the heart—IF, you do not have
tragedy in your lives stemming from any other source.  All I can ask you to do if tragedy or hardship or life’s
problems are upon you—go forth and see the beauty, even in the storm, and thank God for bringing you
through whatever is upon you, perceived good or bad—and GOD WILL SHOW YOU THE WAY!
GOD LOVES YOU, FRIEND, ABSOLUTELY, AND THERE IS POSITIVE GROWTH FROM EV-
ERY EXPERIENCE IF YOU ALLOW YOURSELF TO SEE IT.

WHAT  JOY?

Do we start with little things such as in “good news/bad news”?

Bad news: You lost everything in your house to floods and winter storm?  You still may well have a house!
And, if you still have “life” you can rebuild.  Many lost even the foundation of their home.  And, if you lost
EVERYTHING except self—you still have SELF.  And no, GOD DID NOT SEND THE HORROR
UPON YOU.  In every instance MAN has projected his own foolishness upon you.

If you lost your property then it is wise to reconsider where you place your dwellings for these storms will
come again and again and again in these days of tribulation.  If levies on rivers break, consider moving to
high ground or make sure those levies are based on more than fill-dirt.  You are now beginning to REALLY
experience those things of which John wrote in Revelation.  Moreover, just as man can develop and move
about storms at will, so too can man, interrupt them and move them off-shore.  Hold it in your hearts.
Now, since you must deal with man in his days of depopulation trials, YOU must be the more shrewd if you
wish to survive and live in any freedom at all.  If you live in a river “bottom” area—be prepared to weather
the storms for the insurance companies will be going broke and the government will be unable to support
the numbers of disasters that will be befalling citizens and nations.

These winter storms are NOTHING compared to what is in front of you as the tropical jet stream be-
comes more and more erratic through man’s manipulation.  Already the northern jet stream is off course
and bringing more intense cold weather patterns.  YOU have to pay attention and consider what you might
do to come into some amount of security in your living quarters.

In the U.S. it will be found, as we write, that the Western Coastal areas are quite “still”.  What I mean is that
quake activity is incredibly LOW.  This is NOT a good sign, readers, for stored energy is going to burst
forth in greater force and in more widespread affected areas.  To disable the populations of any place there
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needs be many disasters befalling the citizens at a single setting.  You already now have the misery of
realizing crops are down and therefore food will be the next in the sequence of timed events.
You are going to go forth and do whatever you will do, friends, and it is not my prerogative to interject
myself into your affairs.  However, it would seem a rather thoughtful thing if I remind you to THINK about
what you are doing.  God will see, first, if you can attend the little things, the family without help, the injured
lady down the street, the homeless child—then HE will reward your worthiness.  When man helps one
another—the governments have no POWER.  At this point, however, all the “governments” have to do is
say they are out of funds—and YOU GET NO HELP WHATSOEVER!

Good news: You can heal, cure, counteract, or manage everything they can toss at you, other than nuclear-
beam full-out attack and dissolution of your planet.  But YOU have to see and learn of that which is now
available to you.  We can offer it—YOU MUST USE IT.

Are we going to ADVERTISE this program?  Probably NOT yet, certainly.  We will, however, once the
clinic has a regimen and Dr. Bart gets down there for mutual training—we will certainly advertise the
CLINIC.  Remember that there is nothing here which needs any FDA approval or any other approval.

Now, readers, I DO NOT suggest any other products because I have no input as to other products and I
know about ours because I gave the instructions and worked through the entire series.  Again, however,
what YOU do is your business and not mine.  At this point the ONLY place you can get these products is
through New Gaia, NO MATTER WHAT ANYONE ELSE, ANYWHERE, TELLS YOU.  DON’T BE
FOOLED BY SIMILAR NAMES EVEN TO “GAIA” IN THE PRODUCTION LABELS.  THERE
ARE “NO” OTHER DRIA PRODUCTS AROUND AS WE USE AND PRODUCE AND THERE
ARE NO OTHER COLLOIDS WITH THE NECESSARY FREQUENCY AS WE UTILIZE IN PRO-
DUCTION.  DO NOT FALL FOR THE OLD ADVERTISER’S QUIP.  Will “their” products work?  I
DON’T KNOW!  A good silver colloid should knock out MOST of the common viruses but will not clear
out the NEW viruses nor interfere with the viruses causing sarcomas, even if the lesser cancer viruses are
knocked out.  I would guess, however, that a good colloidal silver with gold introduced in a “drip” or
whatever might well be spectacular in response.  I know what is needed and therefore do not tinker with
lesser product and, therefor, have no really valid input about the circumstance and certainly I cannot attend
each person, individual, and program regimen.  I am not a physician, practicing anything, and I am not a
magician.  All I can and will say is that you cannot overdose on any of our products as they are totally
harmless to normal tissue cells.  I can also assure you that the treatment of these new mutations, AIDS,
cancer, and viral infections is the most costly thing the pharmaceutical houses have come up with yet, to
separate you from every cent you may ever have and still kill you off.  Please re-read Emerging Viruses by
Horowitz.
We certainly are not advertising anything as some “cure all” or “miracle”.  YOU are the miracle of God so
stop blaming everything else for your success or failures.  Some things do, however, work positively IN
SPITE of you.

There is good news and bad news regarding the case with US&P as Dr. Okilo is now positioned in a
DIFFERENT status and will be spending more time in Africa and elsewhere developing more study facili-
ties.  He has, I believe, given Rick Martin contact information for the new Chief Executive Officer.  Dr.
Okilo suggests that you who have contacted him regarding the case, please duplicate your petitions to this
new officer.  I too, ask that you do so as the court confrontation is still scheduled, only the date has
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changed from January to February.

I don’t know why I am asked about attendance of “anyone” who wishes to attend, to go to the court
hearings, i.e. tomorrow morning in the property case versus Horn et al.  These can be as short as five
minutes or as long as extending to weeks.  However, these are OPEN COURT proceedings and there is
NO reason to NOT go if you are interested.  In fact, I suggest Rick Martin find journalists, TV, whatever,
reporters and ask them to attend.  The PUBLIC attention does more good than anything done in secret.
Accusations do not make truth and the better way to produce the ideal picture of FACT and truth is to
have OPEN COURT AND INSIST THAT ALL BE PLACED IN PUBLIC EVIDENCE.  I DID SAY
“ALL”.  Stop allowing important and focused items to be deleted from cases.  Appeal for REHEARINGS
based on new evidence—but get the cheats and liars back into the case so evidence can be utilized!  YOU
HAVE HIRED YOUR ATTORNEY—REQUIRE HIM TO PERFORM.  But as to viewers?  I believe
that everyone or anyone who wishes to go to open court should, by all means, do so.  WE DO NOT
HAVE ANYTHING TO HIDE.  WE HAVE TRIED FOR NINE YEARS TO GET IT PUBLIC SO
WHY WOULD ANYONE HIDE AWAY FROM ATTENDANCE?  WOULDN’T IT BE WONDER-
FUL IF THE WHOLE GRAND JURY AND JUDICIAL SYSTEM PERSONNEL WERE REQUIRED
TO ATTEND?  There isn’t much room for audience in these new courtrooms—but the one being utilized
in Bakersfield is the largest, it appears, that they do have.  Fill it up, and further, I prefer that it be filled with
press and media.  But for goodness sakes, readers, don’t call Ekkers for this is none of their business as to
what YOU do.  Just remember that the thrust of the legal system is to keep you-the-people from knowing
what takes place.  Isn’t it time you began to take control of YOUR property, YOUR SERVANTS, and
ELECTED PERSONNEL?  When, if not now, will you “get mad as hell and not take it any more?”
Why would your own attorneys not wish you there in great numbers?  You are the ONLY ONES WITH
TRUTH ON YOUR SIDE!  Will you make your own attorney too nervous with you there?  Why?  He
only has to concern with FACT and TRUTH—he can only look good if he does his JOB.  And the dead
fish (sharks???) can only continue to stink.

With the conspiracy connections of all of these cases as is now structured, even through ex-judge Jason
Brent, Horn and the bunch of criminals in Nevada—YOU ARE ALL INVOLVED.  The PUBLIC is
involved and the simple confrontation is not the important focus any longer—TRUTH AND JUSTICE
must the goal.

Here is your opportunity, as a matter of fact, to reconsider the words of the Great Teacher:

“If man is faint of heart in spirit, so are his laws faint-hearted and are like heresy.  If
man is presumptuous and disregards the Commandments and Laws of The Creation
and of God, he is forced to bring forth his own laws which are full of mistakes and
lead his astray.  Laws and commandments made according to men produce murder
and evil, and evil will spread and gain control, and man no longer has any power
over it.  Commandments and laws are valid only if they are derived from wisdom
and logic.  But logic requires wisdom and perception.”

May YOU be given to perceive in WISDOM.

Might I suggest here, to the Spirit of being, a few thoughts as you move through the cycles, of yea, even the
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Moon to which so many base their very activities.  I don’t have comment other than to suggest that ALL
things are connected and all things have cycles and you, too, the children of the Earth, have your own
phases as might be equated to the Moon in that you move from partial light into full light and thus and so.
You move through emotional cycles all through your annual cycles just as the Moon seems to change from
a sliver of light to fullness of glowing beauty and strength.  You can, if you like, consider the cycles as
periods of less light, or darkness, if you prefer the analysis.  You can consider fullness of light to be delivery
from darkness.  Therefore your first inquiry of self might well be, today or any day: How does God light
my way, even in the dark times?  And then, to affect the quality of the day—ah, that is the highest of the
arts and requires positive thought patterns.  Just how creative can you be this day?  How can you create in
such a way today that tomorrow can simply be a more creative extension of today?  You can start by right
choices and decisions and FOLLOW THROUGH.  If, for instance, you believe you might help, if only in
positive prayer, in that courtroom tomorrow—BE THERE AND PRAY.  YOUR VERY PRESENCE
DEMANDS TRUTH—IF TRUTH BE YOUR GOAL.

Perhaps several or all of you who wish to do so, call the papers, call the TV channels, call the radio stations
and get the media to that courtroom or at the least to the court BUILDING.  And then, yes indeed, Mr.
Martin, Mr. Dixon, etc., can certainly interview.  After all, the CLC has been the only stable help along this
terrible journey.  I suggest further that both parties go forth with written story to hand to each representa-
tive who bothers to come and check out the possibilities of an interesting story.  And, I suggest this is done
each time there is ANY confrontation taking place in any of the cases—especially likewise in Nevada.  If
ENOUGH OF YOU DEMAND—you will fill the court halls.  Why should there be ever so much more
attention to a common murderer than to the murder of social and judicial JUSTICE?  But, YOU HAVE
TO DEMAND IT.  Why do you cower from the supposed “opposition”?  YOU/WE HAVE NOTHING
TO COVER, HIDE, OR NOT BRING INTO THE OPEN LIGHT OF DAY IN TRUTH!  IF YOU
CONTINUE TO ALLOW THE HIDING OF TRUTH AND THE WINNING OF DARKNESS—SO
BE IT—BUT IT SHALL SURELY BE OF YOUR CHOOSING.

Think of it as a bird who can fly and yet sits stupidly on the ground and walks right into the cat’s mouth?  It
is time to FLY, team!  The enemy cat is at ready, ready to make the kill—why don’t you fly out of the way
and dump a load of LIGHT on the cat?  Some of you actually have an investment in that property under
attack.  Why would you hand over the return of your investment to the enemy?  Every one of you who
shared have a cause of action AGAINST Horn, et al.  And now you have causes of action moving right on
up the line THROUGH all the miserable cheats and liars in this case—right through SBS.  Your investment
was NOT with Ekkers, sleepers.  THIS IS YOUR LIFE.  Why would you not want to be present at all
proceedings which involve YOUR PROPERTY?  And no, it is NOT up to an attorney to tell you who can
and who can’t go to open court!  Go forth and find out why there are so many SECRETS in this closed
society of the Bar Association and Courts.

Will I be pleasing the attorneys in this case?  No, but they don’t please me, either.  If THEY have something
to hide it is their problem for we have NOTHING TO HIDE AND WE DEMAND OUR ATTORNEY
CEASE AND DESIST FROM ALLOWING THE ENEMY TO HIDE HIS CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES.
DEMAND THAT YOU GET ALL THE BURIED GARBAGE BACK INTO THIS CASE—NOW!
DO THEY FEAR THAT HATONN WILL SOMEHOW TAKE THE STAGE?  FINE, I WOULD
BE DELIGHTED TO DO SO—IN EVERY CASE!
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If we remain cowardly in even those places and circumstance where daring is only an adventure, we have
no HOPE, friends.  It is time you get informed fully and then DO SOMETHING PUBLICLY IN THESE
MATTERS.  You don’t need start a war, just start demanding the printing of truth—right through the
“SHARK” reference in Jason Brent’s advertising.  Tell the readers of Bakersfield and Tehachapi, if nothing
more—what that ACTUALLY means to innocent victims of these “sharks” who will lie, cheat and steal to
eat the victims alive.  YOU CAN MAKE THE DIFFERENCE—NOT THE EKKERS!  GET THE
MEDIA ON SITE AND GIVE THEM SOMETHING WORTHY TO WRITE ABOUT!

I think I make my point in response to the many petitions for input.  Ekkers should be mostly left alone as
Dharma can’t continue to handle the load of work AND do all these other things.  This is not for THEM—
this is FOR YOURSELVES.  Let us make very, very sure that by the time this comes to TRIAL there is a
full courtroom, full media coverage and FULL DISCOVERY.  Settlement, ladies and gentlemen?  I don’t
think that is longer wise.  Get SBS BACK INTO THE CASE—and let us see this through properly.  Let
us give our attorney a day in the sun of success that he might move on into greater things in his career.
Obviously in the current judicial setting the attorney representing you needs your support more than do the
Ekkers who aren’t even allowed to acknowledge their own presence.  I certainly would rather have NO
PAPER THIS week and allow EVERYONE to attend court—if that be necessary.  I especially believe Dr.
Young should attend, sleep or no sleep, because he needs to EXPERIENCE these judicial interchanges,
as Editor-in-Chief.  His writings will then be acceptable for publication in every paper he contacts.  THIS
IS, FINALLY, WHAT OUR PAPER IS ALL ABOUT, READERS—PUBLIC INFORMATION IN
TRUTH.  When the judge realizes that you will take no more crap—things will begin to come into rightful
flow; after all, Judges don’t like to look bad in the public eyes—they are ELECTED (supposed to be but
rarely are) servants of you-the-people.  And now, it is UP TO YOU.

Thank you for sharing a few minutes with me for I know that you are each and all in the tailspin of busy
hours.  However, we must stop from time to time, regroup our energy, refocus our priorities and then, only
then, can we move in right directions.  There are only a few who would control and rule your world while
taking out the masses—must you allow it?  Corruption of the whole always starts with the rotten one or
two, just as in an apple bin.  But every day that passes more rot permeates the bin.  Is it not time to begin
the heavy-duty sorting and cleansing of the apples only tainted thus far by the rot?  We, the whole, must do
the cleansing and so has it ever been thus.

Let us begin to gain our strength and presence from the hard lessons shared by “Grandma”.  You cannot
move back into good judicial systems if you don’t even know what they be.  Use these opportunities for
they may never come again and these are perfect for the testing for WE ARE TRUTH, HAVE TRUTH,
AND THE ENEMY HAS CHEATED AND LIED.  LET IT BE BROUGHT TO LIGHT AND LET US
LEARN THE WORTHY PATHWAY.  WE CANNOT CLAIM HONOR AND RIGHTEOUSNESS
AFTER WE HAVE FALLEN TO THE LEVEL OF BREAKING LAWS AND ACTING IN UNAC-
CEPTABLE WAYS.  THERE IS NONE OF THAT HERE IN ANY OF OUR ONGOING CON-
FRONTATIONS—WE HAVE ONLY TRUTH AND GOOD BUSINESS TO BACK EVERYTHING
INTO WHICH WE HAVE BEEN ENTERED—FROM ITS ONSET AND CONTINUING THROUGH
THE ENTIRETY OF THE ACTIVITIES, BE THEY YEARS OR MONTHS.  WHEN BETTER TO
TAKE YOUR STAND THAN WHEN YOU HAVE TOTAL INTEGRITY, PROOF, AND RIGHT ON
YOUR SIDE, ALONG WITH WILLING PLAYERS TO TAKE THE HEAT PRODUCED IN THE
KITCHEN?  THERE WILL NEVER BE A BETTER TIME TO BEGIN THAN NOW!
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I salute YOU who DARE to LIVE!

Good morning.
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CHAPTER  12

REC  #1    HATONN

WED., JAN. 8, 1997  7:48 A.M.  YR.10, DAY 145

WED.,  JAN. 8,  1997

WILL  THERE  BE  JUSTICE?

In what?  But I can tell you “no” right now, before you go further, if it be in judicial encounters where
innocent persons are persecuted or property is in question, OR IN POLITICS, as with Gingrich.  How
can you know there will be no justice?  Because, as with Gingrich, he gets up, puts on a show-and-tell and
“apologizes” for unknown and unadmitted indiscretions across the board and it’s over.  Over?  Who
pays back the massive funds used?  As in Simpson, WHO PAYS BACK THE MASSIVE FUNDS AND
RUINED REPUTATIONS FROM SUCH ONGOING AND DESPICABLE EXERCISES OF TOR-
TURE?  With the Ekkers?  How can you pay back at triple, quadruple the costs of a decade of Hell and
legal expenses because the opposition has lied, cheated, stolen, perjured and committed acts of crime
against them?  We could go on for hundreds and hundreds of pages regarding some who are innocent and
in prison, and still, injustice prevails.

Is righteousness dead?  Pretty much, readers, pretty  much.

NIGHT before last Ekkers were served the massive contempt case as presented by US&P.  No other
parties named were served for anything.  This is a case to get Dharma (and E.J. if possible) imprisoned
for writing as Walter Russell would write on the subject of God and Light and then it inadvertently being run
in the CONTACT.

Ah, but Dr. Okilo gave permission for his material to be run and stated that he was pained over the fact that
the WORK and WORD needed to be gotten out and that required our sharing all efforts.  But he was only
the C.E.O./President and Director of US&P!  HE NO LONGER IS ON THE BOARD AS NEARLY
AS WE CAN DISCERN—FROM HIM PERSONALLY.

And further, readers, this comes while major efforts are under way WITH OKILO CONTACTS IN
AFRICA to fund a contract, pay off not only the judgement lodged against Ekkers but to also give MA-
JOR working capital to the US&P Institute to assist in their ability to further present the work of Walter
Russell.  Swannanoa is becoming, instead of a beautiful landmark, a dilapidated eyesore.

And you who write with your love and care and mention that we speak of so much money in that contract
as to be staggering to minds, have to realize that so far there is NOTHING—not here, not anywhere.  So,
would the Board of US&P cut off their own noses to spite their own faces—just to shut up the Ekkers?
Indeed they would!  Mr. Binder is working on the “free energy” scientific outlay which Russell presented of
Nikola Tesla and surely they don’t want to share that information—even the Board doesn’t realize this is
going on to such extent as it has been taken out from under patents of both Russell and Tesla.  And George
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Green, ah indeed Mr. Green, plans to go into business WITH such as Timothy Binder.  Does Mr. Binder
know?  Of course, and the new President, a lady now in Canada, has referred our people back to Timothy
Binder as the only one who can attend anything with Ekkers, Martin, Young, CONTACT, et al.

Will the Federal Court go along with such atrocity of injustice?  Who knows?  They have before.  They
allowed the GUILTY party who continued to sell banned books to NOT EVEN HAVE TO APPEAR IN
COURT WHILE BEING FIRST NAMED IN THE SUIT.  US&P’s attorneys even acted in BEHALF, at
no cost, of Mr. Green.  And Mr. Green is in collusion with Steven Horn and ex-Judge Jason Brent as we
write today, against the Ekkers, even in a property case which had NO connection to anything in which
anyone else was a participant.  Bad news?  AMERICA, THIS IS AS BAD NEWS AS YOU CAN
EVER RECEIVE.
Ah, but do they finally mess in their nests?  Yes, but by the time they do it, it is usually OVER, isn’t it?  Well,
we shall see about the property case pretty quickly.  Mr. Elley, our attorney, blew away the opposition
AND THE JUDGE who had swallowed over and over Mr. Horn’s lies—WHO HAD TO SQUARELY
ADDRESS THE FACT THAT MR. HORN HAD DECEIVED AND LIED TO THE COURT.  He has
used for his argument and proof a document he said existed and had been filed years ago releasing ALL
other parties from ability to be sued no matter what was just or unjust.  The only problem is that there IS
NO SUCH DOCUMENT and it was pointed out in court yesterday morning and proven.  Even Jason
Brent had come to the courtroom to see Mr. Horn carry the day of victory away like John the Baptist’s
head on the silver tray.

The Judge had already made his preliminary judgement and announced same—for Mr. Horn.  He would
entertain argument but only briefly and made it very, very clear of same.  The gloating Horn and Brent
grinned and chuckled.  They WERE NOT grinning at the end for this catches Jason Brent dead in the
middle of the conspiracy against the Ekkers, whom Brent stated at least three times in deposition that he
VIOLENTLY dislikes.  The Judge sat stunned as the indiscretions were presented by Mr. Elley.  He sat
and then quickly rose to his feet and all he said was “Gentlemen, I have your submissions.”  He then exited
the courtroom.  Jason Brent had already rushed from the room with a shocked and pale appearance.  Mr.
Horn never turned around to face the audience—which was large yesterday.  So, how will the Judge now
rule about the ability to “mention” the point of “no sale of the property as advertised” (the only case there
is)?  We will learn, I suppose, in time.  Tomorrow morning there is a pretrial hearing scheduled but there
can be no trial if the Judge rules against Ekkers.  Hundreds of thousands of hours and dollars, loss and
heartache, and still we must walk on the razor’s edge.  But at the least, readers, the beginnings of truth
were offered and it stunned the court—as if they had not heard it ever before in ten years of confrontations.

Your input might well be, “Well, thank God it isn’t Ekkers’ lives,” but isn’t it?  And how would you feel if
in talking to a local newspaper/TV/Meteorologist (who lives directly across the street from Ekkers) you
got back, as did Rick Martin FROM THIS MAN, MILES, “Oh, you mean the little E.T. Princess?”
Interestingly enough this man has never MET the Ekkers but he assured Rick that EVERYBODY knows
about them.

You might well wonder WHY Ekkers would even want to live in this place.  Well, it is where they pur-
chased their home and they have no other assets—not even longer the home.  They CAN’T just up and
live somewhere else as long as there is litigation and, until they can reclaim, at the least, some of their
security.  But in reality—THIS IS WHERE THEY ARE PRESENTED TO DO GOD’S WORK.  They
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have set themselves forth as NOTHING.  But I suggest, readers, that we must be doing SOMETHING
RIGHT to have caught so much TARGET FLAK (as Col. Bo Gritz would put it).  Is there a possibility
that goodness upsets evil?  I certainly hope so for it would be pitiful if nothing good comes of such intrigue,
assaults and injustice.  Can Ekkers “take it longer”?  Somebody tell me what are the alternatives?

I have to interrupt this writing just to remind the business people in South Africa that Dharma has to
personally do the work for which they ask participation and input.  I have to remind the business people
and friends in Greece, London, and Nigeria—that Dharma has to do the work they want shared.  We will
get it all done in EXACTLY THE PROPER SEQUENCE AND, UNTIL THAT TIME, WE WILL KEEP
DOING THE BEST WE CAN.  We have no magical apparatus to offer; no production capability to
simply ship somewhere else; we have as yet no funds with which to work and our people have had to
create, manufacture and establish even the hulling machines for the spelta (which can’t be hulled by existing
grain cleaners).  PLEASE REALIZE OUR LIMITATIONS DURING THIS TIME OF DAILY LEGAL
ASSAULTS.  I recognize that you are not REALLY pushing but only laying plans in hopes of movement
ahead.  Please know that we understand but can’t do anything about it until we clear out some of the rats’
nests built right into our very beings.  We know that no one, even those people right here with us, fully
understands the importance of clearing out these people and their lying, cheating, stealing and generally
doing totally evil things.  Will they fall, these evil doers?  Oh my, YES INDEED.  And now it will be very
soon.

Can you imagine the uproar and lack of getting ANYTHING in return for US&P having Dharma tossed
into a dungeon for writing about God and Light?  The Ekkers have and are trying every way under the Sun
to settle and pay settlement demands.  George said he had paid US&P and complained loudly about so-
doing.  Obviously, he has not!  Well, he is still shown as the first and original party to be sued.  I expect the
legal team to FIND A WAY TO REOPEN THE ENTIRE US&P CASE AND LET US DO IT RIGHT
THIS TIME AND BRING DOWN THE TRAITOR ATTORNEY(S) AS WELL.  I do not threaten
anyone; I PROMISE, however, that if the Judge tosses my writer/speaker into prison to suit the whim and
vendetta of George Green and Timothy Binder—there will be instantly such a case that the “Scopes Trial”
will be paled in comparison.

But isn’t “prison” a bit strong?  SO, TOO, WAS CRUCIFIXION!

One really humorous demand from US&P is an accounting of ALL THE MONEY MADE FROM “THEIR”
WORK.  (?????)  I think it is beyond obvious that NO NOTHING SAVE TROUBLE has been gleaned
from anything Walter Russell or US&P touched as coming through this conduit.  The books were banned
and taken and we assume, BURNED BY US&P, AS THAT WAS THE FULL INTENT PRESENTED
TO US.  They shifted off to work for Green, et al.  So, since Green sold a lot of the banned books, they
can very well check with America West and Desireé’s Distributors.  Not only did they make books of the
banned material, but they also made audio sets of those books by that renowned Mark Williams who set
to print all the “plagiarized” materials—while WORKING FOR BOTH GREEN AND HORTON—
under the alias of “Rick Webber”.  They then set forth a booklet of the work and mailed it to everyone for
whom an address could be found.  Shady?  Of course, but what else is new from George Green?  Anyone
who embezzles $400,000 in gold coins from his own structured corporation is not a nice person, readers.

Abbott has even been heard saying that, “By the time my indiscretions are brought before the Bar’s
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tribunal, I will be dead and gone... but, I will have had a good salary.”  So be it??  He is an alcoholic,
elderly, in infirm health, and he probably is right.  That “salary” is being supplied by such as Betty Tuten,
Leon Fort, et al., WHO CONTINUE TO BLAME EKKERS FOR THEIR PROBLEMS.  They even
complain about the money solicited from them initially because of George Green—not EKKERS.  Ekkers
never went forth and solicited anything from anyone prior to Greens’ departure.  If misrepresentation was
offered, it was by Green because the PLAN was his from the beginning.  George is off and doing it all over
again—only this time in Las Vegas, and is advertising via radio, seminars, etc.  Old spots on leopards?
George has even SAID that he is going to be working with Bo Gritz and Timothy Binder.  Right on national
radio he has said these things.  He claims to be a millionaire “Developer”, bank owner, Beverly Hills
MALL owner and plantation owner in Costa Rica.  So be it, everyone to their own wishes.  But it becomes
a bit more difficult to SELL THE INNOCENCE FACTOR—when you are at it again, isn’t it?  Or does
it?  Doesn’t seem to be the least bit difficult.

Well, let them “win” for I don’t like anything structured by George Green to continue to be our mode of
service or operations.  We will, therefore, simply withdraw from any further recognition of Green’s Plan as
he structured it.  We have plenty to do and plenty of service yet to offer and so let them win whatever it is
they think they are winning.  What do they think they are winning?  I don’t know because the thrust is to
destroy everything for everybody and it seems they have done a good job on their own team, so why
would we interfere with their hopes of destruction of selves.  Oh, they THOUGHT it would be me/us they
would destroy.  No, it is themselves, for when the available blood is drained, the turnips are dry.  Green’s
team claims to HAVE LOST EVERYTHING—so be it, George and George [Green and Abbott].  But
WHO has gotten it?  WHO told Betty Tuten to “get corporation books” even yet a SECOND time!?  Are
you so blinded by evil greed that you cannot see the water for the river?  We understand FROM BETTY
TUTEN HERSELF THAT SHE PAYS DAVID HORTON $225 PER HOUR FOR ALL THIS (BAD)
ADVICE.  They actually went forth and AGAIN changed, unlawfully, corporations, and put Betty in an
even more dangerously compromised circumstance—THEY MADE “HER” THE AGENT THIS TIME.
Perhaps David Horton plans to die before they get him also?  What about Tuten—does she just plan to die
off to beat the odds also?  How about Sharri?  Well, she is near 90 years old, so who knows?  Leon is not
old but Abbott has already stripped him of every cent due and owing and Ann Beam insisted he be able to
do it—as “emissary” to Green.

What can beat the Truth?  Nothing.  The piles and quantity of lies are now so great from the opposition that
they cannot actually afford to allow a DAY IN COURT for hearings.  They are dead garbage if it makes it
to open and FAIR hearing by juries and honest judicial parties.  Do we ever plan to come against these
people and demand fair hearings?  CERTAINLY!  When?  When they are so entangled that they cannot
extricate themselves, even on technicalities.  How can we do it?  If there be a will, there will also be a way,
for the CALL COMPELS THE ANSWER!  Everybody SEEMS TO FORGET—THE TIME OF
THE LORD IS AT HAND!  GOD needs no more sick martyrs or crucified bodies—HIS TIME HAS
ARRIVED and things will begin to reverse directions.  Things are now genetically cloned and tampered to
do EXACTLY THAT.  The bad hats, people, have outsmarted themselves in every instance abounding.

Can they “shut us down”?  Of course, but they cannot shut down the world, do you see?  They can
depopulate, destroy, burn and slash—but they cannot shut down all the people all the time.  These evil-
mongers feed OFF YOUR BLOOD which to them is YOUR ASSETS.  What happens when there is no
more asset?  When the fuel/food is cut off, the parasite dies, but that doesn’t leave a pretty picture FOR
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YOU, DOES IT?  Well, it is just the way it is and my question to you now is a reverse of what you
continually ask ME: What are you going to do about it?  What are you going to do—period?  You allow
the enemy to steal from you, lie to you, cheat you and you just go on and on—on their side.  So be it.  You
allow my people to be badgered, damaged, hurt and thrown into prison.  Is this supposed to make me, and
My CAPTAIN, happy?  Somebody please tell me WHY GOD SHOULD SAVE ANY OF THESE
SORRY MISFITS?

We are going to continue going right on down the trail, readers, and we are going to have success at our
mission.  We LEARN from the assaults and, after all, is that not the lesson given?

Everybody had best start paying attention because major things are happening.  How many of you realize
Mr. Farrakhan is back in Libya?  Oh indeed, that IS important to YOU in good old USA or South Africa
or Sweden, Denmark or Tasmania.

Criminals now HEAD your States and Nations.  So be it, there, as well.  When you have chosen the rotten
apples to head your harvest of apples—you can expect more and more and more ROT.  At some point,
however, some man somewhere will in honor say ENOUGH.  Some Judge will finally say, “ENOUGH,
this is WRONG!”  Then the dominoes will start to topple right down the whole sick chorus line.  And then
just how much do YOU think Ekkers owe these criminal misfits?  Oh, and just how do you calculate your
answer?

All of you hold Little Crow in your upper prayer-listing.  He is going through some most remarkable and
incredible processing of metamorphoses and changing.  It is a wondrous thing but very, very hard on the
one going through the process.  God knows what HE is doing and so, too, does Little Crow.  I remind you:
THE TIME OF THE GOD OF LIGHT IS AT HAND!  GOD ALSO HAS A PLAN 2000.  AND
REMEMBER, GOD WINS AND EVEN THE SATANIC ADVERSARY KNOWS AS MUCH!

Let me interrupt this writing at this point because my topic will change and there is no need to begin a new
topic when we are out of time.  Thank you and we will write regarding these matters as things unfold.  We
know you are interested in the details and, as our team-mates, you HAVE RIGHT, AND NEED, TO
KNOW.  Salu.
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THU.,  JAN. 9,  1997

IT  SIMPLY  IS  THE  WAY  IT  IS

Dharma, I don’t know, either, how ones “keep up” if they refuse to participate, even when I specifically
ask them to do so.

People are welcome to take whatever course they choose and so be it.  However, it would seem to me
that it might be unwise to deliberately spit upon my face lest you not realize that which you do.

I have ones who decide whether or not it suits them to consider a message my message or Doris on a bad
day.  Believe it or not, ladies and gentlemen, I had a REASON to ask some of you specific persons to
attend Tuesday’s court hearing.  I note this was ignored by the very ones I requested to attend.  But then
to announce that “I” give other information “directly” is a bit outrageous and insulting at the very least.
Dharma has enough problems without such outright absurdity.  From WHOM do you claim to get your
information while in my living room?  Me?  How can it be ALL ways?  Further, how can anyone expect to
have accurate information on your plane to present in our work if you don’t participate, either in the hours
of the other crew or in the receivings of the same directions?

For quite a while I perceive there are some who are quite beyond my simple requests and if there is extra
time in their schedule they may or may not even attend a meeting if it is not inconvenient.  Well, I am feeling
a bit inconvenienced and if you wish to assume it is Doris’ bad day, fine with me.  However, be careful,
friends, because our teachings and readings are coming forth 100% CORRECT!  And you who might
have MISSED Tuesday’s morning in court—missed a real dinger.  Judge Jason Brent was there to aid,
abet and gloat over Horn’s win—ah, but Horn didn’t WIN, did he?  We have even been informed of
cancellation of this morning’s trial status conference—by the Judge in charge.  The court simply does not
know what to do for when you PROVE the lies and criminal actions of the opposing counsel, Steven Horn,
after nine years of litigation, you have proven that other things are WRONG.  And, better yet, the living
“shark” (self acclaimed) Jason Brent had to witness his own probable downfall as the lies were placed on
the altar of the BENCH to be seen by everyone present.

Ah, but when the student considers himself/herself to be greater than the teacher, it is probably time to look
at things for what they ARE.  WHO is giving that input and who has set self up as another’s teacher/
mentor?  Be careful for it is very easy to mislead another less experienced and vulnerable, because of
respect for the assumed teacher having taken the reins of the other’s growth.

Remember, you who would be receivers and set aside in some higher status than another, or whatever you
may think or believe, it will remain the one who offers ALL, gives all they have, serves without stint of time
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or pleasure, demands nothing and forces nothing, who will hold the day.  We have no bindings, no shack-
les, no force, no groupie, no regulators—save integrity, honor and Truth.  This is being proven daily as we
go.

Each and every one and all are welcome to their own opinions, directions and perceptions—however,
when you are at the table of a host of any kind and you complain about the food, the drink, and project self
as if you are the host indeed, it is sometimes not the wisest of attitudes for it requires that you look quite
foolish.  If you cannot abide me, for instance, why then will you stay in MY SPACES?  Why, too, would
you impose upon the patience of my own compatriots?  Would you even do this at Lockheed Industries?
Would you do this at the local bank?  Church?  Do you feel it appropriate to bite the hand that feeds you?
I mean this quite literally.  Or do YOU arrange for the income and expenses of everything and everyone,
including self?

We might say here, “Well, I didn’t feel a need to...”  Are there not phones and FAXes?  Is there not the
simple graciousness of an RSVP?  Who are we trying to fool?  Surely not me and certainly not Doris or
E.J. for they may be fooled but they are not fools.

Well, chelas, the world moves right on and others are doing that which you possibly claimed to wish to
achieve—while you perhaps live a separate and unapproachable existence.  This is one teacher that, when
a student claims to have outgrown me, he/she is welcome to move on.  Or, we are happy to turn the
responsibility of both the classes and the speeches to the new professor.  However, take care that you do
not simply repeat the lessons this professor has already offered you lest you receive a giggle or two from
your classmates.

When you fail to show full respect to those with whom you work, you are not going to win Man or
Woman-of-the-year award.  And, if you claim to know more than me and claim, also, to get it directly from
me—I ask that you PROVE IT—yes indeed, TO ME.

Be most careful that you do not deceive self and bring embarrassment unto the teachers who bestow trust
upon you to not edit and rewrite that which they bring forth into your care.  This is constantly taking place
and no, it is not acceptable, and people are patiently waiting for growth beyond the need of focus on scribe
instead of the speaker.  I can also promise any of you who would present that Doris interjects herself into
my instructions, especially as regards something related to her, that this brings suspicion of self-interests
upon SELF, not my secretary.

I note that some have not even the time to sit perched long enough to hear a full thought if I be speaking.  I
note that unless my hours are committed to your needs, I cannot have your presence even at business
meetings.  I respect you and find that I must be unworthy of your respect enough to have what I may wish
to share, to sit with me.  It reminds me a bit of the story of Esu in the Garden, waiting.  All he asked was that
his friends stand watch with him—and, they all went to sleep.

I can promise you this: Dharma does not sleep at her post.  She thinks today that possibly that may well be
because her backsides might be exposed because the so-called friends are sleeping, awaiting her success
so that they may “have”.  This is not DUTY, friends, this is respect of which I speak.
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Now in consideration of what is taking place I am going to repeat something I have said before on several
occasions: Some of you should look to relocation because you are in the direct line of fire of your friendly
gorillas and you are being eaten alive.  Look around self and check out the bindings of the cocoons within
which you have placed selves while calling it “spiritual” expression.  Look at what YOU are doing and see
whether or not you are trapped within electronic shackles and are failing to mix with the people with whom
you share your daily work.  Resentments are building and those are rightful feelings for if you are not doing
that for which you are responsible, someone has to take up the slack when it comes at times inconvenient
for your handling of that which you consider your prerogative of management.

I ask that you of the team try to make it to bed by midnight, for after midnight is when we can do our work;
while you sleep, soul grows and travels.  Some have no use for such requests and proclaim a separate
schedule which allows a whole other focus and inconvenience of any team-players.  This is your business,
I again remind you—but do not claim to be on my team in this ball game when you refuse to stick to training
regulations, game time, instructions, or flight schedules.  I will refrain from again asking special attendance
for I have just been SHOWN that I am a bit of a pain in the neck to some.  I shall refrain from asking from
you much of any inconvenience save to suggest you do whatever it is you want to do, on your time
schedule, and perhaps you can get along with your co-workers but I think the nerves are a bit frazzled and
frayed and I no longer have need to give them counsel as to patience.  If you can work it out, fine—for I
withdraw my nagging input.  Thank you.  We all trust that you will not be annoyed with any of us when we
ignore your wishes and druthers.  I noted that some of you were totally unimpressed with the simple honor
to John Schroepfer.  Is it too much to ask that we as brethren sit quietly for a few minutes of appreciation
for a life lived and a spirit moved on?

However, do not expect us to wait upon your preferences while you ignore ours.

Some of you wonder over and over again how it is that you are walking in your particular shoes.  It doesn’t
matter except as to realize a goal, perhaps established through perceived past experiences, real or imag-
ined.  It was ever thus, students, for if you cannot learn from expressions of lessons how can you even
perceive THE WORD in reality of Truth?  Can you not sort the parables and grow while not putting the
wrong sized shoes upon your feet—while you have great numbers of available shoes for your use?  Let me
use a bit of example from AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL and look a bit upon what the
great Teacher spoke.  In the copy I have we will begin at the top of page 68 in order to pick up continuity.
Remember that the Cosmic pronunciation and spelling, if you will, is Jmmanuel for expressing “Immanuel”.
You later changed the label to Jesus.

[QUOTING:]

LEAVEN  OF  THE  PHARISEES

Jmmanuel and his disciples then boarded a boat and sailed across the sea and arrived ashore on the
other side of the sea.  They found that they had forgotten to bring bread along on the journey.

Jmmanuel spoke to them, “Take care and beware of the leaven of the Pharisees and the Sadducees.”
[H: By the way, readers, these “Pharisees” are the ones now called Khazarian Zionists.  These
are the self-proclaimed but FALSE “Jews” as have ever been present in service in opposition to
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God and Truth.  I did not say Judeans or any OTHER comment except to define that which IS.
The Pharisees crucified The Teacher sent forth in purity and God-presence for they are the ones
who lost commercial value to such teachings as offered in goodness and honesty.  It is identical
to the confrontations of this day while the Elite and evil would-be-rulers try to garner everything
of physical value, including YOUR freedom.]

They spoke among themselves and one said, “That probably means something to the effect that we
haven’t taken along bread or something else to eat,” and mumbled and grumbled among themselves.
Jmmanuel heard them and he was angry and said, “Oh you of so little faith, why does it concern you that
you have no bread?  Do you still not understand?  Do you not have the imagination to understand my
speeches?  Are you of such little faith and without understanding that you are unable to recognize the
meaning therein?  Do you still not understand, and do you wish to not understand for all times to come?

“Do you not remember the five loaves of bread and the three fishes divided among the five thousand,
and how many baskets you lifted up still filled?  I speak not of the bread you eat every day, but beware
of the leaven of the Pharisees and the Sadducees.”

Finally, they understood that he had not said to be beware of the leaven of the bread, but of
the false and adulterated teachings of the Scribes and Pharisees.

PETER  IN  TROUBLE

Jmmanuel then traveled into the area of Cesarea Philippi and asked his disciples, “Who do these
people say that I am?”

They answered, “Some say that you are John the Baptist, others, that you are Elia, and others again,
that you are Jeremiah or one of the prophets.”

Then Jmmanuel said to them, “Who do you say that I am?”

Simon Peter answered and said, “You are the Messiah the prophets had spoken about, and a son of
the living God, the spiritual ruler of the three human races.”

Jammanuel was most angry with irritation and answered and said unto him, “Oh, you unfortunate one,
my teaching has not revealed it to you, for I instructed you in truth and you have listened not.  I also tell you
that you are a faithful disciple, but your understanding must be compared to that of an unlearned child.  You
are Peter and I cannot build my teaching on your rock, and you will open the portals of ignorance, inas-
much as people will be overcome by your false interpretation of my teaching, and shall follow it, and live
according to false teachings.  I cannot give you the key of the spiritual kingdom, or you would open it with
false locks and false portals.  I am not the son of the spiritual ruler of the three human races, and therefore
not the son of God.

“My mother is Mary who conceived me through a guardian angel, a descendent of our patriarchs, and
my Earthly father is Joseph who is a mortal father to me that I might have Earthly birthright, and further,
Peter, YE SHALL SOME DAY CORRECT THY MISUNDERSTANDING, THAT THE TRUTH
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SHALL GO FORTH TO THE FOUR CORNERS OF YOUR PLANET.”

He then warned the disciples not to tell anyone such a story as had been pronounced by Peter and not
to go forth and teach such erroneous stories and false teachings.  “So be it and Selah!”

From that time forward, Jmmanuel began to tell the disciples that he would have to go to Jerusalem and
that he would be caused to suffer much from the elders and the Scribes and High Priests, because he could
not avoid bringing his teachings unto them.

Peter was angry and said to him, “May God or The Creation prevent that!  This may not be allowed to
happen to you, for they shall arrest, torture, and kill you.”

But Jmmanuel turned to Peter in equal anger and retorted, “Get away from me, Satan.  You are an
annoyance, for you are not thinking in spiritual reasoning, but in human thought and desire.  Simon Peter,
again you make me angry and show your ignorant thinking.  It is not alone your thinking but it comes forth
from your lips in behalf of all my accredited ones.

“Verily, I say unto you this day, because of your ignorance the world will shed much blood, because
you will falsify my teaching and spread it among the people and it will become more and more twisted and
inverted.  You will be guilty of the deaths of many peoples, and of the origin of a false name for me, and of
the evil insult of calling me the Son of God, and that God IS The Creation Itself, for it shall come to pass as
I speak it.

“But you are still under the Grace of my long suffering patience and you can still improve your igno-
rance by some measures, but I am remaining in great annoyance with you, brother.”

And then Jmmanuel said to his disciples, “If someone wants to follow my teaching, he should take the
burden of seeking the truth, of realization, and of understanding upon himself.  But man will surely not do so
for man is lazy and careless; he will believe that which anyone speaks unto him.  It will be those who live
their lives in truth and knowledge who will be victorious, but he who lives his life in untruth and ignorance,
will lose.”

WHAT  WOULD  A  MAN  PROFIT—?

“What would a man profit if he would gain the entire world and all that is in it, and would damage his
spirit?  Or, how can man help his spirit, if he is unable to ‘think’!?  Man must think carefully and learn about
all circumstance in which he finds himself that he not pre-judge without proper knowledge regarding that of
which he judges.  You have neither the patience nor the willingness to go forth and ferret out the truth of a
given circumstance but judge on untruth and limited knowledge and pronounce your judgement loudly all
about the lands.  It will merit you nothing in the spans of that which you call ‘time’.  The Creation is timeless,
and so is the Spirit of man.”

TO  PERFECT  THE  SPIRIT

“Verily I say to you, there are some here who will not taste the power of spirit in this life span, which
they will learn in the next life to come; or the next after that.  But the spirit of man is ignorant as long as he
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has gained knowledge through human thinking and research.  And so the spirit of man is not a machination
of man, but a part of The Creation given to him which has to be made aware and has to be perfected, so
that he proceeds to be One with The Creation, since The Creation, too, lives in constant change and
growth.  I repeat—The Creation is timeless, and so is the Spirit of man.

“The teaching of knowledge is extensive and not easy, but it is the way to life manifold in its manner.
The human life of man is destined to be perfection of the Spirit, so that he lives his life in fulfillment thereof.
Even if man makes mistakes, he learns from them and gathers perception and knowledge, thereby cultivat-
ing his spirit and acting according to his strength.  Without mistakes it is impossible to gather perception
and knowledge so that the Spirit can be cultivated.

“Verily I say to you, the teachings of the High Priests, the Pharisees, and the Scribes are deceptive and
false, when they tell you that a mistake would be punished by God or The Creation, when the mistake
serves the purpose and the knowledge of the Spirit.

“Since there is no mistake that can be punished if this mistake serves the perception and knowledge of
the Spirit, so then there is no mistake that can be inherited, and no punishment in this world or another
world, for the literal punishment of such a mistake would contradict all the Laws of Nature, and thus, all the
Laws of The Creation.

“In this life—still as in another life—there is no punishment, if a mistake has been committed, which
will serve the perception and knowledge of the Spirit.  If man lives with the vocation to perfect his spirit and
obtains perception and knowledge through his mistake, he leads a life for which he was destined.

“However, if man does not learn according to the rules and the size of his Spirit, which is governed by
the Law of The Creation, he is led into things which have to be in accord therewith, since they are destiny.
It shall be long before man comes into his balance in understanding of these words.

“Let it be realized that the spiritual powers of other people affect the life of the individual, either in a
perception of good or bad.”

PERSECUTION  OF  PROPHETS

“But if man at this time begins to think and perceive, he needs the teaching; therefore, the prophets
have been sent by the Celestial Sons to teach the human race the true Laws of The Creation and the
knowledge regarding life.

“The people are still most ignorant, following the false laws of the high priests and the distorters
because they do not perceive the new teaching in its truth.  Incomprehensibly so, they curse the truth which
has to come.  They curse the prophets, stone, kill and crucify them.  But since the teaching of the truth must
be spread among the people, the prophets will simply have to bear the great burdens and whatever
suffering might come forth under the execration of the people.

“Therefore, many prophets have been persecuted, are being persecuted and so shall it be after my time
is past.  The prophecy of the destiny according thereto is that this also applies to me, and that I, innocently,
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will be declared guilty.

“However, brethren, I shall not be killed.  But being in a state of semi-death, I will be considered to be
dead for some three days and nights.  I will be placed in a tomb so that the sign of Jonah will be fulfilled.

“This shall come to pass at such time as I attain a certain perception within myself, increase my own
knowledge, and create a new power in my own Spirit.  So be it for it shall come to pass.”

And thus the days passed in teachings and lessons......

COUNSEL  IN  PRIVACY

.... “If your fellow man makes errors and embraces teaching in falseness, go to him and confront him,
[first] in privacy.  If he listens to you, you have won your fellow man and done a great service.  If he does
not hear you and keeps on embracing his senselessness, let him go, for he is not worthy of your teaching
once you have done all that you can do.  However, come to your own knowledge that that which you
proclaim is in actual fact, truth, and not of your own perception of personal opinion.

“It is better to allow an unreasonable person to walk on the path of misery than to bring confusion to
one’s own Spirit; therefore, take great caution that you be absolute in your TRUTH, and not tainted by
falseness to any manner or degree.

“Verily I say to you:  The heavens would fall down before an unreasonable person could be taught
reason; therefore, beware of same, for acceptance of truth comes from just logic and clarity of reason.

“Sow the seeds of truth and wisdom on fertile soil where they can be germinated and grow, for only
germinated seed and sturdy plants will bring forth great fruit.”

About this time Jmmanuel departed from Galilee and went into the Jewish land, beyond the Jordan
river.

Many people followed him there also, and he healed those who came to him in request for help....

WHAT’S  IN  IT  FOR  US?

.... As they were walking, Peter said to him: “Behold, we have forsaken all to follow you, and what shall we
get for that?”

Jmmanuel spoke to them, “Verily I say to you, you who follow me, some of you will embrace the
wisdom of my teaching, so you will be spiritually great in the incarnations to come.  But some of you will not
perceive the wisdom of my teaching and will spread false teachings about me in the times to come.  But
those shall have a difficult time finding the truth in their coming incarnation.  But you must come into your
truth and wisdom in the conclusion if you are to gain your spiritual perfection.  And thus it will be among the
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human races from East to West, and from North to South.  My teachings will be brought to many, but they
will not perceive it.  Many will follow false teachings about me and therefore not find the truth, because they
consider me God or his son or perhaps even the Son of The Creation.

“Great words will be spoken and some will proclaim that they alone know the truth, because they have
become victims of a terrible mistake, and thus follow evil and falsified teachings.

“Many will be the first among human races, because they will think humanly in their false teachings.  But
they will be the last in spiritual knowledge and very small, indeed, in wisdom.  Wisdom will only be where
the knowledge about wisdom bears fruit and follows and respects the Laws of The Creation in truth.”

[END OF QUOTING]

Now, may we please move on with our work?  It is very important to take a few minutes in paying attention
to the lessons we are given from our own GREATER TEACHERS.  And remember, it takes some stu-
dents longer to comprehend the lessons than it does for others to ASSUME they know it all.  We each
serve whereat we find the most need in personal growth and in fulfilling that which is declared as that which
is to be.

Dharma, for instance, did not somehow take on the load of the world of Truth or Truth-Bringers.  She
agreed to receive, type and set to word, THE WORD, as it would be offered.  She did not take on,
somehow, the judicial system, the care and attending of everyone’s needs, income, and backbreaking load
of anybody’s or everybody’s perception of her task.

Why do you people not go dump the load of the world on the shoulders of Stephen King, or Christopher
Darden or any other scribbler?  Why do you giggle and taunt and ridicule that Dharma is an “E.T. Princess”
and doer of great evil in living—when she has asked for nothing but served MANY?  Dharma doesn’t
intend to misinterpret the message even one more time!  Does everybody hear me?  She does not intend to
suit your needs by misrepresenting TRUTH—not even one more time.  Neither she, nor E.J., enjoy having
to go into courtroom after courtroom wherein their very presence is ridiculed and denied, and, try to stand
for TRUTH against the proficient liars and cheats of the world.  She is far happier to keep her aloneness
and resign from being any kind of a “perhaps” claimed friend.  She asks nothing, claims nothing, and
frankly, has learned to expect nothing—except from myself and God whom she trusts explicitly and NOT
IMPLICITLY.  There is a large, large difference.

We will continue to fulfill our directioned mission—period.  But perhaps it is time some of you other would-
be claimants to the throne would take up the responsibility of bearing the load and “arranging” the way to
this physically demanding accomplishment.  WHO HAS A BETTER WAY?  PROVE IT!  I am as a
scientist—I WANT YOU TO PROVE TO ME—YOUR theories, for I am most willing and ready AND
ABLE to prove mine.

Remember that when, FOR EXAMPLE, Steven Horn is proven to be a liar, cheat and cheat IN A COURT
OF LAW, as was found on Tuesday—every conspiratorial party within his touch—is likewise painted with
his intentions.  This includes Green, Brent, Abbott, Horton, Tuten, Beam, Fort, et al., et al., et al.  The
hours of depositions taken for the purpose of the Nevada Brigade shall now be accounted, along with the
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conspiracy to deny justice and truth through lies projected upon lies.  And what of the Judges who acted
under the assumption that the lies were truth?  There is a great day of reckoning looming ahead like the
proverbial brick wall.

Ah, but YOU too believed Green and Horn?  Well, you shouldn’t have for you had every fact to prove
them liars.  Can Doris face, again, contempt charges because of a publisher that both betrayed and failed
to protect her?  Of course, what are the alternatives, readers?  Give me the alternatives available to HER!
Well, the game is not over, dear friends turned turncoats, for the same one that betrayed and was traitor to
Dharma—has done you in far greater in magnitude of that which you treasure, your physical treasures, than
ever shall befall Doris.  And, if Dharma writes for me and that ends up in a paper somewhere, is it HER
FAULT?  All she does is type and others take that typing and do “something” with it.  Ah, but she is the
one threatened with PRISON for somehow using information like that of a scientist and prior teacher who
proclaimed work to be authentic—from the same resource, yet.  And yet others toss it off as being other
than their problem—they didn’t bother to check possibilities.  Should Dharma perhaps be angry at those
who didn’t “think” or “thought” or, or, or?  Should SHE begin to edit my work rather than write what I ask
her to write?  Is that what others do?  Well, that is not an acceptable alternative.  But, wouldn’t it seem that
those who also erred, stand, at the least, with her in her “garden”, on watch?  Does not everyone expect
the next paycheck or output from this source?  Why has this come to be?  Why does it come to be
somehow “their” problem and none of your own?  How came we to be such an “inconvenience”?  So be
it, for I never tread where uninvited.  Neither do my compatriots who serve in this mission alongside this
team.  Sometimes it is best to look deeply into the mirror and see what you see reflected therefrom.

You see, people, even THE MASTER TEACHER had to walk ALONE to that tree for few dared to walk
beside him or help carry the cross—simply because HE WAS A GOODLY MAN WHO TAUGHT
TRUTH OF RIGHTEOUSNESS AND GOD.  It is fine for God’s accounting is not as creative as might
be Desireé’s and George’s.  The facts will be written there for God only READS intent and is thus not
blinded by the trappings and proclamations.

Is Dharma distressed this morning?  NOT ANY LONGER!  We find our truth and we find our friends—
and as well, we find our enemies among our undecided quibblers.  And, readers, EXAMPLES are what
are presented by the actions of EVERY individual, especially those in lines of authority and management.
WHERE DO YOU STAND, this morning?

Salu.
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FRI.,  JAN. 10,  1997

A  NAME  BY  ANY  OTHER  SPELLING
IS  NOT  THE  SAME  NAME!

Let us look here, for a moment, at “words”.  Now think about how many times you MISinterpret, or
simply forget, a name.  Let us say you are a writer, even of news items, and you are faced with identifica-
tion of say, Quadafi.  I have seen it written as Kadaphi, Quadaffi, Quadaphu, and Kadafi.  Which is
correct?  ALL are correct unless you wish to personalize ONE as head of Libya.  The same with Mr.
Farrakhan who is over there in Libya meeting with this person named (possibly) above.  Who is this
Farrakhan?  Or is it Farikkan?  How about Farrukaun?  Could it be Farikhun?  Perhaps it is Farrikhan?
Or perhaps Ferrakhan?  Is THIS one important?  Only if you are referring specifically to the Leader of the
Nation of Islam in the United States of America!

Let’s go a bit further now and into something that causes Dharma a LOT OF GRIEF as people pour on the
“I know better” and “you speak heresy”.  “Your paper is good if you would just leave out the garbage
about God, because you have it ALL WRONG.”  Wrong?  We have it all wrong?  From whence did YOU
get your information?  Let us even look at the word “whence”, or is it wince?  Perhaps it is whince?  Or,
wence?  Does it matter?  Yes, wince means to “pull back quickly” as in a sort of grimmace, or is it
grimmice?  Perhaps it is gremace?  At any rate, MY useage of the word whence is to inquire of YOUR
source of your information so bluntly judging ours to be wrong?  Have you ever been mistakenly called by
another name or ARRESTED for a crime committed by another because your name is close to the same
and identification is not fully explored?  Lots of people have even been slain for lack of proper identifi-
cation.  Don’t you have better methods for full identification than they did in Jerusalem some 2000 years
ago?  Still, misinformation is pressed forth in the media, in the press, in everyday language.  How do YOU
pronounce Brzezinski?  You know, that chap called Zbigniew.  He is a VERY important person in your
world and how many of you can spell his name if I take away the spelling laid forth here?  Perhaps your
name is Brownen, but perhaps the “en” is not pronounced clearly—how think you might be called?

Well, ladies and gentlemen, whether or not YOU LIKE IT—there was no Judas Iscariot who betrayed a
man named Immanuel that you call Jesus.  “Jesus” was a name attached to Esu (I)(J)(E)mmanuel of the
House of Joseph AFTER Paul (Saul of Tarsus) went to Greece after the alleged crucifixion of “Jesus”.  I
am NOT arguing religion—I AM pointing out that accidental, if not deliberate, tampering and mistransla-
tion has TAKEN PLACE.  Remember that the New Testament was not written until some 300 YEARS
after the departure of this Jesus man.  And, furthermore, JESUS NEVER WROTE ANYTHING!  There-
fore, you have unlearned men carving or scratching in stone some tales long AFTER the events.  Do you
think you could give ACCURATE information even TODAY about the downed TWA Flight 800?  Oh?  It
was Pan Am?  Are YOU  sure?  Who told you?  Have those sources EVER made an error?  Now, please,
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tell me the list of passengers on that crashed plane.  Please make sure you SPELL their names correctly
because it CERTAINLY DOES MATTER.  Oh, and by the way, I want CORRECT information as in the
time of day, date, exact coordinates and all the valid information making up FACT, not FICTION.

You who are unbending in your staunch belief that a thing has to be a certain way—how can you know?
Even the person complaining the loudest and most nastily about this topic misspelled word after word in his
diatribe.  But what do we get in counter-lip?  “Well, damn it, you know what I mean...”  “I” know what
“YOU” mean?  No, I do not know what you mean.  Further, it matters little what you mean if you be
incorrect, other than perhaps YOU ARE THE FOOL and not I.

JUDAS  ISCARIOTH,  JUDAH  IHARIOTH,
JUDAS  ISCARIOT

So, will the REAL kisser of death and betrayor of one Esu Emmanuel stand up?  No, I didn’t say “Jesus”,
although I can toss that one in for your own comfort.  Will the real betrayor of Jesus stand forth, please?  IS
THERE POSSIBILITY AFTER 2000 YEARS THAT SOMEONE MISSPELLED THE NAME?  How
about the fact that FALSE INFORMATION was, as in most crimes, projected to protect the guilty?  The
guilty in this instance being the son of a HIGH-RANKING PHARISEE.  The man named Judas Iscarioth
(THAT YOU FALSELY LABEL JUDAS ISCARIOT) was the closest friend to the Master Teacher of
any of his friends.  However, the one who betrayed the Master Teacher was Judah Iharioth, the son of the
Town Political Head, a Pharisee.  Does this make any difference?  Of course it makes tremendous differ-
ence!

What if your name is Clinton, even Bill Clinton, and the police come and arrest you for “Clinton’s”
indiscretions with one Paula Jones?  Do you even know this Paula Jones?  Would you be upset or any-
thing?  Once they execute you for these crimes can you protect yourself?  How?  If the political powers
that be DECIDE TO PLACE BLAME ON YOU TO PROTECT THE PRESIDENT, HOW ARE YOU
GOING TO PROVE YOU ARE NOT BILL CLINTON?  AFTER ALL, THAT IS YOUR NAME
AND PERHAPS THAT HAS BEEN YOUR NAME FOR EXACTLY AS LONG AS IT HAS
BEEN SLICK WILLIE’S NAME.  Clinton’s Father was not even “Clinton”, he came from the Blyth
family tree of the Rockefeller clan.

So, COULD SOMEONE, in 2000 years with thousands of language translations, be INCORRECT—
possibly?

So again, when anyone bashes me and/or my secretary for writing something, is it not just possible that
perhaps someone else could have erred?  I am not “protecting” as the accusation goes, one Judas Iscariot—
there simply was no Judas Iscariot in any connection, when the Teacher was betrayed.  Perhaps you might
wish to consider just WHO is in error?

There are even errors in AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL.  The scrolls are in ancient
Arabic-Hebrew, translated into Greek, among other languages, and then finally into German.  How many
of THESE LANGUAGES do “YOU” speak?  Well, if you didn’t speak Ancient Arabic then you MADE
MISTAKES in both spelling and translation for one language is symbols and the other alphabetic—but try
YOUR ENGLISH ALPHABET on Ancient Greek!  Modern Greek?  Well, how about Ancient Aramaic?
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Oops, I erred above, the scrolls were in Ancient Aramaic—so, do you speak fluent Aramaic?  In what
language WAS IT that translated Judas Iscariot into placement?  And believe me, even you skeptics, this
new Emmanuelian theory of such as Christianity was the cult to end all cults!  Oh, you thought it was the
Jesuan Theory of something or other?  No, the man (Master Teacher) taught the TRUTH of “CHRIST”-
ness versus the concept of EVIL being the right way to go.  So, this “Jesus” was called the Teacher of
Christ Theory of “goodness” (GOD-NESS), the Atonian realization of THE “ONE” GOD.  He did not,
either, blunder into calling God, The Creation.  There is “God” and there is “The Creation” and one is a
PART of the other, but is NOT the SAME.

So then, does Dharma have total recall?  Does she have total visual memory retention?  Does she have a
photographic memory?  No, none of the above.  She is bright and can LEARN—but I HAVE TOTAL
RECALL, A PHOTOGRAPHIC RETENTION, etc.  All she needs to have to work for me is being able
to type letters on a keyboard and accept the responsibility of not EDITING, to please her “rathers”, the
material.  Have you people not had enough LIES?  You are in a mess, people, so DON’T YOU WANT
TRUTH in order to straighten out your very lives?  Certainly NO ONE FROM HERE IS FORCING
ANYTHING ONTO ANYONE!  You don’t think much of my input?  Well, frankly, I don’t think much of
your unlearned input.  I look and study ALL; you REFUSE to even consider possibilities.  Who might well
have the most knowledge?  I didn’t say intelligence, I said “knowledge”.  If my input be incorrect—
PROVE IT.  I can PROVE your input is incorrect.  I can begin to prove it by asking someones of you, who
had a birthday last May, on what day of the week did that fall?  What did you have for breakfast that
morning?  Did they bomb the Oklahoma City building that morning or did they burn Waco—do you
remember?  Oh, that was in April?  April 9th, 12th or 19th?  And was it LAST year?  From which channel
or radio station were you gaining your information or was it from a friend or paper?  What friend and what
paper and where did FRIEND get his/her information?  How many days lapsed before the Natives of
Alaska learned of the Bombing?  How about Brazilians?

Check yourself right now: Do you have a current set of Encyclopedias?  Do you have a current World
Almanac?  HOW MUCH OF EITHER HAVE YOU ACTUALLY STUDIED WITH INTENT TO
KNOW CONTENTS?  THEN WHY DO YOU TREAT YOUR VERY SOUL WITH SO LITTLE
ATTENTION TO ITS NEED FOR TRUTH?

Tell me what your pancreas does, please.  How about the hypothalmus?  The pineal?  What about the
Eustacian tubes?  Or is that eustaction tubes?  Perhaps Eustacean?  What about your Falopian tubes?
Your, er, Fillopeans?  Your Philappoians?  Phaloppians?  Felopians?  Falopians?  Fallopians?  Well, which
is it?  “It” are “they” and a female cannot bear children if those tubes are not present and open.  HOW
MUCH DO YOU KNOW ABOUT YOURSELF?  Strangely enough, I know all about MYSELF.
Further, I can tell you that in English it is Fallopian.  In Greek or Latin, however, it is not even recognizable
as the SAME thing.  How dare you pronounce me an evil liar because YOU DON’T KNOW VERY
MUCH ABOUT ANYTHING?

So, the man you NOW call “Jesus”, but was not, was NOT BETRAYED by Judas Iscariot and no matter
how I might wish to make it be so—for you, it is NOT TRUE.  All the voting in of the names and circum-
stances WILL NOT MAKE IT ONE IOTA TRUTH.  And no, I don’t care what Paul (remember old Saul
of Tarsus, the ENEMY of Jesus Christ [as you label him??]) wrote or said about the subject.  I don’t care
what Peter wrote—if it was not so, it was not, and IS NOT, so.  Truth does NOT change with the whims
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of man.  Truth is infinite and never changes—lies are like the wind and never hold truth—not even for one
moment in time.  And when you speak of Judeo-Christian religions you are as absurd in every instance as
saying the Lie-Truth religion.  It simply cannot be for one is in extreme opposition to the other.  If you have
Jewish religion which denies a messiah in the form of Emmanuel or Jesus or whatever and you have another
based on the very belief that Jesus is Christ—you have extreme opposites and they cannot meld one within
the other.  If you want to have a religion based on mutual possibilities—try the CORRECT history books,
not such as a “BIBLE” called “holy”.

If, however, YOU DESIRE TRUTH IN SPIRITUALITY and wish to live those ideals—you must go
within and KNOW TRUTH, PRESENT TRUTH AND ACT TRUTH.  Anything that moves you away
from God of Light IN TRUTH—is “away from God” and is simply identified and defined as “evil”, no
more or less.  If you assume there to be no evil—then look again at the definition for there is evil in
abundance and you go further and pronounce “SIN” upon the actions.  Well, “sin” is an error in efforting to
reach that which is perfection.  Good or bad has little meaning.  Right and Wrong are totally useful words.

MILES  MUZIO,  INTREPID  WEATHERMAN
OF  CHANNEL  29

Now for you locals, i.e. Rick, who spoke with Miles Muzio, the neighbor across the street from Ekkers
and of Channel 29, Bakersfield, about court the other day and he laughed and referred to Doris as “the
E.T. Princess”, etc.  He works with one Rusty Shoup.  Well, Doris practically reared Rusty’s brother Steve
who was a very, very close friend of son, Gene.  Remember that the Ekkers lived for nearly two decades
in La Crescenta, Los Angeles, Calif.  Small world?  Well, yes indeed.  Therefore, I would suggest you call
him back and ask him to ask Rusty to ask Steve just how crazy are the Ekkers?!?  There is an interesting
side-note, however, for the last time Steve came to visit he was in a rock band of some sort, had orange
and purple hair in peaks, a rock/zoot suit and looked like something as far-out as Rusty ever got.  If you
want character references, however, GO TO ONES WHO KNOW THE TRUTH—EKKERS WERE
THE ONES WHO TOOK THESE KIDS, including Steve, CAMPING, RIDING, TO THE OCEAN,
OVER FOR DINNER AND ALWAYS HAD A BED FOR THEM.  Let us get some light on who is nuts
and who is totally happy to be UNINFORMED.  Perhaps some of you should mail Mr. Muzio this
message since his address is so nearly the same as Ekkers, i.e., 21516 Adam Drive, Tehachapi, Ca.,
93561.

Don’t misunderstand, readers, Mr. Muzio was not even disrespectful and it was even quite humorous.  It
is simply that a struggle against all odds for Ekkers to stay alive in court SHOULD HAVE NO REFER-
ENCE TO ANYTHING ELSE—ESPECIALLY E.T. PRINCESSES AND “EVERYBODY KNOWS
ABOUT ‘THEM’...”  I ask, what does ANYONE really KNOW about them?  Can you see what gossip
and misinterpretations of things can merit the gossiper?  That nice meteorologist, for instance, becomes a
tool of the Elite factions in this town for he is publicly recognized for his television persona.  He becomes
the very vessel to fill with Jason Brent’s garbage for the Elite always want to be seen associating with the
public figures—especially politicians who want election to ruling posts.  I chuckle for it is EKKERS who
can put Miles Muzio into a position of having a whole network under his management and, if he likes,
ownership.  Sometimes we just don’t make wise choices, DO WE?

Who would YOU believe?  The man who advertises as does Jason Brent: Shark?  You bet!  Or someone
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who takes kids camping to allow them to have something to do other than drugs and shooting one another?
Would you have someone who forms conspiracies against YOU-THE-PEOPLE or ones who simply try
to tell the TRUTH, and LIVE the truth?  How long must nice, honest people have to lose everything
they have to the “sharks” who eat people alive at any cost and form coalitions with others WHO ARE
KNOWN TO BE LIARS, CHEATS AND THIEVES, unless of course, you don’t consider the THEFT
of $400,000 a problem.  Well, perhaps it is no larger than stealing a home and property but BOTH do
considerable hurt to the one who is the brunt of such actions.  The interesting thing is the JOINING IN
CONSPIRATORIAL COALITION one with the others against the TRUTH that we find most intriguing—
and getting away with these lies and misbehaviors for year upon year while the atrocities get even worse
and worse.  However, remember something, it was said by a great mind, that the more outrageous the LIE,
the easier it is for the most people to believe.  Moreover, distract the masses with some distraction of
interest and they will never again even bother to look at the original indiscretion.  Why is it easier FOR
YOU TO BELIEVE THE LIES than the simple truth?

How many of you have longer an interest in O.J. Simpson even though the defense team is PROVING that
Simpson is innocent and has even shown OTHER proven players in the game?  Are you more interested
in the kid shot in Bakersfield?  Oh, you didn’t even know about that?  Well, what about the little Miss
America, or whatever, strangled (by an insider) the day after Christmas?  This was a six-year-old baby
who was presented and shown like a 30-year old doll or painted fake pottery.  How many of you will
watch Dr. Golden’s rerun blood evidence rather than get the gore and details of a rape and murder of the
little stage doll?  Can you see how far you as a society have digressed when the boy in Bakersfield is left
unnoted and an unknown child wrapped in intrigue and sexual overtones is sought after with relentless push
and shove, along with atrocious speculations about everything and anything.  The boy in Bakersfield was
shot in front of a school but, oh well, it was “gang related”.  Well, gang related is what is going to kill off you
nice people in the most amazing numbers, not the killer in Boulder, Colorado.  And, further, the GANGS
who build killers will not care whether or not you are a beauty queen or even important.

You spend more time arguing over such stupid things as Ebonics and Spanenglish (no, I jest not) than you
do noting that you no longer have reasonable English to be taught in any of the schools, not to mention slang
usage by individual stereotypes and cultures.  About the only real math taught any longer is how many
bullets fit into a “six-gun”.  And by the way, if that is blood on the Shroud of Turin—why doesn’t somebody
do some DNA on it?  Oh, you don’t have anything or anyone to type it AGAINST?  Well, guess what, you
rarely have such luxury.  And, the tests are only as good as the operator!  The very BEST WAY TO SET-
UP SOMEONE FOR ANYTHING—is to scatter some blood around and have it typed by a con-
spiratorial buddy in the laboratory.  And lie detectors?  An agent in any enforcement agency is required to
be able to fool a lie detector machine.  It is mandatory in the CIA and probably the FBI.  That test proves
so little that it is still not acceptable as evidence in TRIAL.  And further, DNA testing can only be utilized to
RULE OUT a given suspect as to paternity.

Hummnn, and IF your tales are correct about all people stemming from one Adam and one Eve, you have
a real problem, don’t you?  That means that through incest you have created a massive population of
related human beings and DNA would prove as much. Wow!!  Now that is a Zinger, isn’t it?  Well, THAT
was in your Holy Bible!  If you can’t “well I mean...” that one—then why do you perceive that Judas
Iscariot might have NOT been Juda Iharioth?  For in any event, the person in dispute is one Judas Iscarioth!
And don’t you think that mistake of calling that man Judas Iscariot might well be possible?  Who ends up
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looking the fool in such an argument over POSSIBILITIES?  And remember something, even you most
staunch debaters: with God EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE!  Worse yet for you disagreeable rut-dwell-
ers, with God even “I” am possible and you might well be wise to hold that in your hearts.

And who does Dharma claim to be?  Doris Elouise Jones Ekker, a human female, mother and grand-
mother who prefers cooking to typing, raising and playing with birds rather than puppies and dwells in a
rented property across the street from Miles Muzio in Tehachapi, California, U.S.A.  She is a former
resident of Athenia, Greece, Texas and California.  She has blood and not green insect chlorophyll; she
doesn’t have blossom petals for eyelashes or hair, she speaks only English (a great disadvantage) and has
a medical educational background, having served Children’s Hospital of Los Angeles for a decade in
Dialysis and Transplantation programs.  Does this an E.T. Princess make?  So be it!  Is that the back-
ground of your ordinary Transient Flake as Jason Brent labelled the Ekkers?  Does this background seem
to add up to being the ones who “destroyed the S&Ls” according to public statements by Jason Brent?
Does this background seem to point to E.T. Princesses and Princes?  Doris worked with and for MANY
“Jewish Princes and Princesses”—and loved them all and they adored her.  Does that make her anti-
Semitic as both Horn and Jason Brent stated and used in court against these people?  What is the matter
with you people?  What have you as a population of so-called citizens lowered yourselves to becoming?
Doris ran an outpatient medical clinic in a prestigious area of Detroit, Michigan—with ALL “Jewish”
physicians and they not only worked well together but absolutely loved one another—and certainly anti-
Semitic was not even a known term in those “ancient” of days.

Jason Brent labels Ekkers as people he “VIOLENTLY (and that is a STRONG word) dislikes”—under
oath in legal documentations.  He calls them anti-Semitic cult members.  Well, this same man RUNS ads in
the paper for Jews to join together in a group in Tehachapi and to contact him for membership arrangements.
Is this not asking people to come and join a cult of some kind?  I guess he would call it “Semitic” but the
Jews, as in Jason Brent, are not Semites (from the tribes of Shem)—WE ARE.  Now, how do you like
those historical FACTS?

I am, yes indeed, having some problems with Dharma who is simply exhausted with the ongoing battle—
”for what”?  Even ones close, when they don’t like what I write, simply mark it off as Doris having input
on a bad day.  No, Dharma does NOT have input even on a bad day, week, month or year and when
Doris has enough—Doris makes a statement!  Opinions?  Yes.  Don’t you have opinions?  Or, do YOU
always tout SOMEONE ELSE’S opinions?  Doris will never even make her opinions to reflect what might
be MINE unless she absolutely agrees.  If you work for someone: ARE YOU THAT SOMEONE?  If you
work for CNN are YOU MR. TED TURNER OR MR. TIME-WARNER?  If you clerk and charge the
prices demanded by Mr. Price or Mr. Costco and PriceCostco—are YOU MR. PRICE OR COSTCO?
No such persons?  HOW DO YOU KNOW?  PROVE IT TO ME!  I know ‘A’ Mr. Price—does he own
Costco?  Who cares?  More importantly, I know a man named Gary who starts up such as PriceCostco
and Fedco and is waiting to do a layout commercial operation for US if we ever get beyond the Green
Brigade and the Horn-Brent coalition of liars, thieves, and cheats.  And by the way, whatever Ekkers may
or may not have—HAS NOT ONE IOTA OF ANYTHING TO DO WITH ME.  Because YOU know
someone who, or you yourself, works for Costco does it mean that the owner’s property is somehow
YOURS?  Take it and you will find that you have done what Mr. Green did—steal from your own boss.
And oh yes, indeed, I do mean “boss” as in employer.  And no, I don’t mean Ekker-Ekker-Phoenix as had
become the legal Abbott-Horton tag to misinform the Judicial processing Judges involved.  I work for
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GOD so in effect MR. GREEN stole FROM MY BOSS, GOD!  THAT IS NOT NICE.

Ah, but it is supposed to be so easy to steal from God because God is just supposed to lay around like a
limp wad of rag and do nothing but bless you, turn his cheek, and allow you to get away with everything,
including MURDER.  Well, wrong, readers.  God is not that way!  You who “get” God and abuse truth and
right actions—will get your own tricks back on you EVERY TIME.  Just WATCH my bouncing markers
in this “sing-along”.

I hope I have responded adequately to the writers who denounce possibilities that some of what we write
may just be factual truth and not simply plagiarism.  I might well warn you that errors in “copied” material
far exceed any you will find in ours.  Just WHO copied WHO first?  It IS important to CORRECTLY
know that answer.  I would suggest that even in the case of Walter Russell, HE COPIED THE WORK OF
ONE YOU CALL “JESUS” CHRIST.  Is that plagiarism?  Is it plagiarism if YOU quote from the “good
book”?  Which book?  I And My Father Are One, God Is Light, and on and on and on—is this plagia-
rized material?  Well, a funny thing happens at the forum of literary censorship: the copyright industry to
protect myths and possible disinformation, the Bibles you use are COPYRIGHTED, readers.  Go look for
yourselves.  And, therefore, anyone writing after the Master Teacher walked your shores, is PLAGIARIZ-
ING the presentation of LIGHT, LOVE, TOTALITY, DUALITY, VOIDANCE and ETERNAL BE-
ING—I don’t care who they are!  Does anyone think US&P, even Walter Russell, has a corner on
electricity, pulses, gravity, unity, duality, motion, non-motion, etc?  Walter Russell GAVE THE WORLD
his work and said so—somebody came along AFTER RUSSELL and got it copyrighted!  You see, we
never made it to trial on this matter.  Nothing was used that was copyrighted.  The only book Doris even
had available was a 1927 early, early Edition of Russell’s work and it bears NO COPYRIGHT INFORMA-
TION.

Any other material was from a Study Course PURCHASED at full price as a STUDENT LEARNING
COURSE (so a student does, don’t they, have a right to learn?).  Moreover THAT PARTICULAR ISSU-
ING OF THE HOME STUDY COURSE—WAS WITHOUT VALID COPYRIGHT—PROVEN IN
THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS.

Now they are back, suing for Contempt of Court, my scribe, because others erred in using material
passing the checkers and slipping through because they were personally done letters, etc., for specific
personal usage.  Fine, if you think the “Monkey” trial (Scopes) was interesting and certainly public-
attention-getting—let’s try the subject of GOD, WHO IS GOD AND WHAT IS GOD, for openers.  And
what do you think that litigation might cost such as US&P?  Doris might not be able to counter-sue now
because there is an agreement she was caused to sign to not do competitive business against US&P—but
if they toss her into prison for this UNJUST cause and claim—oh my...!  And competitive business?  Say
what?  There has not been one cent of anything for Ekkers—ever in this whole line of interchange—only
painful outgo, expenses, endless court cases, loss through direct theft and USERS, always there are the
takers and users.  Well, they better start USING someone else because there is no longer ability to simply
smash, at will, these people who simply serve and share to the very best of their ability.  It would behoove
those such as Timothy Binder to LEARN FACTS about these people AND ABOUT THE ONES WHO
HAVE FED HIM LIES AND DIS- MIS-INFORMATION.

US&P is considered, by definition, a “cult”.
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There is nothing here even remotely resembling anything other than some friends.  There isn’t even A
corporation on which to focus, particularly; there is no church, religion, group or ORGANIZATION here
upon which to focus and point fingers.  Any finger pointing has been done by ones in DISINFORMA-
TION PROJECTING.  When George Green left this place even the taint of such a thing as “followers”
went with him—according to his OWN CLAIMS.  He told the world that even “Commander Hatonn
went with him and Desireé”, so be it, he can certainly have whatever he wants of that ilk of bad publicity
and FALSE claims.

When we are writing as now, Doris has no way to know what I might be using as backup material.  I don’t
come forth as a fortune teller with great and grand revelations to shock or intrigue you—I BRING YOU
TRUTH AS IT EXISTS.  She knows Isaac Newton’s Principia Mathematicus better than she knows
anything about Walter Russell and knows NOTHING about US&P and/or one Timothy Binder.  George
Green on the other hand CLAIMS intimate working relationship with Binder, seminar joint speakers, has
hidden and secret settlements, etc., with him and US&P.  Green was the publisher of any material that was
published by America West.  Green got permission for use of material and that is proven, from Mullins to
others like Coleman, that he also used badly.  WHY did he not clear any possible toe-stomping?  He
claims he knew Binder, Russell, et al.  Doris never claimed ANYTHING, much the less seminar circuit
contacts.  Ah, Pandora’s Box is filled to overflow with lots of secret things which are now, like emerging
moths, flying about here and there and landing on so many as to be shocking.  Green’s lies and conspira-
torial associations run from Costa Rica, Puerto Rico, Texas, Nevada, Montana, California, Colorado—
and gobs of other places.  I find it interesting that Timothy Binder even has a place in MONTANA and the
assumption from Green’s babblings is that they have/had a really close relationship.  George describes
Binder as being “just a Prince of Guy”.  Oh, and just how would Green know this when HE WAS THE
ONE NAMED FIRST in the original legal confrontation?  George went even further, however, and some-
how got away with continuing to sell the banned books while getting Doris saddled with Contempt of
Court charges.  Green also used EVEN EKKERS’ ATTORNEY to work with Binder’s attorney to get the
BOOKS, IN COURT, released TO HIMSELF.

Prince of a guy?  Well, perhaps the BLIND prince of Nottinghead?  We have no bone to pick with Timothy
Binder or anyone else.  Further, we cannot offer more honor to any mortal person than to Chief Melford
Okilo who is the just recently deposed C.E.O. and President of US&P.  We will continue to offer whatever
we can share with Chief Okilo who will now be moving back to Nigeria.  That in itself seems a most
interesting turn of events, to me.  However, frankly speaking, I have now decided it not even worthy to try
for any pleasant association with that organization for there seems to be nothing similar between what is
preached and what is practiced—in the name of one gone on before.  I further find it quite unacceptable
that anyone would take the inventions, ideas and offerings of GREAT SCIENTIFIC MINDS as are
Russell and Tesla—and utilize them for personal gain and patent purposes.  However, to each his own
method of assumption of property.  I wonder if they also copyright DaVinci’s work and notebooks?  Do
you suppose they copy any of Tesla’s works—after all, WE HOLD ORIGINAL PUBLICATIONS OF
THOSE PATENTS from Nikola Tesla, and also, the works of DaVinci.

I need to leave this now and, no thank you, you who are going to direct my work, either here or anywhere
around your dimensional space.  I write what I find necessary to write.  I do, however, honor any commit-
ments and will not break an agreement intentionally—EVER.  I especially would not get my secretary in
trouble for my own indiscretions and inattention if I can catch a blunder in time.  There were no blunders,
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however, only snitches in the form of Ann Beam, George Green, Fort, et al.  Mr. Binder is simply MISIN-
FORMED and when he wakes up—he may well find he has the foundation for a full blown and legitimate
SUIT AGAINST THAT GREEN BRIGADE for misleading him with false and mis- information.  Or,
perhaps there is that wondrous new BUSINESS relationship now formed, as Mr. Green boasts, for his
“Development” programs.  If so, then perhaps Mr. Binder might well look more carefully at his opponent
and also more carefully at that shrewd multi-millionaire developer who claims he shares his projects NOW.
Oh yes, Dr. Binder, it is being scattered all over the radio waves.  And, further, the very Judge “Coyle”
before whom you hold this new suit in court also holds major cases against Green et al.  George Green
EMBEZZLED (stole) gold, funds, projects, etc., from us—do you THINK he will not USE YOU, Sir?
He, and his buddies, have already given you supposedly unsuspecting ones, the kiss of the serpent.  When
a man lies to everyone ELSE—think ye not that that man will NOT LIE TO YOU?

Good morning and keep up your chin, typist, for God also has a Plan 2000.
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CHAPTER  15

REC  #2    HATONN

SAT., JAN. 11, 1997  3:11 P.M.  YR.10, DAY 148

SAT.,  JAN. 11,  1997

DEEP  IN  THE  HEART  OF  ANYWHERE

Whether you are in the heart of Texas, as the tune goes, or in the heart of Africa, you cannot escape the
New World Order or the death therefrom.  “Over what?”, you might well ask, and of course the answer is
always: power and things at any cost—TO YOU, OF COURSE.

By the way, the assumption that George Green is in Las Vegas seems to be a rather incorrect positioning.
He can be reached, at least as a Distributor, in Idaho, Couer d’Alene.  Where is that and how do you spell
it, for sure?  Well, it is in Kootenai County and just to the east of Spokane, Washington.  How close is that
to Col. Gritz’s operation?  Close enough to build a development of dome houses, I suspect, in Nearly
Heaven, as Bo called the place and suggested on national radio that they should probably have domed
houses there.  It is just south of Sandpoint—which has a familiar ring to the name.  No, I don’t know how
many people know this information—neither do I care a whit.  I suppose it would be difficult for process
servers and perhaps even for his own attorneys to keep up with him.  He has pretty much screwed them
and kissed them off anyway.  They aren’t going to really like it, however, when they find what he has
actually done to them professionally and otherwise.  Remember that George just loved to send around his
information and disinformation—to “everybody” and some of it his own attorneys will wish he had not
done so.

Is George working with Timothy Binder?  Who cares?  Timothy Binder also has a place in Montana so
perhaps he is or was.  It really doesn’t longer matter, readers, and I don’t wish to offend you but, where
George Green is operating is of little interest to me except as it touches us and, yes, I suppose it has
touched us greatly but it is not our problem because he has been proven now to be a liar, a cheat and an
embezzler.  Wouldn’t it be nice if you could send all his emissaries with him?  Mr. Binder is again caught
being fed bit by bit by these emissaries and, of course, George has not paid US&P his agreed payments.
We simply now wish we had seen this through to its rightful conclusion, but to spend more and more funds
on legal harangue seems quite pitiful to me and surely cannot help the account of US&P.  Ekkers have less
than they did at the first confrontation so what else is new.  Prison?  Well, if necessary to pay fees, I
suppose, for you cannot get blood from a turnip.  We haven’t found, however, ANY attorney who works
for free!  NONE!!  All this does, however, seem quite sad for the ones who served Green so faithfully and
got caught in the dirty dealings.  Each made a choice in the matter and we can no longer help those who so
deliberately insisted on listening to this man and contributing funds to this man and his attorneys to be
consumed in senseless waste.  What did Green promise you?  What did Horton and Abbott promise you
unsuspecting people?  What possible good did you think you could do to involve selves in a conspiracy
with Jason Brent and Steven Horn?  They have been caught in their own trap as of this week!  And, they
plan to lay the blame on YOU.  When the Judge finds that Mr. Binder has acted on information sent by
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Green’s buddies, he is not going to be finding it longer funny.  To lump all these cases together simply spells
R.I.C.O., ladies and gentlemen.

So, do you think the Elite New Worlders want you poor little people making decisions regarding “their”
business??  Perish the thought for the word we got back from as high as you can get is that they wouldn’t
use the ass if they needed one.  And the Nevada legal “authorities” proclaim both Abbott and Horton to be
sick old men waiting to kick the proverbial bucket.  That doesn’t sound too hopeful for ones who will
give them the rest of your assets.  The part about them being sick is quite right as both are slipping badly.

Jason Brent is desperately trying to distance himself from that groupie ever since he witnessed the fiasco
against Horn last Tuesday.  He even pulled the portion of his advertisement for business referring to
Sharks, etc.

Now please, let us move from personal things and back to one of the most atrocious things coming down
in the world today—the destruction of Africa.

To understand where we will be going with this, you will need to remember the Barrick Gold Corp.
(Canada based) and realize that it owns even the Goldstrike properties in Nevada.  In Sept. (17th for
inquiring minds), 1996 former Canadian Prime Minister Brian Mulroney met with Bush at Goldstrike in
Elko, Nevada.  By the way, Bush is “honorary senior adviser” to the Barrick corporation.  After that, Bush
wrote to Indonesia’s President Suharto, seeking the Barrick takeover of the Busang gold mine.  Mean-
while, simultaneously, British-backed forces were carrying out mass murder in Zaire, preparing the
WAY FOR BARRICK AND OTHERS TO LOOT THE COUNTRY.  Readers, these are simply
NOT NICE PEOPLE.  And where might be Henry Kissinger?  Oh, just busy, busy kissing horses’ assets
at Ascot with the Queen.

There is no way I could do better than has Jeffrey Steinberg of Executive Intelligence Review [EIR] in a
feature article from January 3, 1997.  I just don’t know how else to get information to you people for I
realize you can’t take every journal offered, and besides Dharma doesn’t have time to read what we write,
so much the less everything written in this world game.  There are ones here, however, IN CONSTANT
TOUCH with people from EIR—AT LEAST WEEKLY.  So, we offer this with permission and apprecia-
tion.  It is invaluable as extensions to the Special Reports shared with you.  We can only urge you to make
these things available to youself for full coverage as you can.  When people are sincerely trying every
method to salvage the world from the Usurpers, they are incredibly sharing of anything and everything—if
we can get the word to just one more reader.

Well, we can do better than that for part of our ground team is in South Africa and they SEE the death of
that nation running full-steam ahead.

[QUOTING:]

GEORGE  BUSH’S  ‘HEART  OF  DARKNESS’

By Jeffrey Steinberg
EIR Feature
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On Dec. 1, 1996, former President George Bush gave an interview to Parade magazine, in which he
stated: “I don’t want to be at the head table anymore.  I care about being a good citizen.  I don’t join
boards of directors, and I don’t go into business deals.  I’ve had every opportunity to join in putting a
petrochemical plant in Kuwait, a chance to make money.  I haven’t done it.  The way I make a living is
giving speeches.  Get paid a lot of money for giving a speech.  No conflict of interest.”  [H:  Wow, and Oh
Barf, Barf.]

This statement was an outright lie; a lie that Sir George Bush arranged to appear in the pages of a
weekly newspaper insert that reaches millions of households in every part of the Untied States.  George
Bush does, indeed, have a very important foreign corporate affiliation: In May 1995, the Canada-based
Barrick Gold Corp. created an international advisory board around the personal leadership of Bush, and
Bush was designated “honorary senior adviser” to that board—a legal fiction to disguise the former
president’s active role as chief business developer for the company.

What, then, is Barrick Gold Corp.?

THE  DESTRUCTION  OF  AFRICA

[H: Do any of you still think gold is not going to be worth something one of these days?]

It is understandable that Bush did not wish to advertise his ties to Barrick.  The company is not only an
important corporate element of the London-centered Club of the Isles and the British global raw materials
cartel—a British link that might prove embarrassing to Sir George, at a point when Anglo-American rela-
tions remain at a low point, and when British propaganda organs are leading an all-out assault upon the
U.S. Presidency.  But, Barrick, along with the South Africa-based ANGLO AMERICAN CORP., is
engaged in a strategic metals grab in Central Africa, which is being abetted by the greatest genocide per
capita in modern times.

From April 1993, when Uganda’s President Yoweri Museveni, on behalf of London, launched the
genocide of the Hutu majority in Rwanda, through to the ongoing invasion by the same Museveni-led
forces in eastern Zaire, Central Africa and the Horn of Africa have been turned into a killing field.  Local,
British-sponsored “countergangs” have been unleashed to depopulate a region that possesses the world’s
richest string of precious metal deposits, while a string of Club of the Isles metals cartels, including Barrick,
moves in for the kill.

As you will read below, the invasion of eastern Zaire, by the combined armies of Rwanda and Uganda,
which began in September 1996, coincided with the Barrick and Anglo American metal grabs in the very
same area.  The net result of the invasion, and the simultaneous launching of an “internal” rebellion by
longtime British provocateur Laurent Kabila, was the depopulating of a string of camps that were holding
Rwandan Hutu refugees.  Thousands of those refugees were killed in the fighting between the British-
backed invaders and French-supported Hutu guerrillas; at least another quarter-of-a-million refugees were
driven into the wilderness, to face death by disease and starvation; and another half a million fled back
across the border into Rwanda, to face likely extermination at the hands of the Tutsi.

[H:  I am amused at you who still stop and ask me, “Just what are you going to do about this?”
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What is it that YOU want ME to do about this mess?  What I do see is a way to keep the world
from toppling in the wind of a collapsed economy—if we need to back contracts with gold.  The
very ones who can’t have a collapse at this time may very well wish to help us a bit.  We are no
more wanting to destroy the stability of economies than is anyone in the top ranks of dictator-
ships.  Won’t this upset the DeBeers cartel?  Nope, they are a nice fat part of it all.  Neither is
this any offense to the Oppenheimer family and their Anglo American Corp.  They are all of the
Club of the Isles and I would think they might well ALL like to assist us in some of our earthly
needs if we only stick to good business and helping keep humanity off their necks as we are such
a dreadful annoyance.  George Bush said about us, one day last year, that we were “only just an
annoyance to him...”  So be it, mankind is free to do whatever mankind chooses and the rest will
simply have to declare “survival” mode.  Oh well....  We need some funding for these goodly
projects (that help them as well) and they have it, they also have the security blanket to cover
themselves and us AND Dharma is tired of being “bumped off” at random times when it is an
inconvenience.  NEITHER GOD NOR ANYONE IS GOING TO SAVE YOUR WORLD FOR
YOU—YOU HAVE TO DO THAT WHICH IS DONE FOR I RUN AROUND WITH AN A-6
SECURITY, ABOVE TOP-SECRET RATING, AND JUST BECAUSE I AM BIGGER, DOES
THAT GIVE ME A RIGHT TO CONTROL, FORCE, OR DESTROY ANYONE JUST BE-
CAUSE “YOU” DON’T LIKE THEM?  PLEASE THINK BEFORE YOU JUMP INTO YOUR
ANSWER TO THAT ONE.  I DO NOT HOLD WARS!  ANY WARS, ANYWHERE!  WARS
ARE OF MAN’S DOING—NOT GOD’S.]

EIR first exposed this policy of genocide on Aug. 19, 1994, in a cover story titled “The British Hand
Behind the Horror in Rwanda.”  Then, on Oct. 28, 1994, in a Special Report titled “The Coming Fall of
the House of Windsor”, we revealed the existence of the secretive Club of the Isles, the House of Wind-
sor-led oligarchical institution centered upon a tightly knit alliance of European princely families, London-
based financial and insurance houses, and food and raw materials cartels.  The Club of the Isles in turn
deploys the resources of the global environmentalist movement, headed by the World Wide Fund for
Nature (WWF, formerly the World Wildlife Fund), and its funding arm, the 1001 Club, as a propaganda
and paramilitary arm of their one-world “New Dark Age” agenda.

Under the WWF umbrella, the British Crown has built up a string of strategically located nature pre-
serves and national parks, which serve as staging grounds for cross-border incursions, as training grounds
for terrorist gangs, and as command posts for British “former” SAS commandos to direct the killings in
every part of sub-Saharan Africa.

As we document below, in joining the advisory board to Barrick Gold, and throwing his political clout
into facilitating Barrick’s worldwide strategic metals grab, George Bush has cast his lot with a collection of
very unsavory characters, including Barrick’s chairman, Peter Munk, and with the entire Canadian Bronfman
gang.

Barrick and the South African Oppenheimer family’s Anglo American Corp. are at the cutting edge of
a Club of the Isles drive to recolonize a severely depopulated African continent, by busting up the post-
colonial nation-states, beginning with Zaire; and then creating privately owned micro-states, in which what
is left of the indigenous population is impressed into slavery.  The novelist Joseph Conrad described these
conditions graphically in his 1899 book Heart of Darkness.  Unless the oligarchy is stopped, Bush and his
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friends intend to reimpose those conditions.

A  GLIMPSE  AT  COLONIALISM  IN  ACTION

On Aug. 18, as the Rwandan patriotic Front began its armed attacks on the camps of Rwandan
refugees in Zaire, the London Observer published an op-ed by Norman Stone, which went straight to the
heart of British policy for Africa.  Citing the horrific strife in Rwanda and Burundi, Stone bluntly stated:
“For re-imperialilzation now begins to make sense again, and the Europeans would be in a good position
to push through some sort of international mandate.  This was what happened over a century ago, and you
can argue that the problems of Africa were made infinitely worse than they needed to be because the
process was brought prematurely to an end.  The world today has a ghostly similarity to that of a century
ago.”

Many Africans who remember the pre-independence days would not agree with Stone’s exultation of
colonial rule.  The reality of imperialism was not highly publicized, however, even as late as the 1960s, on
the eve of independence for most countries, life expectancy in most African countries was generally under
30 years of age.  One writer who had a firsthand view of colonialism and depicted it was the Polish-British
writer Joseph Conrad.  In 1889, Conrad traveled the Congo River as master of the ship Otago.  In 1899,
Conrad wrote about his journey through the Belgian Congo, in Heart of Darkness.  Belgian colonial rule,
which was run directly by and for the Belgian monarchy, was notoriously harsh.  Conrad relates that the
porters for a group of “pilgrims” were not given food each day, but handed a nine-inch piece of wire, which
they were supposed to exchange for food with area Africans—a form of payment by which they starved.
Under colonial rule, the Congo River Basin had been turned into no less than a giant concentration camp,
in which people were worked to death, as Conrad described:

AN  ‘INFERNO’

“A continuous noise of the rapids above hovered over this scene of inhabited devastation.  A lot of
people, mostly Black and naked, moved about like ants...  They were building a railway...

“A slight clinking behind me made me turn my head.  Six Black men advanced in a file, toiling up the
path.  They walked erect and slow, balancing small baskets full of earth on their heads, and the clink kept
time with their footsteps.  Black rags were wound around their loins, and the short ends behind waggled to
and fro like tails.  I could see every rib, the joints of their limbs were like knots in a rope; each had an iron
collar on his neck, and all were connected together with a chain whose bights swung between them
rhythmically clinking...  All their meagre breasts panted together, then violently dilated nostrils quivered, the
eyes stared stonily uphill.  They passed me within six inches, without a glance, with complete, deathlike
indifference...

“At last I got under the trees.  My purpose was to stroll into the shade for a moment; but no sooner
within than it seemed to me I had stepped into the gloomy circle of some Inferno.  The rapids were near,
and an uninterrupted, uniform, rushing noise filled the mournful stillness of the grove, where not a breath
stirred, not a leaf moved, with a  mysterious sound—as though the tearing pace of the launched earth had
suddenly become audible.
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“Black shapes crouched, lay, sat between the trees leaning against the trunks, clinging to the earth, half
coming out, half effaced within the dim light, in all the attitudes of pain, abandonment, and despair.  Another
mine on the cliff went off, followed by a slight shudder of the soil under my feet.  The work was going on.
The work!  And this was the place where some of the helpers had withdrawn to die.

“They were dying slowly—it was very clear.  They were not enemies, they were not criminals, they
were nothing earthly now—nothing but Black shadows of disease and starvation, lying confusedly in the
greenish gloom.  Brought from all the recesses of the coast in all the legality of time contracts, lost in
uncongenial surroundings, fed on unfamiliar food, they sickened, became inefficient, and were then al-
lowed to crawl away and rest.  These moribund shapes were free as air—and nearly as thin.  I began to
distinguish the gleam of the eyes under the trees.  Then, glancing down, I saw a face near my hand.  The
Black bones reclined at full length with one shoulder against the tree, and slowly the eyelids rose and the
sunken eyes looked up at me, enormous and vacant, a kind of blind, white flicker in the depths of the orbs,
which died out slowly.  The man seemed young—almost a boy—but you know with them it’s hard to tell.
I found nothing else to do but to offer him one of my good Swede’s ship’s biscuits I had in my pocket.  The
fingers closed slowly on it and held—there was no other movement and no other glance.

“Near the same tree two more bundles of acute angles sat with their legs drawn up.  One, with his chin
propped on his knees, stared at nothing, in an intolerable and appalling manner; his brother phantom rested
its forehead, as if overcome with a great weariness; and all about others were scattered in every pose of
contorted collapse, as in some picture of a massacre or a pestilence.  While I stood horror-struck, one of
these creatures rose to his hands and knees, and went off on all-fours toward the river to drink.  He lapped
out of his hand, then sat up in the sunlight, crossing his shins in front of him, and after a time let his woolly
head fall on his breastbone.

“I didn’t want any more loitering in the shade, and I made haste towards the station.”

[END OF QUOTING]

Not a pretty picture?  Well, readers, this is exactly what is planned for YOU.  Can’t you see that it isn’t
even race or color or anything you might hang your hat on for reasoning for such non-living.  It IS the way
it IS.  This makes it not one iota more right for it to be in Africa or in America or Australia.  But I CAN’T
FIX IT FOR YOU.

As long as there are the Bushes, Khashoggis, Munks and Mulroneys of the world—there will be this
disastrously devastating inequality.  There is a LOT you can do, but there is little I can do except offer
information and show you a way to perhaps gain a bit of freedom and life.  And yes, I did say Khashoggi
as in Adnan.  Do I condone or condemn these people named here?  Neither, IT IS NOT MY PLACE TO
JUDGE.  ADNAN KHASHOGGI IS THE FOUNDER OF BARRICK GOLD CORP.  SO, YOUR
NEXT QUESTION IS PROBABLY, “DIDN’T YOU SUGGEST WE TRY FOR FUNDING HELP
FROM ADNAN KHASHOGGI?”  Yes indeed, money OR GOLD is not good or bad, right or wrong—
only the choices of the people using these things can be discerned by their actions and use thereof.  We
certainly have nothing in mind except totally worthwhile projects and a hope of feeding some of you-the-
people OF GOD, as things worsen and worsen in the clutches of this New World Order.  Even the wealthy
need to eat, brethren—even the Elite.
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So how does the next portion begin?:  “Barrick Gold, caught scrambling for loot amid the corpses in Zaire,
is a corporate front for the George Bush-allied covert political apparatus.  The Canada-based Barrick is
Bush’s only known current business enterprise.  The company, which Bush now personally leads, was
created by Bush’s political partners—British elite narcotics financiers, and arms traffickers and money
launderers. ...”

And as an inset: “Barrick Gold Chairman Peter Munk has floated to a high place in the British Empire’s
political-financial apparatus.

“Munk is chairman of Trizec, a huge real estate conglomerate which was taken over in virtual bankruptcy,
and which holds a large part of Barrick’s stock.  Trizec had been the property of Munk’s close friends, the
Bronfmans, as front men for British intelligence and ‘Dope, Inc.’ London bankers around the Eagle Star
Insurance Company.

“Munk and Barrick director Andrew Sarlos are very close associates of international speculator George
Soros, in a grouping of Hungarian Jewish émigrés.  A personal investment director for Britain’s Queen
Elizabeth, Soros is the world’s leading promoter of the legitimization of criminal enterprises, particularly
narcotics.

“Munk is also a director of the Hollinger Corporation, the reactionary global newspaper conglomerate
organized by British intelligence and ‘Special Operations Executive’ Crown representatives.  Hollinger
Chairman Conrad Black was the primary sponsor of Brian Mulroney’s career.  Munk has said that he
created the Barrick international advisory board on the model of the Hollinger Corp.’s advisory board,
which features such close Bush allies as Margaret Thatcher, HENRY KISSINGER, and the
Bronfmans.”

May we all now rest in peace, face the facts, and then and only then, consider resources and possibilities.
Will OUR starving to death, dying in prisons, or taking our pop guns out against their laser weapons make
a big difference?  NO, NO, AND NO.  We negotiate—WE NEVER COMPROMISE EITHER WIS-
DOM OR SOUL TRUTH.  WE TAKE HELP FROM WHERE WE CAN GET IT WHILE MAIN-
TAINING SECURITY AND INTEGRITY.  WE DON’T HAVE TO DO IN THESE THUGS AND
CRIMINALS—THEY WILL DO THAT FOR THEMSELVES ONE OF THESE DAYS A-COMIN’.
We will never stoop to holding hate and revenge as our goals—we only want that which creates goodness
and allows positive flow of energy—hate destroys.  Neither I, nor you, can fix that which is already past
but we can seek diligently a way to improve the NOW and look forward to a better, hopefully, future time
of creation and not destruction.  These men do not consider me their enemy—they simply don’t want
YOU TO KNOW WHAT THEY ARE DOING OR HOW BAD THEY REALLY ARE FOR WHEN
YOU KNOW, THEIR DAYS UPON THIS PLACE ARE NUMBERED IN SMALL DIGITS.

MAY THE GRACE OF GOD ALLOW YOU TO SEE AND HEAR, THAT WE ALWAYS ACT
EVER IN WISDOM AND NEVER IN FOOLISHNESS TO SATISFY AN EGO WHIM JUST
BECAUSE WE THINK A THING TO BE RIGHT OR WRONG WITHOUT REALIZING THE
WHOLE OF TRUTH.  GUNS ONLY CONFUSE THE ISSUES AND GET GOODLY MEN
KILLED!  PLEASE DO NOT WASTE OUR TEAMS ON SUCH RIDICULOUS AS-
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SUMPTIONS.

Thank you for a long day.  We have lots more to write on this topic but tomorrow will have to suffice for
today is gone.  Salu.
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